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BOOK II. 

Socio-Religious Condition. 

CHAPTER 1. 

CASTE-SYSTE M.. 

The Rigveda shows beyond the shadow of a doubt 

that until towards-the very dose of the 

Rigredic Rigvedic period, the Indo-Aryans were 

strangers to any kind of caste distinc¬ 

tions among themselves * Any one who had the gift 

and the talent to compose hymns which attracted the 

attention and commanded the admiration- of hss .hre- 

* We do indeed, in certain texts, meet with such expressions as 

paiuhajand. Buc panchajand can no more be interpreted to allude to 

the four varnas and the Nishidas, than to Gandharvas, Pitrls, Devas, 

Asuras and R&kshasas. The very existence of these two interpretations 

of the term, would shew that they were mere suppositions nut forw 
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Hirers, might be honoured with the appellation of ‘Brah- 

man,’ that is, a sage, an offerer of prayer. Any one 

who rose to distinction in the profession of arms might 

be eulogised under the epithet of ‘Kshatriya’—that is, a 

man possessing power. But ‘Brahman’ or ‘Kshatriya’, 

wise man, or powerful man, he was a ‘vis',’ that is, one' 
of the people.* 

There are however, indications in the Rigveda of a 

gradual differentiation of two very vaguely defined 

orders-the Brahmanas and the Rdjanyas. The term 

Brdhman, which in the earlier part of the Rigvedic 

period could be applied to any member of the Aryan 

community who composed hymns and offered up 

prayers, became restriaed towards the latter part of 

the period to signify a kind of priest f Later still 

e descendants of these priests were, though in 

only a few passages, J distinguished under the appell¬ 

ation of “Brahmanas”—a derivative word signifying 

the sons of a Brahman. There is, however, nothing to 

Muir's “Sanscrit Texts*1 * Vrvi I /tOxq\ 

says Prof. MaxMuller “with all the iocemeits be^’ 

question, Does caste, as we find it in Manu and at the pt^nTlv f 

part of the most ancient religions teaching of the Vedas ? We ^ 
answer with a decided r “ vedas? We can 

voi. n. (1868), P. 3II P 'from a German w*w«p" 

Speaking of the Rigvedic period Weber «aW ' a-m. " 

t BrShman* (m.} ,s evidently connected with ‘Brfihman’ (n> prayer 
Th^e were Vedic poets of regal origin, such as Trasadasyu oJhTZ' 

t See Morris “Sanskrit Texts,” Vol. I., (iSSS^PpISb. ** 
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shew that the Brahmans as yet formed an exclusive 

order. 

From the extreme paucity of texts in which the word 

‘Kshatriya* is appropriated., to the nobility, as well as 

from the all but entire absence of. the term ‘Rdjanya’ '* 

which is the alternative designation of that order, and 

which is related to *Rdjan/ a king, in the same way as 

£Br4hfnanaJ is to '-‘Brahman,* a priest, we may .safely 

infer that the Aryan princes and their relations had 

not yet come to be ■ separated from the body of 

the people by anything like a clear line of demarca¬ 

tion. The name assigned to the third caste is ‘Vis/ 

or its derivative/Vais y a.1 But throughout the Rigveda, 

except in one of the very latest hymns, (vis. the Purusha 

Sukta) the whole of the Aryan colony, kings, priests, 

and all, are included under the. name ‘vis/ people. 

But, before the last notes of the last hymn wez$ 

• _ . . chanted by the' last of the Rigvedic 

’ t$t Aryan«a4son- bards,. his brethren had established a 

- caste i system—a system composed of 

two well-defined, exclusive, ethnological castes. Before 

the Aryans came to India, there had been several waves 

of non-Aryan . immigration* t As the Aryans spread 

eastward from the banks of the Indus, they came in 

collision with the aborigines, who naturally enough, 

opposed their advance, fought them, disturbed their 

sacrifice and harassed them in endless ways. For such 

* This term “ Rljanya” occurs only in one hymn, the Parasha Su'kta. 

f Cald wtll's “Comparative Grammar/1 Introduction pp. toS £f. 
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acts, which no doubt seemed to the Aryans a6t$ of daub fc- 

ful courtesy, they called their adversaries, “Dasyus” 

(‘robbers”), “Rakshas” (“evil spirits,”) &c. They are 

described as irreligious, impious, and the lowest of the 

low ; they are also in some texts contemptuously called 

black-skinned— a very significant epithet, as the Sanskrit 

term for ‘Caste’ primarily means colour, which points 

to an original difference of colour as the cause of 

caste. Thus, during the Rigvedic period, there were, 

if we may so express ourselves, two ‘colors’—tfi'e fair 

(Aryan), and the black (Dasyu or Ddsa). So long as 

these two classes were related to each other as belli¬ 

gerents there could be no question of caste. But the 

Aryans ultimately succeeded in conquering and sub¬ 

jugating their opponents; and instead of exterminating 

the conquered tribes, or reducing them to a condition 

of slavery, they followed a policy charafterised by com¬ 

parative mercy and humanity. The aboriginal tribes_ 

navy called Sudras*—were incorporated with the Aryan 

society though on the hard condition, that they should 

occupy the lowest position in it. 

Thus was formed a mixed society composed of two- 

perfectly distinct ethnological castes. This amalgama¬ 

tion of the Aryans and non-Aryans, originally differing 

in many essential respects from each other, is the key 

to the most important phenomena in the history of 

ancient India. The numerical strength of the A'ryas- 

In the Atharvaveda, the A'ryas are not only contrasted with Ddsas 
or Dasyns, but also with Sudras. 
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afford room In their brains, for a thousand and odd 

long hymns,. with obsolete idioms and expressions, so 

as to be able to reproduce them at notice. All these 

circumstances tended to create a class 

of men, the Brdhmans, who treasured 

up the hymns in their memory, and officiated at the 

sacrifices. The accumulation of wealth by the Aryans, 

who now began to call themselves Dvijas, twice born, 

furthered the division of labour amongst them, and 

■ afforded the Brdhmaos opportunity for cfevotingrthem- 

s'elves entirely to their pursuits. The Rigvedic poets 

belonged, as a rule, to-the'mass of the people.' By far 

the greater number' of their prayers were for cattle, 

grain, and similar'earthly blessings—a fact which' .shews 

that they had, like the rest of their 'community, to 

straggle for existence. They could not afford much 

time for speculation—their attention ; was, all ■ but en¬ 

grossed by temporal objects. But* now . the Brdhmans 

obtained leisure for speculating upon ' theosophicai 

and philosophical subjects, and for elaborating and 

thus complicating, the sacrificial rites and ceremonies 

of their ancestors. Consciously or unconsciously, -they 

also enveloped these ritualistic ceremonies in so dark 

a mystery that none but professional adepts could pro- 

perly interpret them. Thus the poetical nature-worship 

of the primitive Indo-Aryans stiffened into a dry creed 

of sacrifice and penance (Brahmanism). Liturgical 

treatises, known-as die Brdhmanas, containing elaborate 

rules for the performance of sacrifices, were _ composed. 

The minutest rules were framed for penance,, not only 
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Su dra as distinct from these classes 'as possible. His 

condition, however,‘was much better than slavery. He 

could choose his own master. The law against his 

accumulation of- wealth could not have been strictly 

carried out, as in the very book where that law 

occurs, it is stated that his property should on his 

death'be shared by his children. His master could 

punish him only as he could, punish his son or pupil. 

And, it is even enjoined that he Is to be respected by-the 

Dvijas (AYyas) in-his old .age.*' 

ft was not long before the' ascendancy of the 

Brahmans .established-during-'the last 

period** pe«hd was disputed by the other 

classes of' the Aryan society. The 

legends representing a firdhman hero (Rama Jdmad- 

■ agnyai as having exterminated the* Kshatriyas thrice 

seven times, and, subsequently, as himself vanquished 

by the Kshc.triya Rima, .and."-various other legends, 

indicate in unmistakable' language the contests that 

went on between, the,. Brdfmians and Kshatriyas 

after' the establishment of ^rahmanlsm. The compli¬ 

cated and .elaborate sacrliicial rites and ceremonies, 

which were the characteristic features, of th^t religion, 

formed, as we have seen, the chief basis, of Brdhuianic 

influence. But, .the Upanishads now. put .forth the 

doctrine of the superiority of spiritual .knowledge to 

sacrificial ceremonies 
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The Brihmaras, however, wisely enough, were libe¬ 

ra! and conciliatory towards their opponents. They bold¬ 

ly engrafted the-doctrines of the Upanishads and of the 

systems of philosophy to which these works gave birth 

upon Brahmanism itself. They still continued to exert 

very great influence. . But an earnest endeavour was 

made to restrict this influence to the wise and learned 

amongst then 

Another principle feature of the period under review 

was the gradual elevation of the Siidra 

©rSf1Su'^St,:011' c^ass* ^his was effefted in a variety of 

ways. Outside the limits of the Aryan 

territories there reigned powerful aboriginal princes. 

As the population of the A'ryas increased they had to. 

migrate and settle in the dominions of many of these, 

who, were either classed with the Su'dras, or described 

as fallen from some one or other of the three higher 

• Vasishtfea says: “ (Bi&hmans) who neither study nor teeth the 

Veda nor keep sacred fires become equal to Sudras, 

4. The king shall punish that Village—where Br&hraan* unobservant 

of their sacred duties and ignorant of the Ved*, subsist by begging; for 

it feeds robbers.” 

8. “ Offerings to the gods and to the manes must always be given 

io a Srotriya alone. For gifts bestowed on a man unacquainted with 

the Veda reach nether' the ancestors nor the gods. 

9. 'If a fool lives even In ones house and a (Brahman) deeply 

* leatned in the Veda, lives'at a great distance, the learned man shall re¬ 

ceive the gift. The sin of neglecting (a Brihman is not incurred) in the 

case of a fool.” 

11 An elephant made of wood, an antiiope made of leather, and 

.a Br&hman ignorant of the Veda, these three have nothing but the 

name of their kind.” “Sacred Books of the East.” Vol. XIV part 
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castes. But, however they may have been described by 

Brahinaoical writers, and whatever may hav* been the 

Influence of Aryan civilisation upon them, politically 

and socially they were far superior to the original 

Sudras. A dynasty of Sudra kings became -paramount, 

in Northern India about the fourth century .before the 

Christian era* Then, again, outside the pale of Hindu 

community there were a great many ■ savage and semi- 

savage tribes. The Aryan authors manufactured fanci 

ful genealogies for them, made them out to be‘mixed' 

or ‘fallen* castes and assigned them a position below 

that of the original Su dras. Thus the lowest caste, of 

the early and middle Vedic periods came to stand rather 

high in the social scale in the later Vs. die period, for 

there were now scores of castes below it. The inter¬ 

marriage moreover, between Brdhmans and Kshatriyas, 

Brdhmans and Valsyas, Br&Iwians and Sudras, and be¬ 

tween Kshatrlyas and Vareyas, Kshatriyas and Sudras, 

and so on, tended to bridge over* the gulf that had once 

interposed between the original pure, Aryan castes and 

the aboriginal Su'dras, not so much, if at ail, by the 

establishment of distinct ‘mixed' castes, as by that of 

divisions and- subdivisions of the various castes * In 

* The theory of the mi.ted elite was first enunciated during the 

period under review. A great many of the so called . “mixed castes’1 

however, were clearly names of tnbes and races with whom the Hindu? 

came in contact as they spread in Indi», and as their intercourse with 

foreigners increased. 

Vasishtha says :— 

'*i. They declare that the offspring of a Sddra and of a female of 

the Brahman caste becomes, a Chanda la. . ■ 



INCREASE OF BRA H1IANIC INFLUENCE «, ; II 
% §\ 

’ %*“ jfm 

this intermixture of Aryan .and non- Ary<:n bloody aU§e 

loss in purity to the higher classes, was a clear gain to the 

mount.. 
as a caste of conquerors and ■ the Sudras as a caste of 

^ J *--,~J --^he 

4. Tbey declare that the son ©©gotten by a Yaisya 

the Brfthm&n caste becomes a Ramaha, 

castes ’ 

Hindu? 
rse with 

6. They declare that the son begotten by a Kshatnya on a female 

of the Br&hman cate*-becomes a S4ta. 

(“Sacred Books of the East'" Vol. XIV pt. 2 pp. 94-95*) 
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■selves. During the middle'Vedic period their influence, 

as we saw, - was indeed very great. But the extra¬ 

vagant pretensions of the Brdhma-nic priesthood were, 

as we also saw, shortly after disputed by the other mem¬ 

bers of the Aryan community, especially the Kshatriyas. 

These as well as the Vaisyas had,' from the very first, 

enjoyed many Important privileges in common with the 

.Brdhmans, and had served as the lever to Brdhmanical' 

ascendancybut now they, especially the Vaisyas, gradu. 

ally became as sharply distinguished from the Brdhmans 

as they had been from the Sudras. The seculari¬ 

sation of a good portion of the Brihman community, 

which commenced with the movement of Rationalism 

in the later Vedic period still went on. But a limited 

section of them, having now pretty nearly all their own 

way,. by manipulating the aboriginal forms of faith, and 

refining them with Ideas borrowed from Aryan theology, 

philosophy and metaphysics, built up a huges uperstruc* 

ture of idolatry and fetishism—-the post-Vedic Hinduism. 

Two of the most important results which followed the 

The new priest- .establishment of post-Vedic Hinduism 

frood* were, first, the formation of- a 'priest¬ 

hood mainly from amongst the Brihmans—a priesthood, 

however, of an entirely different character from that of 

the Br^fimanic period. ' Instead of assisting at great 

sacrifices, they performed the worship of gods, and god¬ 

desses in temples, under trees, by the riverside, and so 

forth. Secondly, the establishment of Hinduism ele¬ 

vated the position of the Sudras still further. There 

was no longer a religious distinction between them and 



THE FOUR CASTES. 

the Aryans; all became a confused' mass of heteroge¬ 

neous Hindus. 

A good many of the Brihmans were gradually com-' 

Condition of the Pe^e<i to take to occupations other than 
four castes. priestly, ft was only a very limited 

section of them that still continued to perform the great 

public sacrifices in strictly Aryan principalities. A. 

somewhat, larger number' of them formed the new 

priesthood just mentioned. But, by far the greatest 

majority of them, were anything but priests. In the 

ManusamhibC we read of many Brdhmans. who followed 

the occupations of the lower classes. There were 

Brdhmans who earned their living by selling meat, by 

low traffic, by dancing, by making bows and arrows, by 

taming elephants, horses 01; camel % and by tillage. 

There were Brdhman shepherds, Brihman oilmen, and 

Brahman falconers. * The social position of such 

Brahmans could .not have been far superior to that of 

some of the lower classes. It is declared in. the Mann- 

samhitd that “ Brahmans who teed herds of cattle, who 

trade, who practise'mechanical arts, who profess dan¬ 

cing and singing, who are. hired, servants or usurers, let 

the judge exhort and examine as if they were Su dras.l,t 

Similar was ' the fate of the second or Kshatriya caste ; 

in fact, this caste., as. a pure caste is supposed by 

■some to have gradually verged almost on extinction. 

The Vaisyas, the mass of the original Aryan popula¬ 

tion, had, of course, from, the very first, engaged in 

all sorts of occupations—they were agriculturists 

* Mams. III. 151 &e, f-Manu. VIII. 102. 
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tradesmen, merchants, servants, artisans, and so forth. 

The gradual filling up of the gap between the Su dras 

and the higher castes went a very Jong way to amelio¬ 

rate the condition of -the former; so that even in the 

dominions of the Aryans themselves, they, could no 

longer have been a class of servants ■ or .a ' " servile” 

caste. Outside Jtbt^e^3ominions there were Aryanised 

or half-Aryanised 5i/dra kingdoms; and it Is incon¬ 

ceivable that Sulira princes should not have employed 

their kinsmen . in the higher "grades-of the'public- 

services, or should have forbidden -them to follow any : 

other occupations than those' of servants and labourers. - ■ 

With regard to the so-called /mixed* and ‘fallen’". 

castes described in' the ’.Manusamhitd, 1 
‘Mixed* and Mien ■ 

castes, *- *he highest authority .on.'.caste,.there ■ 

are 57 of these.;, mentioned, with 
professions assigned .to about'half that' number, and' 

pedigrees manufactured for them all. The fact Is, all 

the ‘fallen castes, and- many of- the- ‘mixed* castes,-' 

are mere names based --on ethnological distinctions, 

* Tfec foHowiag is a list of the #is&ixed* castes as smm ■ m the “Ma- 
X. 8 'S. ' ' v * 

Father. Mother. Castes formed. 
Biihmas. Vaisya' . Ambasktha 

Do. Sftdxa NIsMda or P^sasava 
Kshatriya .Do; ■ Ujgra , ■ 

Do, Bt&hnan Sfita 
Vaisya Do. - rsddeka 
Vaisya Kshatriya .Mdgadka 
SMra Vaisya Ayog&vzi 

Do. Kshatriya Kshattri 
Do ■ Brahman CkdmdSta - 

Br&femaa ' %ra ' A'irrita 
Du. Atmhmskihd' A'bkira 
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gi¥en to peoples such as the-Chinese* the Greeks, the 

UriyaSjthe Persians* the-Kaivartas and the Chand£Ias 
BrA liman 
NisbMa 
Su'dra 
Kshattri 
Vaidehaka 

First three .castes. 

From Brlhman f 
Vrltyas I 

A'yogava 
Su'dra 
NishAda 
Ugra 
Amkashtka 

by wives of 
their same caste, 
but not perfoim- 

. ing sacred rites. 

From Kphatriya I 
Vr&tyas I 

Dhigvana 
Fukkasa 
Kukkutak* 
Svap&ka 
Vem 

Vr&tyas. 

Bhrijjakantaka 
Avantya 
VitadhAna 
Pushpadha 
Saikha 
jhaila 
Malta 
Liekckivi 
Nata 
ICaraaa 
Kha?a 
Dramda 

' Sudhanvan 
AfcbArya 

From Vaisya ? KArusha 
VrAtyas ) *** *** " Vijanman 

Maitra 
S&tvata 

Dasyu A'yagava' Satiandhra 
Vtddeka '• Oo- , Ma&trey aka 

Nisfiida A'yogava Mlrgava or DAsa or Kaivarta 
Do. Vaideka . KArAvara . . 

Vaidehaka KArAvara Amdkm 
Do. NishAda Meda 

Okanddia Vaideka PAndusopAka 
NishAda Oo. A'hindika 
Ckanddla - Pnkkasa ^ Sopdfca 
QmhddL. NishAda'. AntyAvasAyin. 

„ Castes which are more or less clearly mere ethnic designations are 
given ta Italics. 

The ‘fallen* castes mentioned in the M&husamttttA are tfie Paan- 
d^fes (the people of Nocth Bengal), the Gdxas (Uriyasl, the JCarabojas 
Olabolut, the Yavanas (Greeks), the Sakas (Tmaniaa tribes), the 
Pitadas,. the Pahlavas (Persians), the Chinas (Chinese), the Kisitas 
(certain Himalayan tribes), and the Dnsadas. For -Odns’ Or Bah ter 
Wds - "Kodas** (Kols!) “Sacred Books of the''East/' Vol. XXV. p. 41a 
..(footnote). ■ :. 
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with whom the Aryans came in contact subsequent 

to. the establishment of the hypothesis that there 

were but four castes at the .creation; ..and there is 

abundant confirmatory evidence of this conclusion. The 

languages of some of the ‘mixed1 and ‘fallen castes, 

as, for instance, / those of the Dravidians and the 

Chinese are'as different from Sanskrit, the language of 

the Aryans as Hebrew is from English. There is, 

however, no reason, why-the loss of purity to an Aryan 

class should ' invariably be accompanied by such a 

radical change ‘of language. 

Then, again, there are 2y ‘mixed’ castes, to whom 

professions are assigned. Of these, half-a-dozen,* that 

is very nearly one fourth, with of course, six different 

genealogies are mentioned, side by -side as subsisting 

by hunting. • These were^: evidently tribes still un¬ 

reclaimed from a condition of savagery, unless indeed 

we conclude that, by an inversion of the natural pro¬ 

cess of social evolution, so many tribes, following 

such a .primitive occupation did not come into ex¬ 

istence in India until-the Aryan community had attain¬ 

ed a tolerably high stage of civilisation.. 

We have already seen with what qualifications the 

popular notion that a .particular .profession ■ is con¬ 

fined to a; particular" caste is to be accepted in the 

case of the-Tour great .castes. The characteristic fea¬ 

ture of the caste-system, was that while ■■ the higher „ 

* Namely, ‘Ugra* ‘Kshattri’ ‘Pukltasa5 -* Andhra’ *Meda/ and *Sa- 
irandhhra,’ of Manusamhiti (X. 48—4# 
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classes could take to the occupations of the lower, the 

lower were forbidden to take 'to- the pursuits of 

the higher.' With, regard to the minor' castes, we 

find that -many' of them' have become extinct, and 

that the professions of not a few. have radically 

changed. A caste of men, who subsisted according to 

the Manusamhitd, by killing animals that live in holes, 

is transformed in later ^ books, into- one of encomiasts 

or bards; another of attendants on women is converted 

into one of traders; and so on.# 

The more important changes which have brought the 

Purinic period : caste's7stem to its. present condition 
Hindu have been chiefly effected within the 

avuisshon. 
last 6 or 7 centuries. It was in the 

twelfth century that the Mahomedans succeeded in 

conquering and. occupying a large portion of India; 

and it is from, that century that the decay of Hindu 

civilisation began. Every work in the Aryan or Hin¬ 

du literature that has the stamp of genius or origina¬ 

lity, whether on mathematics or medicine, philosophy 

or philolgy, was written before the dose of the 12th 

century. ■ The Hindus gradually forgot the principles 

* ‘Su'ta/ who Is described as ‘horse-trainer/ ‘charioteer* in fte 

Manosamhitd becomes ‘carpenter* in the Amaracosha, and ‘bard’ in 

the Medinicosha. Similarly, ‘Ugra' who Is said to lire by killing 

animals in Mann becomes a ‘bard* or '‘encomiast’ In the Tanfcras; 
‘Magadha,* a ‘travelling merchant’ in Manu, is described as ‘minstrel/ 

in later works. Another curious instance of radical change is presented 

by ‘Vaidehaka/ who Is spoken of as ‘an attendant on women/in Mann, 
and as a *tiaderss in more*recent books. 



of the sciences in which their ancestors had acquir 

such high distinction: and several of those sciences we 

duced to mere arts. Certain sections of the Bi 

Teased iaSu- hmans a!one preserved the knowledg _ 

if the Br4h- the Aryan scriptures, on which the 

. ctrines of Hinduism are professedly 

Sed, but which are sealed books to by far the greatest 

s ijority of the Hindus. 

Blind followers are always the most thoroughgoing 

and the most zealous. Outside the narrow and sacred 

preempts of an interested group of Brahmans, there was 

no one now to dispute or even question their authority. 

Reformers -like Kabir and Chaitanya rose now and 

then ; but .they were few and far between. Whatever 

the Brahmans now uttered or wrote was accepted as 

an infallible truth. If any Brdhman wanted to counten¬ 

ance a particular, custom of a particular tribe, he had only 

to declare that it was sanctioned by the Sdstras. But 

whether he was right or wrong, whether he had mis¬ 

interpreted or not, very few were in a position to judge. 

Thus grew up to extravagant dimensions several hor¬ 

rible practices, such as that of “Sat:,” or self-immola 

tion of widows. Thus sprang up an infinity of caste- 

rules and regulations, chiefly local, some universal, but 

mainly something more than merely conventional or 
customary. 

It would appear that even as late as the Buddhist- 

m u period, the KSyasthas, the Vaidyas, the traders 

and the artisans had not yet been completely differ¬ 

entiated into distinft castes. They were still partly 



■' -:i 1'* ' i.c 1 : m?.:-* gri , d 

^~ ^ 3, ’ 1‘w/ u ^ ' e rnyt Wwhlunw q 

- ^ ’ .' iYkwjrii: *b: n; km drivkd an< 
huw.y b/w 

- d: ’ :r w wp?x cn * make :hdr sn,ir,r 

Tbc hkiycuvan mew Jurwg w: pwrd under revie* .\ 

biw: *5 no mr* <l:m of K£ya*fcha* 
le ire J'- - - d * They n e wmbbiwd ey Ylwv 

u** ‘ d "** net In a way s~*' a* to Yavt btun 

acuw. ww ;:w \.^i r*c: at the Lme wten tf-ose authors 

wrote been crystallised into a' caste. Yl'zz- 

ralkva enbd w the king to prvtefi bin subiefts from 

deceivers> th:e/es violent men, robbers and ethers, and 

mens is saw! to be Attested by the king when it has been 

prepared in the kin<g;s office by the Kiyastha appointed 

by the king ?.ad marked by the hand (or signature), of 

the heao ot the oilice'bf. From these passages, it 

would appear turn! towards the dose of the Buddhist- 

rlindu periods the term K^yastha was applied not to 

a distinft caste but to men who were employed as 

* Mention Is however, made of Karans who sow form a ssib-caste 
of the K&yaethas. 
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scribes and tax-gatherers, men who, in all likelihood, 

belonged partly to the Vaisya and partly to the Ksha- 

triya castes. The modern Valdya or physician caste 

The FaMjm <*oes not a^so aPP«ar in the more anci¬ 
ent SamhiMs such as those of Mann 

and Yijnavalkya. Physicians are mentioned in those 

books but nowhere as a distina caste, unless the modern 

Yaidyas are to be identified with the Ambashthas of 

the Manusamhita, an identification for which, however* 

there is not sufficient warranty. * Manu mentions 

physicians in the same category as meat-sellers and 

liquor-vendors," and Y^jnavalkya classes them with 

thieves, prostitutes and others, whose food can not be 
taken. 

The other occupation-castes such as goldsmiths, 

blacksmiths, &c. were not also in 
Otber occnpottoa . , , . , , . , 

castes, ' existence during the last period ;■ vari¬ 

ous trades and professions are of 

course mentioned in the Manu, Y<[jnavalkya. and other, 

older Samhitas, but never .in such a way as to give the 

idea that they formed well defined ■ castes. 

Hbw^ then, have the numerous funftion-castes of 

the present day appeared ? We have seen that during 

the latter portion- of the Vedlc period, the Brahmans the 
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T1,ey were strictly speaking, sub-castes of the great 

■Aryan caste "f the Rigvedic period. They enjoyed 

many privileg s in common as distinguished from the 

Sudras, the second great caste of that period. The 

Vaisyas and to a smaller extent, the Kshatriyas pursued 

diverse occupations as scribes, physicians, traders, 

artisans and ha sbandmen. In time, special occupations 

being followed by particular families for generations, as 

they -always would more or less be in a comparatively 

non-industrial society like that of the Hindus, there arose 

special occupation-castes. The principle of imitation 

must have had some influence on the formation cf 

these castes. The fact of the original functional differ¬ 

entiation of the higher castes (Brahmans, Kshatriyas 

and Vaisyas) must have been traditionally handed down 

from generation to generation. What the higher castes 

had done to preserve their parity was done by the lower 

for the same purpose. 

It is noteworthy Jn this .connection that* with Hie 

Various function- appeara”€e °f the P^fession-castes of 
c«stes^ thejresait the period under review, the Vaisyas 

tion^crf ^Vafsro an<* ^ Kshatriyas-to some extent dis- 

rlJt. appear*Just as on the formation of the 

function-castes in the later Vedic period, 

the Brihmans, the Kshatriyas, aid the Vaisyas—their 

*With regard to the Kshatriyas the author of the Ain4»Akiari says •— 

u There are now upwards of 500 different tribes cf Kshatriyas, 53 
of whom are in esteem, anil 12 are better than the rest. Bat at pre¬ 

sent there are scarcely any Kshatriyas to be found, excepting a few, 
who do mot follow ike profession of arms.*1 (The Italics mine). 



^cio-KrLiters co^iricvv 

;im r,r: ii, u: uf M; A r a. iljappearecL so on the 

tf xr ’ :;j; ah ;r a; ihc> bavistkas, the Vaidjas, the Kamars 

!" , r k: . D^»ch the Vaisya? [andparhj also, I think 

;r v.’*a a** “ atojas their cjut-oo designations also nearly 

C'“s?po *ar:i - :ny a ;er, so eh as the Veiny 4s and 

.he Kiyasihas presetved the tradition of their once 

having been members cf tife great Kshatriya or 

\< a* sv? greaos. 

Seme cf the castes which resulted from the disin- 

le-waticw of the Vaisya caste tended^ as we have seen 

aiready to be merged :n the Sudra class. In fact* with 

regard :o many members of the socaHed Sudra castes 

s»l as Bari: (carpenter), Kimir (blacksmith)* Tell 

on prefers) See.* it is difficult to tel! whether they 

belong :o the Sudra or the Vaisya class. The Vaidyas, 

'he Veniy£s and the K4yasihas are probably the only 

indubitable representatives of the great Vaisya class at 

the present day. 

Throughout the periods ot which we have been treat¬ 

ing the Sudras. increased in ■ number 

Sa'dmcastes. suc” as 110 other caste increased* 

because every new tribe that came 

within the pale of Hinduism was classed with them. 

This Is with regard to the “ Military » caste. As for the “Mercan- 
tile?? caste, he says, “that there Is a branch of this, the Benya caste, 
of which there are 84 subdivisions, among whom are mendicants, men 
of learning, artists, magicians, handicrafts, and such expert jugglers 
that their tricks pass for miracles with the vulgar and imposeWen 
noon those who are wiser.” Ain-i-Aiberi (Gladwin’s translation, 1800) 
Vol. II pp. 377.-378. 

* One of the traditions of the Kdyasthas ascribes to them Kshatriya 
ancestry. I n the K&ymihaMrikd, a work issued by the K4yastha-kula.sam- 
raKshios Sabh£, the Kshatriya ancestry of the K&yasthas is maintained. 
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i bis process of increase is stil exempiifled in the cn$es 

of many aboriginal tribes. In Chhattisgar, in the 

Centra! Provinces, for instance, the Goads ,an unmis¬ 

takably Dravidian tribe) who are settled in the plains 

are classed among low-caste Sudras. They have 

forgotten their own language and are often as¬ 

hamed to own affinity with their brethren cf the hi: is 

whom they hold in undisguised contempt. Like their 

Hindu neighbours, they eschew beef and pork. Some 

of them worship Hindu gods, such as Mab4m4i and 

Mahddeo, and entertain Brdhman priests. In a few 

cases, the Gond aspirants after Hindu distinction have 

risen higher than the Sadra caste. By their wealth 

and influence, they have got admission into the Ksha- 

triya caste. But their number is extremely small 

The. farther one goes away from the plains the more 

are the Gonds found to he unaffected by Hindu influ¬ 

ence and to approximate to the primitive type. The hill 

Gonds never have anything to do with Hindu gods 

or BrcEtiman priests. * 

, The principal .castes of Bengal with their numerical 

me Bengal cg^es. strmSth according to the Census of 
.1891may.be arranged as follows:— 

(A) The Aryans. 
1. Br&hman* 
(i) Br&hman proper * 
(II) B£bhan 
(iii) Bh&t 

2,801,118 
1,222,674 

54*499 

4,078*291 

* “ Cbattisg&r; notes on its tribes, castes.and sects/® 
Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal Vol. LLX pt, it pp. 269 . 
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2. Kskatriya, 
R&jput 

3. Vraisya and p&rtly also Kskatriya (?) 
Vaidya 
Veniyd 
Kdyastha 
(I; Karana * 

* »S09.3S4 

80,273 
826,992 

1,466,748 
.130,220 

2,504233 

(S) Doubtfully Vaisya, or Sudra, or Mixed. 

Bardi ... 466,582 (Includes Sutradhl 
B&rul ... 255.368 (Do Tdmbuli) 
Chisd ... 670.757 
Gareri 106,424 
Godld and Aliir * 4,266,075 
K£h£r ... 621,176 
K&m&r 739.728 (Includes Lohdr) 
Kundu 520,409 
K&nsgri 86,113 
Kumh&r 746,084 
Moiri 419,800 (Includes Hal wai; 
Mdli 151,962 
Ndpit 956,156 (Includes Hajam) 
Sadgop ... 574335 
Son£r 273,293 
Tdnti ... 801.576 
Tell ... 1,523,123 (Includes Kalu) 

13.175,961 

(C)' Non-Aryan or Sudra, 

Ctiam&r 1.497.267 
Dhopd '573.463 
Hdri . 465,294 

Jaliya * 396,559 
Jugi 406,473 
Kapdli 134,002 
Keivat 358,435 
Malta * 382,315 
Nuneva 3*8.44* 
P&si ' 147.651 
Su'dra 234.659 
Ssinri ... 825,264 

(Includes Muchi) 

I Includes Kalwar) 



tsagdij the Katbarta, the ttocnn, ana tne unanaai, for ins- 

ance, are such tribes. Their cast of feature, their fcradi- 

ions, their geographical distribution chiefly confined as 

hey are to particular tracts of Bengal, prov^ this. Some 

* Cartes which also appear .in the list of the Minu&amhitft. It U 

bservable, that only seven castes are common to the two lists. Vide ante 

?qI II. p 15. A'hir is a corruption of 1 A/bhira* The identification 

f ** fallyfi " with Mann’s “Thalia ” is doubtful 
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V'Z tT7 na7e “Sd a S:‘Sbt irj?as^ oi Aryan blood, r " . are comir.antly non-Aryan there can not be 

-n;hattavle0tc ^ W * ** Castes* ^we.er, are 
v ' be ca‘‘ed composite castes, that is to sav 

•v ‘nClude an20ngst them sub-castes some of which 

Composite castes. are as markedly Aryan as others are 

non-Aryan The GodiS or A'hir is an 
instance of this kind of caste* 

With regard to the functional castes it should be 

FnTf0af!cas£e3- °bserved> that b“t few of them, with 

iiXdSL^ * the eXCeption probably of some artisan 

, CaSteS’ haVC i0ng ma!nta'ned their 

have bee* nwa" Goa,a seems to 

valley of the semi-Aryan Goalas 0f the North w«t * 
also by the inclusion in the caste of n* f N°rth;Western .Provinces, but 

a: ait These of course wouldtlJTT **"? Wh° Were not Arvan 
be admitted to the Vm rJ T ^ Sub'castes' *”<3 would not 

served among: Goalas seem tn h 5 feature which may be ob- 

whatever may have boe„ thl o **"'■"* s»ow that 

comprises several heterogenous ek^entsUnThatl°n ^ ^ '“I*’ i<: now 
tar_„ from the' original kmA t ** ' US evei1 sn a district: so 

Dalton remarking that the fit * “ S!ligbhum- we fil>d Col. 

high, sharp and dfucate Hi t r " Mathurabasi Goalas are 

. Those of Magadha sub-caste ol 2 IT^ 
coaree- They are dark^mn!^; T , hand are undefined and 

Seeing: the latter standing* in a haVe lar^e 5ianc3s and feet - •»iL'rx'xfrv “■"™ 
much mixture of blood Tk«. , ‘ .,T^en bas d°ubtless been 

to which thagro jth oTlhe ^tere“T Presses 
thrives of the original tv t ^ They show how represen- 
their original centre and how "T fiT^ ^ dlstricts veT remote from 
who folLedpt"^ <* Horace, 

and are recognised by a sort of ficrin ™ j, .me attached to the caste 
along.- R;siev J S "°n ** hav,ng belonged to it all 

s Ksley, Tnbes and castes of Bengal" Vol. l p.p. ^ 
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functional character. The Brahmans, for instance, as 

we have already seen, though in their origin a 

“priestly” caste soon ceased to be such. * In 

comparatively non-industrial societies where division 

of labour has not been carried to any consider¬ 

able extent, professions have a natural tendency to 

become hereditary. The son enjoys exceptional op¬ 

portunities of qualifying himself for the occupation of 

his father, and the father could not leave his son a more 

valuable legacy than the prestige of his name. It is not 

unusual to find an outlying villages and towns of India, 

certain trades and professions pursued by particular 

families for many generations together. But, this is 

more or less the case everywhere, where demand is 

limited, and where, therefore, competition for supply 

is also limited. In larger towns and cities, however, 

it is by no means exceptional to find the members, of 

* Ihe author of the Ain-i. Akbar:—gives 10 subdivisions of the 
Brahman caste •— 

/s/—-Comprises those who give charity, but do not receive it; feara 
but do not teach,, &c«. " 

Those who receive charity and teach,' &e. 

3rd—*Perform priestly function for themselves as we!!-as for others 

They learn as well as teach, bear injuries with patience, observe ter»l 
perartce of every kind, -&c. 

4£k*~~»‘Those who are princes, <&c. 

—Merchants, tradesmen, cultivators, &c 

6th Those who do whatever appears advantageous to them. 

Jik -"Mendicants who receive alms any one. 

Those who are bound by no tales, and like braces do not 
know good from evil. 

gik—Infidels. 

. ioA—Vile wretches {Chanddtas.) 

Op. cit (Gladwin *$ translation) VolM 11 p§>. 375‘3jNS. 
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■one and the same caste engaged in the most divergent 

occupations. Nothing is more common, for instance, 

than to find Brdhmans, who are supposed to ..con¬ 

stitute the "priestly” caste, serving as cooks, guards, 

See., to lower caste people, even to Sudras, the so-called 

"servile” caste. By far the greatest majority of the 

'"priests” are unquestionably cultivators, and various 

kinds of servants ; and it is only a small ,f raft ion of them 

that perform the priestly funftion. There are not many 

royal families that can lay claim to Kshatriya descent. 

The founders the well-known dynasties of Scindia, 

ffolkar, -Quickwar, &c., were adventurers,' sprung from 

theflower subdivisions of “ the .Sudra caste. ■, 

Summary of ■: The conclusions to .which .the, facts - 

I^sll^ts* .. stated above lead . us may be . briefly 

stated as follows.— 

L During the-Rigvedic period there were - two great • 

ethnic castes-(Sanserif Varnas). the fair, Arya, -and ..the 

■dark,tDdsa (non-Aryan). 

II. .Shortly after the Rigvedic period two great 

occupation or functional castes, the Brahman: and the 

Kshatriya,/ .were differentiated out of-.the first “(Aryan) 

class. The remaining members of this, class, forming 

the mass of the Aryan people or the visj were deno¬ 

minated the Vaisya caste.' 

Ill* Since the Rigvedic period, the Sudra caste has- 

been increasing—. 

. to) By fresh accessions of.various.Hinduised abori¬ 

ginal or non-Aryan tribes.- 
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(£) . By the gradual confusion of the lower orders 

of the Valsya with the higher orders of the Sudra 

caste. 

IV. The disintegration of the great Vaisya and 

partly also of the Kshatriya caste into various smaller 

castes chiefly of a functional charactei 

ected '.luring the early portion of tl 

period. This conclusion is based upon th 

considerations :— 

nice 01 iiic iuucuonai castes 01 tee 

It is Inconceivable that a caste 

e been the largest during the Vedic 

»t-Hindu periods, should have become 

Purdnic period without leaving any 

id. : 

endary recollection by several -of the 

the Benlyd and the K£yastha of their 

iya origin.; 

icidence in* the" occupations of many 

,stes in the later .periods with those 

Vaisya caste in the works of.the earlier 

influence on caste has been chiefly 

exerted indirectly through the aumer- 

ous schools where English is taught, 

and steamers and offices, and factories. 

lOerceotlble. but continuous and incess- 
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bit great 

a»t? denudation effected by such agencies as rain- 

water, wind, and frost destroys and levels down land 

more efficiently than violent but occasional floods and 

storms. And the slow but continuous 

operation of the educational agencies 

set to work by the British in India has done more to 

weaken the foundation of caste within the last half- 

century than the occasional outbursts of reformative 

energy witnin the last twenty-five centuries. 

We have now in India many medical schools teach- 

. nitrations of ing thousands of Pupils on European 
this influence ; methods. Men of all castes from the 

' h'gkest to the lowest are to be found 

among them ; and dead bodies are 

annually dissected by the thousand. The question that 

the Hindu would lose his caste by touching a dead body 

never arises now-a-days. But it greatly perplexed 

the government and the public before the first Medical 

College of India, that of Calcutta, was founded in 1835. 

The Hindus of the time had forgotten the principles of 

their sciences. They knew not, that their ancestors 

had made discoveries in medical science which still 

extort admiration from European doctors. They knew 

not that in the work of Susruta, one of their greatest 

writers on medicine, dissection of the human subject 

is carefully enjoined for the teaching of anatomy. A 

committee was appointed by Lord William Bentinck 

in 1833 to consider the subjeft of medical education 

on modern methods. The commission took evidence 

for one year. They visited Dr. Duff’s School and the 
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following inieras'dng iroldenl Is related -bj Dr, Smith 

in his “Life of Alexander Duff'’*: — 

"'Timidly and after a roundabout farishn £i ^ = 

.President of the conamiiteej ^preach the drevici 

for the Prsi thing he iesmei -,nd indeed smr tv*, 

chiedy Brahmma. He thus bijur 

hiva you rot P 4On jss wis »a reply ‘we hj;e r,;rv shistrss beherei 

t3 be of inune authority.. „udHr,eyou not a*5 j medieai b>a.<v:ra: -jrhlc* 

profess to teach wcrytldr.y c annexed with the hi™r.£art** On yes1 

they^sa.d “but they are in the «epin£r of VJdya caste 1 nose of as belong 

to tnai caste, so that we di «x knew much about them/ ‘Do year 

Goctcre learn or practice what we all amrOom-y ?\ hVr2 3javc heard them. 

At cthecars’ Garterj 

* *^ C ot dUwtP.^r, 
best the rids vrere 
tuny sacred bccK 

'“y tr‘at yyoay 3s taught the shasrras bat :• can not be like your 

anatomy.’ ‘Why not ‘Because respectable Hindus are forbidden by in- 

pera'uve rules of caste to touch a dead body far any p :r?0se whatever : 

so that ;rom examination of the dead body ourdoft;;-* =aB learn nothing 

about the real structure of the human body. Whence saea have they got 

the anatomy which, you say, is taught ;n the shastris ?' ‘They have 

got it out of their owe brains though the belle! is teat this strange 

shaster anatomy must be true cr con-eft, it being revealed by the 

Gods ; but we now look upon this as nonsense.' -What then if the 

Government should propose to establish a medical College for Hindus 

under European doftors like the Medical College in Europe ? Would 

you approve or disapprove of such a measure, or how would it be viewed 

by the natives generally?’ ‘We certainly who have been taught Euro¬ 

pean knowledge through the medium of English would cordially 

approve but our ignorant orthodox countrymen would as certainly 

disapprove,’ The Apothecary General was greatly surprised when the 

English educated youths of the school expressed their readiness to 

join the Medical College if Government would start it. ‘What’ he 

exclaimed “would you a&ually be prepared to touch a dead body for 

the study of anatomy ? ’ ‘Most certainly’ rejoined the head youth of 

the class, who ’was a Brihman ‘I for one, would have no scruples in 

the matter. It is all prejudice, old stupid 'prejudice of caste, of which 
I at least have got rid.1 

* Op ci& Vol, I. pp. 214—2 itS. 
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The orthodox Hindu community though they could 

The first dissec- not find any thing in their Sdstras 

which forbade dissection for anatomi¬ 

cal purposes protested against the establishment of a 

Medical College which would lead to a breach of caste- 

rules, The protest w» disregarded ; the Medical Col¬ 

lege of Calcutta was opened on the ist June, 1835. 

The first demonstration by dissection caused great 

anxiety. The College gates were closed to prevent 

forcible interruption of that awful act; and when the 

first student following his professor plunged his knife 

into the subject for dissection the action was looked 

upon as a remarkable instance of moral courage. 

The cry of the orthodox Hindu society has ever 

Hinduism has out- been “ ^duism in danger.” When 
Kjei the removal IQ ' a few boys of the Hindu 

restrictionsCiste' College attended a lecture delivered by 

a missionary on the moral qualifications 

necessary for investigating truth,the whole city was in an 

uproar. The College was closed the next day. A notice 

was put up threatening with expulsion students who 

should attend “ Political and religious discussions.” 

When it was decided to stop the practice of Satf. 
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the removal of the thick jungle-growth of superstition 

and prejudice will ensure rather' than weaken its 

existence. 

Higher education in pre-British times was practically 

confined to the Brahman. It is now open to all. The son 

of the. despised shoe-maker and the son of the venerated 

priest have to sit on the same seats and receive the 

same instruction. The prizes inside schools and the 

prizes outside schools are open to all. irrespective of 

caste* The fact is,.,under existing conditions, the main¬ 

tenance of 'Strict orthodoxy is extremely difficulty we 

may almost say* well nigh impossible. In the school 

room, in the railway compartment and ■ on board the 

steamer, caste-rules can not be rigorously observed, 

notwith sanding great privations.. which the Hindus often 

undergo to follow them. Before the water-works of 

Calcutta had been started,'the drinking of'the pipe- 

water .was contemplated with horror by the orthodox 

Hindu community. Yet, how' many .members. of that 

community get their drinking water from the Ganges ? 

That the drinking of pipe water, of bottled sodawater 

or lemonade, or of medicatad water from European 

dispensaries is against strict rules of caste does notentei 

into the head of gg out" of Moo .Hindus at least in. 

Bengal How 'many before regaling themselves with 

sweets sold in our shops stop to enquire whether they 

are made of refined or unreined • sugar, and bow the 

sugar has been refined f How many before using soap 

enquire whether fat., or .oil' has entered into its com- 

: position ? 



interpreting tnem—would hare excited horror and in¬ 

dignation h the Hindu community. But new the Vedas 

are read, interpreted, and translated by Sddras and 

iiiecfchas, who are not only tolerated bat even helped 

by Brahman scholars. The public recognizance of this 

neterodox practice has gone so far as to lead to the 

inclusion of the Veda in the course of studies in a 
University. 

According to the present caste-customs intermar- 

Intermaxriaga. nage not on5y among different castes, 
, but sometimes even among subdivisions 

of castes is forbidden. The MudeSiars ot Madras are 

divided into as many as fifty sections, not one of which 

can intermarry with another The case is somewhat 
similar among the Naidus, Pillais, and Reddis fn 

order to remove the evils arising from such restriaion 

of marriage withm narrow limits the Sixth Social 

Conference resolved ‘that every enaeavour should be 

ma e to promote re-union among subdivisions of castes 

and inter-marriage among those setfions which can 
freely dine together.’* 

’ “Rep0rt °fthe Si*«* National Social Conference” p. 2o. 
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When carried into practice this would be a $rep8 
though a very small one, towards Intercaste marriage, 

English influence has helped to remove or relax caste- 

restrictions about food, drink, and sea-voyage , but the 

restrictions about marriage have scarcely beer* uav 

as yet. There are even Brahmas and Christians who 

lodk upon intercaste marriage with disfavour 



CHAPTER II. 

MARRIAGE CUSTOMS. 

There is sufficient evidence to show that widow- 

_. . marriage was allowed, and that the rite 
Widow-marriage. . 

of Sati was unknown in the Rigvedle 

period. “Rise up woman”—so rues a text of the Rig- 

Earlesfc refer- veda*—“thou ait lying by one whose 
ences to st life is gone, come-to the world of the 

living, away from thy husband, and' become the wife 

of him who holds thy hand, and is willing to marry 

thee.1'9 In later times, Arjuna married a widow 

and the issue of this union, Irivio, was. considered 

as his legitimate son. Restrictions' however were 

gradually placed on the marriage of widows. “If a 



texts, and if toe marriage had not been consummated 

she may be married again.*1* 

By the time of the Manusamhita' wxdow*marriage 

Falls Into dis- had fallen into disrepute. The duties 
reps£e» of widows are thus prescribed In that 

work ; <fLet her emaciate her body by living voluntarily 

on pure flowers, roots, and fruits, but let her not, when 

her lord is deceased, ever! pronounce the name of 

another man, let her continue till death forgiving all 
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disfavour, was still no'; rare among the higher castes. 

Par£sar*a. one c* cor latest legal athorities, distinctly 

sanctions ic, “‘it tne nushand of a woman be Impotent or 

be iost cr aead, or n he should be excommunicated or 

became an ascetic/' But ay the eleventh century, widow 

marriage among tne aigner castes would appear to 

have become altogether obsolete. “If a wife loses tier 

husband by death/ says Alberuni “she cannot marry 

another man. Soe has only to choose between two. 

thmgs, either to remain a widow as long as she lives 

. or to burn herself.”* Widow-marriage has been pro- 

Widow-mam- h'bited in Hindu society ever since 

g prohibited. the time of Aiberuni. -It must be clearly 

understood, however that the prohibition refers chiefly 

to the higher classes. Widow-marriage has always be^n 

more or less prevalent among the lower classes. 

Aa will be seen iron the following table, nine¬ 

teen -per cent of the total Hindu female community of 

India are widows. Toe' percentage is double that of 

England--but oh the other hand, only re percent of 

Hindu wo men of the age of twenty and upwards are 

unmarried, as against 25 per cent in England ; so that 

1 marriage is a good thing for woman as is alleged on 

all hands’' observes a writer in the Nineteenth Century 

“the much more married condition of the Indian popula¬ 

tion, is some set off as against the defeas of their system, 
of- iriarriage.?>t " ; . 

4. “In<3ia ” [Translation- by E, C. Sachau], Vol. If. 

t J. D. Rees..“Nineteenth Gentuxy^ Oct. 1890.' 
P* x55- 



Census of 189! 
Unmarried Married Widowed 

0 nder s years.. •• *3.627498 222,111 10.165 
Age 5 to 9 . ... 10,834298 1,853.039 51.876 
„ 10 to 14 3fiSSfi93 4.724372 340 774 
,» IS to 19 728,880 6,302,998 280,942 
„ 20 to 24 ... 203,216 7,631 838 545,405 
, 25 to 29 I2i,i34 7,403,094 903.23* 
, $0 to .34. 99.27* 6,431420 *493,907 
. 35 to 39 -54434 3.793,858 2*364732 
* 40 t o 44 58,012 3482418 2491,052 
» 45 to 49 ... 26*067 t,53*.569 1488,208 
. 5° ^ 54 3A5*7 1407,544 2,709.916 

M 551059 12,377 492.664 1,052,083 
„ .60 & mtt 36,338 737.507 4,782463 
„ not stated 37,066 38,833 8,717 

29,728*801 4^053,265 !7»3*3»*3i 

he hardships to which a high-caste Hindu widow is 

' subjected vary iocally. They appear 

^t2Sfelt the to b'e most severe in the North-West 
-west and And the .Bombay Presidency. A Bom* 

* ../'.bay gentleman (Kashi Nath Govind 

erj shaves her. She weeps, she shriek 

1 ! For a year more, for shame's sak 

*e out of the house, she is looked upo 

>rijunate wretch that has incurred God’ 

* sight is ominous. If she happens t 

you when you are going out, you con 

l luck, and paase a few minutes till th 

pears. Then the only ambition ope 

to Benares and die or drown herself i 

s. 1 think self'immolation, which Lor 
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W, Be'ntlnck stopped with a eighty hand, was a 

pleasure when compared to her life of everlasting 

punishment.” 

In Bengal, the widow is treated with greater consider- 

la Bengal • at*on- “Engiisb-people” says the Rev. 

Lai Behari Dey “have somehow or other 

got the idea that a Hindu widow receives harsh and cruel 

treatment, from the relations' of her husband. This is not 

true. There are no doubt, exceptional' cases, but as a 

general rule, Hindu widows are not only not ill-treated, 

but they meet with a vast deal of sympathy. Old 

widows in a Bengali: Hindu family, are often the guides 

and counsellors of those,who style themselves the lords 

of creation......Old widows, provided they have intelli¬ 

gence and good character assert, on account of their 

experience in life, their superiority ^ver men younger 

than they.' As to the privations of life a little too 

much, is made of them. Besides the one supreme 

privation of having the fountain of their affection sealed 

up, .the others,.,of which foreign writers make so much 

are not worth speaking, about. The most considerable 

of these, minor privations Is that only one meal is per¬ 

mitted'them in twenty-four hours. But this restraint 

will cease to be.regarded as a privation when It is con¬ 

sidered that widow's meal is usually larger In quantity and 

heavier in weight than that of a married woman, that the 

meal.is taken In the afternoon* not many hours before 

sleep ;, that most - widows are sleek and stout, and that 

many of the strong and able-bodied peasants of the 

North-Western Provinces,' and the Hindu sepoys ■ of 
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the Bengal army, taice outy one meal in twenty-four 

hours.”* 

In Madras also widows do not appear to be particu¬ 

larly iil treated. Sir Ramasawmy 

in tfadms. Mudeliar says, “that as far as his ex¬ 

perience goes the Hindu widow is generally treated 

very kindly,, her unfortunate condition creating a feel* 

ing of sympathy and kindness.'® Raja Sir F. M£dhava 

Row says, “that the Hindu widow is not treated badly, 

but kindly and considerately, that she is not the drudge 

and the slave of the other members of the family as is 

sometimes represented.” Mr. J._ D. Rees concludes his 

article'on “Meddling with Hindu marriage 1 with the fol¬ 

lowing opinion of a cultured Madrasi gentleman, who, 

once a lawyer in good practice, has retired from business, 

and “occupies himself in reading, thinking, and writing ;J 

“That the Hindu widow is generally badly or cruelly 

treated 1 deny. Hindus, being mild and merciful from 

the accumulated habitudes of countless ages, are ac¬ 

knowledged to be. most indulgent even to their 

prisoners. Who, then, can charge- them with cruelty 

to widows, who are naturally among the most deserving 

•of their relatives ? ‘Strike not with a. flower" is the 

Hindu’s rule of coaduEt in the treatment of the females 

in his. power. Where authority is exercised by those who 

are or ought to be admitted to know and love ourselves, 

it Is sacrilege to complain of styranny,3 for the authority 

in such..cases bears the seal of Cjrod Himself. Widows 

are generally provided for out of their husband’s or 

* “Gavinda Samanta** Vo!. I. Vs %4) P« !95- 
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children’s property. If tney have children, their chil¬ 

dren cherish them ; if they have not, such unburdened 

ladies, being ‘nuns by the choice of God,’ are often 

prized as the guardian angels of our households, for they 

ever give far more than they can possibly take in the 

shape of voluntary temporal service and holy religious 

example. Far from being oppressed by their brothers, 

brothers-in-law, uncles, or other relatives, into whose 

houses they are eagerly received, they are often even 

permitted to monopolise all authority therein.”* 

The first important step towards the removal of the 

Widow-renurri- restrictions agaiiist widow-marriage 
age, Vidyisdgara vyas tbe publication in 1855 by the late 

Isvara Chandra Vidydsdgara of his work on Widow- 

marriage in Bengali. In it he showed by copious cita¬ 

tions from the sacred books of the Hindus, that widow- 

marriage had never been authoritatively prohibited, but, 

on the contrary, it was sanctioned by even such com 

paratively recent law-givers as Para'sara. The book 

created a sensation in Hindu society such as no other 

book had ever before done in Bengal. The first edition 

consisting of two thousand copies was sold off in less 

than a week. A second edition of three thousand copies 

and a third one of ten thousand copies were also soon 

exhausted.f Considering how limited the reading 

* The Nineteenth Century t Oct. 1890. 

i Life- of Iswar Chandra Vidyfisd.jar by Sambhu Chandra Vidyd- 
p 114- 



ment, however, was entirely an indigenous one* It had 

and still has, the sympathy of a large number of the edu¬ 

cated Hindus. Yet such is the force of custom, that with¬ 

in the thirty-seven years that have elapsed since the 

passing of the Widow-marriage A6t, It Is doubtful If more 

than a hundred-widow-marriages in accordance with that 

Act have taken place, and not a few of them were due 

to the-persona! exertions of Vidydsdgara. He became 

heavily involved in debt on account of the expenses con¬ 

nected with them, but refused assistance from others. 

The first widow-marriage was celebrated by him on‘the 

7th December, 1856. Three more marriages followed In 

quick succession. vidydsdgar set an example In. his 

own' family by marrying his son to a widow. But Hindu 

society refused and still refuses to recognise widow- 

marriages; all who contract them are excommunicated. 
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There are however, indications of the adoption of more 

libera! views by the Hindu society in the near future. In 

Bombay quite recently Dr. Bhandarkar gave his widowed 

daughter in marriage. It is reported that .the Sankard- 

chdrya of the Sdraswata Brahmans, has excommunicated 

him,'his daughter, and her husband. But the decision has 

not been accepted by. a considerable portion of the com¬ 

munity, and it has not yet been publicly announced/at a' 

caste meeting. * 

In 1884, a Parsigentleman, Mr. Behraraji.M. M£l4b£ri 

. .. ^ circulated a- note on enforced widow- 
J-&ter agitation. ■ . 

hood, in which he' suggested- legislative 

action for its suppression. The Government of India. 

:ame to the conclusion, that the' “Legislature -should keep 

within its natural-.boundaries,-and should not, by overstep¬ 

ping those boundaries, place itself indirect antagonism’ 

-to social opinion.11' Nevertheless, the Government .-thought 

that there would.‘be no - serious '/objection, to amend 

the - Widow Marriage Act of- 1856 -"as to the forfeiture 

iif property - of a widow on re-marriage51 and to supply' 

machinery “by. which a; Hindu -widow, who fails to 

obtain the consent of her. caste •fellows, to her r e-mar ri- 

age, may nevertheless marry without 'renouncing, her 

religion.55 • “But5 added theGovernment- resolution 

“although, there is much to be said' In favot of each 

of these suggestions, the-Governor-General in Council, 

as at present advised would prefer not to interfere, even 

to the limited extent proposed, by legislative'action until 

* Report of the Sixth National Social Conference. .Appendix A. 

f 



CiM»l oociai rveiorm Association pieageo 

courage child-marriage, but few hai 

mote the marriage even of child \ 

marriage is forbidden in the A^rya 

widower and a widow are allowed 

mutual consent until the birth of t 

four children to be divided among them. At the National 

Social Conference held at Bombay in October, 1890, 

“of ten speakers five were against the very lame con¬ 

clusion arrived at, to the effect that the time had arrived 

for an enquiry into the working of the Widow’-Marriage 

r itnpr< 

The Sixth Social Conference could only resolve “that the 

Report of the Sixth National Social Conference Appendix, p. 13. 

Nineteenth. Century, Oct. 1890 p. 671. ’ 
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be formed to arrange for social penalties to be inflicted 

on those who aid in disfiguring child widows without 

their consent/3 

The Seventh Social Conference, however, pronounced 

more decidedly in favour of the re-marriage .at. least of 

child-widows, fhe,Conference.noted with great satisfac¬ 

tion that during the past year .more than eleven •re¬ 

marriages took place in the Punjab,,Madras and Bom¬ 

bay, and recommended that all facilities ■ should be pro¬ 

vided by the, several-local associations to encourage the' 

.re-marriage of child-widows,' 

Homes for widows. 

Several Homes have been lately started for Hindu"' 

Widows. One of these- founded - by 

Punditd Rama Bdi in, 1889 is called 

Sdradd Sadana,. or Home for High Caste Child-widows. 

In March 1891, there were in , it thirty child-widows of 

whom the greater number had been rescued from misery ; 

and suffering,- Another Home of the kind, was'founded 

about the ■ same time at Bardnagar near .Calcutta by; 

-Sasipada Banner]!. i he following is an .account of. 'five , 

years3 progress of this Home: * • 

•Thft first Hindu widow.admitted -in the Baranagar Institution was- 

on the 2nd February 1888, and In these five years, though the work has 

not-made very rapid progress, "it is no small satisfaction to see' that, the 

influence of the .novel experiment. has been felt far'"'and wide in the 

country. Girls have come to the Home from Calcutta, 24 -Pergunnahs, 

HooghJy, BardwraOj P'ubna, Faridpur, Barlsal, Mymenaangh, Sylhet, 

&c., and every year the. number of Hindu widows is increasing. That 

the influence (however small) of' the new current is not merely .on the 

*.TAe Indian Magaaiinr. September 1892. 
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surface of Hindu society may be inferred from the fact that mirried 

Hindu ladies from the Zenana and cl position now and then pay private 

visits to the Home, with a view to see for themselves how- it was 

managed, and on one occasion they were so pleased with it that tfeev 

sent some pecuniary help. These little matters shew the real current 
of the movement. 

The line of work and the teaching are also approved by the Govern¬ 

ment Inspecting Officers, who have in their several visit? expressed 

their satisfaction with the progress shown by the girls. The infetract’CR 

is not confined to books, but the boarders are taught cooking, sewirg 

and useful household work” 

In the Rigvedic Period, girls would appear to hare 

_. ^ some voice in the selection of 
csmj mamaget 

their husi&nds. In one text of the 

Rigveda. it is said that many women are attracted 

by the wealth of those who seek them; “But the woman 

who is gentle and handsome selects, among many, her 

own loved one as her husband/1* There are also other 

texts which show that girls were not married at a very 

tender age. In one passage, Visvdvasu, the god of 

marriage is asked to go to some maiden 

tatfa vS&ciSE who has ‘‘attained lhe s5Sns of age 
of marriage/3 “whose person is well 

developedand “unite her to a husband**’t Even as 

late as the time of the Mamisaxnhiti, the practice of 

early marriage does not appear to have been quite 

established. The marriageable age for men is declared 

* Rigveda, X, 27, 12. 

I Rigveda, X-. 85, 21-22. 
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to be thirty or at the lowest twenty-four, though that 

for women is given as twelve or even'eight* It is 

enjoined, that if an excellent bride-groom presents 

himself, the daughter may be given in marriage 

"though she have not attained the proper age.^t We 

are, however, expressly told elsewhere, that "a girl 

having, reached the age of puberty, should wait three ■ 

years* but at the end of that time she should herself 

choose a suitable husband. If, being not given in 

marriage, she herself seeks a husband, she incurs no 

guilt, nor (does) he whom she weds/14; 

By the time of Yajoavalkya early marriage for girls 

had become an established custom. 

He says, that the guardian of a girl 

time of Yijnavai- becomes guilty of causing miscarriage 

if he has not given her away when her 

menses appear. $ Later still .Parasara delivered ■him- 

■ self on the subjedi still more strongly: “ The mother, 

the father, and the elder brother of a girl go to hell 

on seeing her menstruant while yet unmarried. The 

Brahman who, perplexed-by ignorance, marries such a 

girl, is the husband of a Sudra woman ; no one should 

speak or eat with him.” || 

It should be observed, that Hindu civilisation-; was 

still progressive when Manu and Y4jnavalkya wrote mt 

•Maun HI, 1-4;-IX, 94. 

t Mann IX, 88. 
| Mann IX, 90-91. 

$ Yijnavallcya, I., 64, 

1 Paiisara, VII.,6-7 Institutes of Par&sara (Bibliotheca lofica),> 63. 



* 44 Tlie idea of conception and birth as a taintt and the effect of 

St® in prior life; and the idea that purification is necessary* is the 
outcome o£ aspiration for iramoitality, and of the belief that as long 

as one's sin remains unexpiated, one is bom again in this world The 

©onseqnent necessity for tbe purificatory rite led to the recognition 

of marriage, which is tbe only rite prescribed for women as indispens¬ 
able. This is the conventional religions ground on which marriage 

became imperative on women belonging to the regenerate classes. 

The rational ground is also disclosed, though as it were incidentally, 
by those texts which direct their ’fathers to give their daughters in 
marriage before they attain their maturity* ' lest they may yield to 
temptation.” (Justice MathuswAmy Iyer quote!- by Mr. J. IX Rees in 
the Nine4een£h Century, October, 1890). 



come and live with Mm. As, however, he had no ostensible means 
of respectable livelihood, and for other reasons, Rukm&b&i refused to 

go to him. The result was, that D&ddji brought a suit for the restitu¬ 

tion of conjugal rights.. The veirdift was ultimately given in favour 
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Uoder the influence of the Western environment. 

Causes of the dt- child-marriage is gradually' becoming 

less common, at least among the edu- 

C<m~ ca*ec^ community. The struggle for 

existence is becoming hardei every 

day; and the joint family system which made it lighter 

is breaking down. Young men, who are gradually being- 

allowed a voice in the matter which concerns them so 

intimately, are averse to undertake marital duties and 

responsibilities until they are in a position to discharge 

them properly. When they do marry,they .show a decided 

preference for grown up girls. Therei s also another cause 

which operates against child-marriages. Among the 

higher castes in some parts, it has of late become cus¬ 

tomary for the bride-groom or his parents to exact as 

much as possible from the guardians of • the, bride. Thd 

latter, therefore, wait as long as they ever can, trying to 

get the most eligible match for the lowest consideration. 

Besides, It is becoming customary' with parents to edu¬ 

cate their daughters as long as they possibly can, be¬ 

cause educational qualifications make them more eli¬ 

gible as brides. 

^ Marriage zm&ng the Brahmas .(except the A'di Bnfh- 

Natlve Marriage mas,is regulated by the*‘Native Marriage 

Act* Act” which was passed in 1872, and.’ 

which fixes the minimum marriageable age for boys at 

18, and for girls 14. The Bill as introduced into the 

Governor-General*s Council by Sir H. S. Maine was in¬ 

tended in substance to be a aCivil Marriage Bill, having, 
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wh»”^ltsrap!:s'u,i',"pns in ,he b°r*' -chooi 
and keot h f “ b' "arried' are *» b« sent to 

“raphs 1 “/ rmdpl' th' ■*>»'. a"d Pho- 
th? Pri.i he,”,m>2'able girls to be in possession of 

«£ t: ei°ys'?b°°i wh» •»« »"•»- 
let him h l °ne ° PUP^S should be married, 

the one ^ ber>.c_bobse bom among the photos in hanri 

best suited fo?tShenm°/rhlCh ^ seem byappearance 
sent tn tk d • • matCh- Then let t}lis photograph be 

school .acorn Pan ied 

Pertv Rrc k nage* ^eight’ character, family pro- 

!T£*L agree (hat th, marriage 

young man ? ^°graph an,i description of the 

photograph of the^ng'^ 7°“°S W°"“ ^ 

notintd, and the marrhcrp. 
, rnage is to take place. Th#> 

do Z" “n7 °° "'SOOiations if they wish to 

In ,884, the circulation of a note by a Parsec gentle- 

«wfS£££r Pehramji M. Malabari, in. 

meet of rklrT ¥° Sng State-aid for the discourage* 

of the s„b a"TS' '™k'd “ interesting discussion 
they had ! n ' 0™ marriage were, as 

interfereliice was 'Iso*' ^enera1^ admitted. But State- 
Loral r - so as generally deprecated. All the 

lative aetbn™ themSe,VeS a&ainst legis‘ 
agreeing with th fG°Vernment of India in 1&86, 

influences of time 7nd f f* ^ “t0 the improvinS 
1 d 10 th«: gradual operation of the 
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mental and moral development of the people by the 

spread of educatiojp^\ • 

In 1890, the occurrence of a case In Bengal m which 

The Consent Act t0° eaHy COnSurama£ion had Ied £<> 
death of a girl-wife again led to the 

discussion of the subject of early marriage by the Indian 

Press. The Government were strongly urged to take 

steps tor the prevention of cases like that just alluded 

to; and the Consent.Act which raised the age of consum¬ 

mation to 12 was the result 

The following resolution passed at the Sixth National 

c , . Social Conference shows that the edu* 
Early marriage s U1C CUU 

aad^Refonn Aaso* cated Hindus are well impressed with 
elations, , *1.. r 

the evils of child marriage and that 

they are endeavoring to remove them: ’That in the 

opinion of the Conference, it is ..essential that the 

marriageable age of boys and girls should be raised, 

and that all castes should fix minima varying from t8 to 

21 for boys, and 12 to 14 for girls according to- their 

circumstances,, or that the final irrevocable marriage 

rite [saptapadi or phera) should be postponed till the 

bride becomes 14 years old**. * 

* It I? worthy of note that the resolution was seconded by an orthodox 

Hindu unacquainted with English. He said in Hindi:—“The early 

marriage has ruined our country. Many people think that there is great 

merit in marrying girls in their infancy. But there is no foundation for 

It in the Shastras. Damayanti, Sita, Draupndi, Rukmini and others were 

married at an advanced age. If I had time, I would have shown that 

marriages at an advanced age are in accordance with the approved texts 

of the Hindu Shasta," 
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At Pufti, there is an Association called the Social 

Reform Association which appears to be working more 

energetically than similar Associations in other parts. 

Through .its exertions, seventeen hundred and thirty-nine 

persons had pledged themselves to various reforms 

by 1891. Of these 1258 are Brdhmans, 126'Parbhus, 

Kayasthas and Kshatriyas, 33 Vaisyas, 59 Marhattas 

16 Brdhmas, 6 A'ryas, 10 Sikhs, and 12 Jains; while 

88 have described themselves as Hindus without specify¬ 

ing the sub-division, and 131 have not given their castes. 

Classifying them according to their occupations, 630 

are Government servants, 143 students, 123 Barristers 

and Pleaders, 119 merchants, contractors or artizans, 21 

pensioners, 20 doctors, 9 Professors, 136 Imamdars 

and land holders, one Chief, 3 Sirdars, 3 Dewans and 

Karbharies, 4 Judges, including a Covenant Civilian, and 

67 Priests. The remaining 460 either belong to other pro¬ 

fessions in small numbers, or have not specified them. 

Nine-hundred and forty-four of the pledgists have 

agreed not to get their sons married below the age of 

16 ; 244 below that of 18 ; 175 below that of 20 • and 

2 have promised to leave it to their sons to marry or 

not as they please. Nine-hundred and eighty one per¬ 

sons have undertaken not to get their daughters married 

before the age of xo ; 188 before the age of 12 ; x I2 be¬ 

fore the age of 14; while one has undertaken to’ keep his 

daughter unmarried till the i-8th year of her age * 

Report of the Sixth National Social Conference (1892). Appendix 
p.f>. ■ 



y more 
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the Rigveda in which wives curse their fellow-wives. * 

But in the later Vedic period monogamy appears to 

have become the rule. “If he has a wife” says A past- 

amba “who is willing and able to perform her share of 

the religious duties, and who bears sons, he shall 

not take a second.” “He who has unjustly forsaken his 

wife says the same auther “shall put on an ass’s skin, 

with the hair turned outside, and beg in seven houses 

say‘ng. Give alms to him who forsook his wife.” t The 

Manusamhitd allows a second.-wife only in certain speci¬ 

fied cases: “A wife who drinks any spirituous liquors, 
who acts immorally, who shows hatred to her lord, who 

is incurably diseased, who is mischievous, who wastes his 

property, may at all times be superseded by another 

wife; “a barren wife may be superseded by another in 

the eighth year; she whose children are all dead, in 

the tenth; she who brings forth only daughters, in the 

eleventh; he, who is accustomed to speak unkindly, with 

out delay; “but she, who, though afflicted with illness, is 

beloved and virtuous, must never be disgraced, though 

she may be superseded by another wife with her own 
consent/- J 

A Dvija is also allowed to take wive from the classes 

below him, taking care to settle the precedence, honour? 

and habitation of these wives according to their castes. 

But it is the wife from his own caste, that could help 

* ft V. X. 145. ■ 

+ A'pasiamba, II. 5, I. 10.28,-9. (“ Sacred Books of the East’ 
II..pp.1.25, %).. . 

i Mann, IX. $c-8i. 
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a Dvija in performing religious ceremonies; and the 

issues of the inferior - wives are styled Apasadah. * * * § 

\ djnavalkva, 3. later authority than Mann, also autho¬ 

rises a second wife under eight circumstances only; 

the vice of drinking spirituous liquors, incurable sickness, 

exception, barrenness, extravagance, the frequent use 

of offensive language, producing only female offspring., 

manifestation of hatred towards her husband.f 

Polygamy in its most offensive form prevails at pre¬ 

sent amongst certain classes of the Brahmans only in. 

Bengal. Bai!&!a Sen,king of Bengal, who reigned about the 

Kolinism m Ben- close of the eleventh century, conferred 

the honour of Kaulinya on men pos¬ 

sessing the following nine qualifications; ;i)Good be¬ 

haviour, (2) Meekness, 13) Learning, {4) Reputation, 

(5} Performance of pilgrimages, ,6} Faith in God if. 

Fixed profession, (8) Devotion, {91 Charity4 There 

were at the time of Ballala fifty-six families of Brahmans 

in Bengal, descendants of five Brihmans whom his an¬ 

cestor A'disur had brought from Kanauj. Only nineteen 

gentlemen belonging to eight of these families § were 

found to . possess all the qualifications just mentioned. 

* Manu lit- 12-15, IX. 85 X. 10. 

r Quoted by Ram Mohan Roy—‘‘English Works,'" Vo!, f. p ^65. 

+ The Sanskrit equivalent of this word, 'ddna, is ordinarily explained 
to mean alliances with, or gift of daughters to, nobles. 

§ The best known of the eight famines are- Bandyr)pAdht$ya, 
Ch«kttopftdhy&yft, Mukhop&dhy&^a, Gangop6dkv&v4 and Ghoshs la. 
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They were called Kulins. Thirty-four of the Brahman 

families were found deficient in one qualification only. 

They were called Srotrivas and ranked just below the 

Kulins. 

In course of time, with the degeneracy of the Hindus 

which commenced with the establishment of the Maho- 

medan supremacy in the *welfth century, all the quali¬ 

fications which constituted a Brdhman's title to kulinism 

Re-classification Were losl siSht °f’ and in the sixteenth 
of Kulins by century, the Kulins were reclassified 
Decibar. . , . , 

through the exertions of Devibara 

Ghatak on the basis of their purity of desoent from the 

original Kulins 

^ The followipg incident is said to have led Bevibar to undertake 
the work. 

One day, a Kulin Brahmin, earned Jogeshwar Pundit, went to the 
house of his cousin, Devibara. His aunt only was at home. Jogeshwar 

made obeisance to her, and enquired about his cousin, who Had gone 
elsewhere. The good woman blessed Jogeshwar, and requested him to 
take tiffin, telling him that she would prepare food for him, jogeshwar 

replied that the family with which she had been connected by manlage 

was so low that it was a. degradation to a Kulin like him to even wash his 
feet at that house. So saying, he requested his aunt not to prepare 
any food for him* as -he would be polluted by partaking'' of the food 

cooked by her. He could, however, cook the food himself, but, by so 

doing, he would show disrespect to her. The only course left for' him 
was to go away without taking his meal. So saying, he left his cousin 

Devibara’s house. His aunt felt much aggrieved. She considered herself 

insulted by Jogeshwar, and she remained in a dejected mood. After a 

time Devibara returned home. Seeing his mother depressed, he 
enquired, of her the cause. She then narrated t# her- son all that had 
transpired. On hearing this Devibara became greatly incensed, and 
resolved to injure not only his cousin jogeshur, but the whole class of 
Kulins/’—Indian Magazine and Review, October. 1892. 
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Devibar travelled about the country taking notes 

of the family connections of the Kulfns. He then 

convened a meeting of ghat<tks (match-makers) and 

at his suggestion the Kuhns were reclassified according 

to purity of descent. The other qualifications for 

Kauhnya such as learning and piety, were at the time 

possessed but by few ; and there was no tribunal then 
competent to Judge them. 

Alliance with the Kuiins is much sought after by 

Evils of Knliaism BnJhmans of lower ranks. The Kuiins 
suffer in social prestige by it ana 

become what are called Bhanga Kulfns* They are 

therefore, handsomely compensated for such alliances ; 

and the more needy among them find it very profitable' 
to form matrimonial connections with non-Kulfns. 
Once fallen (Bhanga) they can not fall my lower; 

so they go on marrying until marriage becomes 

quite a trade with them. They are known some 

times to have married no less than four wives in the 

course of one day. Sometimes all the unmarried 

daughters and sisters of one man are given in marriage 

to one and the same Bhanga. Cases are known of 

Bhangas having married as many as one hundred 

wives. Marriage is sometimes resorted to by them as 

the sole means of subsistence. They are not of course 

required to support their wives Who remain with their 
parents. Not only so ; the Bhangas would not even 

* Lltera%> Kuiins whose Kulinism has been ‘broken'. 
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V.s.t their wives except for a consideration. When 

they want money they have only to go to their fathers- 

m laws houses. It is no wonder, that such marriages 

*' indeed they can be called marriages, lead to crimes 

of the most hemous nature such as abortion and in- 

fant.cde. In rare instances they result in prostitution 

Such marriages are opposed to all principles of 

-orahty and to dictates of common sense; and it need 
Hardly be said, they ar£ ^ ^ 

Hindu Sto. Under normal conditions of matrimony 

which would oblige a polygamist to live with and main- . 

tarn his wives and children, polygamy works its own 

cure; and elsewhere than Bengal, the practice is practi¬ 

cally confined to Rdjds and Mah^jds. Even amongst 

hese, there is now a tendency towards monogamy ; there 

several feudatory chiefs who have content* them¬ 

selves with one wife. But the Bhanga Kulins of Bengal 

have not to maintain and live with their wives; on the 

contrary their wives are a source of income to them. Com 

sequently, the only limit to the number of their marriages 

. the extent to which an absurd and vicious custom Z 

blind parents to the happiness of their daughters. 

One of the earliest effects of the influence of the 

Steps forthe sup- En&Ilfh environment was to open the 

pressioa of Kulin- eyes of the Hindus in Bengal to the 

enormity of the evils attendant on 

polygamy such as we have described above. R^mohan 

Roy wrote strongly against it. But no organised steps 

were taken fonts suppression until 1866, when a peti- 
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t-cimy a vernacular newspaper of Calcutta (the Smji- 

vani) has been publishing lists of polygamous marriages. 

The information collected from four hundred and twenty- 

six villages shows five hundred and twenty polygamists 

of whom one hundred and eighty have three wives each, 

ninety-eight four each, fifty-four five each, thirty-five six 

each, twenty-six seven each, twenty eight each, ten nine 

five thirteen each, eleven fourteen each, four fifteen 

six sixteen each, two seventeen each: one W nin 

wives, two have twenty-tw 

one has twenty-seven,, one has twenty 

0 aave thirty-two wives each, one has thirty-four wives, 

s has thirty-five, one has thirty-six, one has fifty,one has 

ty-seven and one has one hundred and seven wives.* 

* Among the polygamists, the following deserve special notice 

A boy at IS years' has four wives, i hoy of 16 years has three 
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With the spread of education,; the -public opinion 

against polygamy Is becoming stronger every day. The 

National Social Conference composed chlefiy of Neo- 

■ Hindus of the conservative type has been passing reso¬ 

lutions condemning it; and Uie more orthodox Hindus 

forming the Dharma Mandai have also been devising 

means for Its suppression. 

Out of 1.739 members, of the Puna Social Reform 

Association who have taken pledges, only 272 have ■ not 

taken the pledge nor to marry a second wife in the life¬ 

time of the first and the pledge does not apply to three ' 

lady members. Of the remaining 1474 persons, two 

promise never to marry again, and 1432 have taken the 

pledge absolutely, while 30 have done so under certain 

-circumstances, which as stated by some of them, are 

want of issue by the ' first wife, her incapacity or her 
■consent. 

wives, 1 boy of 16 years has 7 wives, 2 young men 20 years old have 

S wives each, 1 young man of 22 has 17 wives, 1 of 32 has 20 wives, 

and 1 of 37 has 35 wives. Pologamy among educated men is rare, ■ 
only three cases of such polygamists are cited, and they have not 

more than four wives each.—Repoit of the Sly. National Social Con¬ 
ference (1892). pp. 22-23. 
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The earliest authentic mention of the practice of 

Sati is by Aristobulus,who “speaks of it as one of the 

extraordinary local peculiarities which he heard of at 

Taxila." *' 

But tne oldest Smrlfcis such as the Manusamhitd and 

Ydjoavalkya Samhitd do not sanction Sail. It is, how¬ 

ever, alluded to or recommended by many of the later 

authorities such as Atri, Vishnu, Hdrita, • Usanas, and 

Pardsara.f In the Manusamhit£, the widow . is enjoined 

to lead a life of ascetic austerity. She should “emaciate 

her body by living voluntarily on pure flowers, roots, 

and fruits; but let her not when hei lord is de¬ 

ceased, even pronounce the name of another man. Let 

her continue till death forgiving all injuries, performing 

harsh duties, avoiding every sensual pleasure, and cheer¬ 

fully practising the incomparable rules of. virtues which 

have been followed by such women as ■ were devoted to 

one only Husband..0! This passage while showing that 

the practice of Sati was still far from common proves the 

exaggeration to which the sentiment of female chastity 

had been carried already. The step from such a life as 

the widow is here directed to lead to concremation was 

* ElpMnsfcooe’s “History of India" (1874), p. 2%. 

t "Passages from Angira, Hirita, and Vishnu are quoted-by R£m 
Mohan Roy f English Works/1 Calcutta, 1885, VoL I. pp. 297-299), 

„ “As lon£ ^ a woman shaI1 not burn herself‘after her husband’s 
death, she shall be subject to transmigration in a female form." (Hdrita). 

After the loath of her husband a wife must live as an ascetic, or 
ascend his pile.14- (Vishnu) ’ 

■ ' t Manu V. 157-158, 
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a long step. Still it was only a step ; and it is not 

unlikely that the successors of Mann took it to prevent 

any possible violation of the sentiment they valued so 

highly. It is noteworthy that the practice has been 

most prevalent in the higher and more civilised castes. 

Widow carriage prevailed among the lower classes in 

ancient times, as it does now. 

Sati would appear to have been well established 

T .f.r references. at>°ut the me of Var^hamihira who died 
towards the close of the sixth century 

A. D. He “ praises women in his Astronomy, because 

they enter the fire on losing their husbands while men go 

and marry again on losing their wives.” Alberuni who 

wrote in the eleventh century says: “If a wife of a 

Hindu loses her husband by death, she cannot marry 

another man. She has only to choose between two things, 

either to remain a widow as long as she lives or to burn 

herself; and the latter eventually is considered the pre¬ 

ferable, because as a widow she is ill-treated as long 

as she lives.”* 

Whatever the origin ot the Sati rite may have been, 

all the authorities ins ist upon its being voluntary. The 

widow must “ voluntarily ascend and enter the flames 

to destroy her existence allowing her, at the same time, 

an opportunity of retracting her resolution, should hep 





and knows it, the death, the day, the night, the twilights both . evening 
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engagements that no other member of their family should ever do 

the same. This they all agreed to, and the papers having been drawn 

out in due form about midday, I sent down notice' to the old lady, who 

seemed extreme?;* pleased and thankful. The ceremonies of bathing 

were gone through before three, while the wood and other combustible 

materials for a strong ire were collected, and put into the pit. After 

bathing she called for a pin (betel-leaf), and'ate it, then rose up, and 

with one arm on the shoulder of her eldest son, and the other on that of 

her nephew, approached the lire. I had sentries placed all round, and no 

other person was allowed to approach within five spaces. As she rose 

up, tire was set to the pile, and it was instantly in a blaze. The distance 

was about 150 yards: She came on with a calm and cheerful counte¬ 

nance, stopped once, and casting her eyes upward, said,1' Why have they 

kept me five days from thee, my ho&andtn On coming to the sentrips 

her supporters stopped; She walked once round the pit, paused a mo¬ 

ment, knd while muttering a prayer, threw some flowers into the fire. She 

then walked up deliberately and calmly to the brink, stepped into the 

centre of the flame, sat down, and leaning back in the midst as if repos - 

log upon a couch, was consumed without uttering a shriek or betraying 

one sign of agony. A few instruments of music had been provided, and 

they played as usual as she approached the fire; not as is commonly 

supposed, in order to drown screams, but to prevent the last words of 

the victim from being heard, as these are supposed to be prophetic, and 

might become sources of pain or strife to the living. It was not expected 

that I should yield and but few people had assembled to witness the 

sacrifice, so that there was little or nothing in the circumstances im¬ 

mediately around to stimulate her to any extraordinary exertions; and 

I am persuaded that it was the desire of again' being united to her 

husband in the next world, and the entire confidence mat she would be 

so if she now burned'herself, that alone sustained' her. From the 

morning of the day he died, Tuesday, till Wednesday evening, she 

ate pans, or betel-leaves, hut nothing else; and from., Wednesday even¬ 

ing she ceased eating them. She drank no water from Tuesday. She 

went into the fire with'the. same cloth about .her that she had worn in 

the bed of the river; but it was made wet, from a persuasion that .even 

the shadow ef any impure thing falling upon her when going to the pile 

contaminates the. woman unless counteracted by .the sheet moistened 
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in the holy stream. I most do the family the justice to say. that they 

all exerted themselves to dissuade the widow from her purpose; and 

had she lived, she would assuredly hare been cherished and honoured 

as the first female member of the whole house” 

Reliable Statistics of Sat! previous to 1815 are 

not available. From the following 

StatSstfc*‘ figures, the rite w.ould appear to have 

been most prevalent in the Calcutta Division. * 

« ■ 
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. bad. ii 22 4* 30 35 21 £2 23 13 '14 31 8 2 10 

Patna. m • 3f 49 57 4» €2 7® 49 4* 47 ■ *5 53 55 

Benares. #. 65 103 137 9* m 114 im 121 91 ■55 # 49 33 

Bamlij*. IS 13 it ■13 .17 •» *5 16 i* ' 1® 17 8 ii IQ 

After the establishment of the British Rule,-the first 

important step for the repression of 

Satis was taken by Cord Wellesley on 

E. I. Company. ^ February, 1805. The Govern- 

ment then asked the appellate' Jsdges to ■•ascertaia 

* “ History of British 

p. 189 

India,” By 11*11 and Wilson, 0*5$, W. 
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how Tar the practice was founded on the religious 

opinions of the Hindus. If not founded on any 

precept of their Law, the Governor-General hoped 

that the custom might gradually, if not immediately, 

be altogether abolished. If however, the entire aboli¬ 

tion should appear to the Court to be impracticable 

m itself or inexpedient, as offending Hindu religious 

opinion the Court were desired to devise means for the 

prevention of the abuses, such as the use of drugs and 
the sacrifice of widows of tender age. The Judges 

asked the Pundits whether a Hindu widow is “enjoined’’ 

by the Sastras voluntarily to burn herself with the body 

of her husband. They replied that “every woman of the 

four castes is permitted to burn herself,” except in 
certain cases. 

The judges in their reply to Government stated 

“that, they considered the immediate abolition highly 

inexpedient, although they thought it might be gradually 

effected, and at no distant period.” They also suggest¬ 

ed “the enactment of provisions for preventing the"ilie- 

gal, unwarrantable and criminal abuses, which were 

known to occur in the performance of the rite.”* These 

suggestions, however, were not acted upon until 1813, 

tvhen it was ordered that the Sait rite “should, never take 

place without previous communication to the Magistrate 

or the principal officer of Police, who was to ascertain 

that it was entirely voluntary : that the widow was not 

under the influence of stupifying and intoxicating drugs; 

* “History of British India" Min and Wilson. Vol. IX. p. 185. 
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and that she was not under the age of sixteen, and not 

pregnant.”' The rite was to be performed in the pre¬ 

sence of the Police who were-to see that no intimidation 

or violen ce was employed.' 

These measures did not appear to have the desired 

Effect of these effect. It was even inferred, that the 

measures. practice increased In frequency with 

the activity of the supervision to which It was subjected, 

and that the regulations promulgated for its repression, 

had by recognising its legality, afforded it the counte¬ 

nance of the Government and favoured its continuation. 

‘‘This influence” observes Wilson 4‘was probably erro¬ 

neous ; and the increased number Of Suttees, during a 

part of the time at least for which returns were made, 

was to be accounted for by the prevalence of unusual 

mortality, and, throughout the whole period, to greater 

precision in the police reports. The possibility, how¬ 

ever,- of such a result, combined with the general and 

growing abhorrence of the sacrifice, was gradually over¬ 

coming the fear of encountering the consequences of more 

decided interposition; and the abolition of the practice, 

either universally, or in those provinces where it was of 

comparatively rare occurrence, had been strenuously 

urged by several of the Company's most, experienced 

functionaries.”* Amongst the Hindus themselves, west¬ 

ern Ideas had already begun to spread. Rim Mohui* 

Roy opposed Sati with all his vigour and ability. In 

18x8, he wrote a ‘‘Conference between an advocate for, 

.and ■ an opponent of, the practice of burning widows 

alive.J* In this brochure, he answered, In dialogue 
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form, the arguments which used at the time to be urged 

in favour of the practice. He followed up this pamphlet 

by another in 1820, which he dedicated to the Marchio¬ 

ness of Hastings. In 1823, Lord Amherst made illegal 

the burning of a widow with the body of her deceased 

husbarfd. It was also legislated that widows intending 

to perform the rite should personally apply to a Magis¬ 

trate, that families in which Sati took place would be 

disqualified for Government employment and that all 

property belonging to the Sati and her husband was to 

be forfeited to the State. 

Soon after his arrival in India, Lord William Bentinck 

Opinions on the circulated a confidential letter, to some 

aboiSon of^Safi, 0f the officers of the Government call¬ 

ing upon them for their opinions with regard to the 

immediate or gradual abolition of the practice of Sati. 

The replies given are thus summarised by Wilson f :— 

“ N® difference was entertained as to the barbarous character of 

the ceremony, and the desirableness of its total abolition; but whether 

it could be attempted with success and with safety, gave rise to much 

diversity of opinion. It was urged against the measure, that the 

abolition of the rite by the will of the Government was a departure 

from the principles of toleration hitherto professed, and was an inter¬ 

ference with the religion of the Hindus, from which all previous 

Governments, while equally abhorrent of the practice, had been deterr¬ 

ed by the dread of mischievous results, and that such consequences 

•were still to be apprehended from'its forcible suppression—that, even 

if an extensive and formidable insurrection should not occur, it was 

* “ History of British India*' Vol, IX. pp. 186-187. 

f “History of British India5* Vol. IX. pp. 187-190. 
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likely that local tumults would take place which could not be allayed 

without loss of life and widely-extended disaffection, which ewould 

shew itself in perpetual attempts to evade or resist the law- would 

inspire the people with fear'and hatred of ■ the Government, and would 

oppose an indefinite interruption to. the progress of improvement which 

had been commenced within the last few years, and. had been attended > 

wrh the most favourable indications of ultimate success—indications 

v#hich had shewn themselves even in regard to the subjeCt under dis¬ 

cussion, as the practice was evidently diminishing, particularly among 

persons of respectability, without whose encouragement it would gra¬ 

dually- fall into disuse; and, finally, that the stability of the British 

Empire in' India might be imperilled, if the native army, composed as 

it was In a large proportion of Hindus of high caste, should take part 

with their countrymen in resistance to the measure- In answer to 

these objections it was maintained, that the rite of concremation was 

not an essential part of the Hindu religion, as it was not even alluded 

to by Manu, the law-giver, held in the highest veneration by the 

Hindus; and that consequently it was no infringement of the principle 

of toleration to prohibit the continuance: that, even if it could be so 

regarded, it was not likely to fill the Hindus with any apprehension 

of the ultimate designs of the Government, as they would ascribe the 

aft to its true motives—feelings of humanity—and would learn, from 

subsequent proceedings conducted in the spirit which had always influ¬ 

enced the state, to discard any temporary impressions of fear" or mistrust. 

The course which the preceding administrations, had pursued was n© • 

doubt, to be justified by the reasons by which.it was dictated; and 

under similar circumstances, would still have to be followed; but the 

circumstances, of native society and the progress of enlightened ideas 

had now become propitious to more decided legislation. It was possi¬ 

ble that some attempts might be made to resist the enforcement of 

the prohibition, but they were not likely to be'frequent or formidable,, 

or beyond the exercise of the civil power: for the great seat of the 

rite was the province of Bengal, the Inhabitants of which were nolo- 
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rionsly an unresisting and spiritless race; were the ceremony frequent 

in the Upper, Instead of the Lower Provinces, In the midst of a bold 

and manly people, the impunity of the prohibition might be less pro¬ 

blematical : in the vicinity of Calcutta, such was the want of courage 1 

and vigour of character, and such the habitual subserviency of cen¬ 

turies, that insurrection or hostile opposition to the will ot the ruling 

power might be affirmed to be an impossible danger. That although 

for’a time discontent and distrust might disincline the people to accept 

the amelioration of their moral and intellectual condition benevolently 

offered by the Government, yet the check, if any were suffered, would 

be transient, and the disinclination would give way to the expectation 

of advantage, and to a returning reliance upon the adherence of 

the Government to the principle of noninterference with religious 

belief, in all matters in which It is not Incompatible with the security 

of property or person. That it was doubtful how far the decline of 

the practice could be ascribed to the dissemination of instruction, as 

little or no change could “have yet affeCted the bulk of the population, 

and the process of self conviction must be precarious and remote. The 

only .remaining consideration,of sufficient weight to justify hesitation 

was, therefore, the . feeling which the abolition of the rite might excite 

in the minds of the native soldiery; and on this snbjeCt. although 

several distinguished officers considered it dangerous and unadvisable, 

yet the majority concurred in opinion that the Hindu Sipahis took 

little or no interest in the question. In the districts from which th^y 

are mostly drawn, the practice was unfrequent; and it still more 

rarely occurred in cantonments, as the men were not usually accompa¬ 

nied by their wives; the 'greater number had, therefore, never even 

witnessed rite, and felt no personal concern -or pride in .its . 

perpetuation. Some danger might accrue from the instigations of. 

ill-disposed .and intriguing individuals, Inimical to British Rule ; and it 

might be unsafe to call upon the troop: to take any. part in en¬ 

forcing the prohibitory provisions cff the law;, but as long as these 

sources of insecurity could be obviated, and as long as the. Sipahis telt 
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assured that the Government was determined to respect their religious 

habits and usages in all essential points., its interference in the 'case, of 

Suttee would neither alarm their fears, nor impair in any degree their ■ 

loyalty and devotion to the service.5” 

\fter considering all these opinions, Lord William 

Beotlnck formed the determination of 

Pass*°f> an Act for the suppression of 

Beottiick. Sail throughout' the British Terri* 

tory. Even Rim Motmn Roy was 

staggered when Lord ‘William told him that he bad made 

up his mind to abolish Salt throughout British India. 

Ram Mohun Roy advised that the prohibition should be 

confined to Bengal, and not extended to the North- 

Western Provinces inhabited by a more . warlike race. 

Lord William replied, that such restriction would exhibit 

a degree of weakness incompatible with the British 

character. “Strong as his nerves were known to be, 

his anxiety on this occasion, as. the time approached for 

laying the Act before Council, was observed by those 

about him, and was particularly obvious to chose who 

could judge of the workings of his mind from his counte¬ 

nance and demeanour. The only opposition ic-encounter¬ 

ed at the Council Board had reference to the- clause 

which permitted the Nizamut Adawlut to punish the 

crime with death. ■ It was reasonably urged, that to 

inflict he extreme penalty of the taw in'a transaction 

which 'Otir Government had previously legalized, would 

be an act of inconsistency. But the Clause was passed 

without alteration, as the Members of Council were un¬ 

willing, by retarding the immediate eiifortement of the 

regulation, to afford time for .remonstrances from the 
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On the passing of the Act for the abolition of Sati; 

Address to-Ben* an address was presented' on the 16th 
January 1830, to Lord William Ben* 

tinck by Ram M ah tin Roy, Kali Nath Roy, Hari Har 

Datta and others on behalf of 300 inhabitants of 

Calcutta. It elicited the following reply from Lord 

William Bentinck: + 

“It is very satisfactory for me .to find that, according to the opinions 

of so many respectable and intelligent Hindus, the practice which has 

recently been prohibited, not only was not required by the rules of their 

religion, but was at variance with those writings which they deem to be 

of the greatest force and authority. Nothing but a reluctance to inflict 

punishment for acts which might be conscientiously believed to be en¬ 

joined by religious precepts, could have induced the British Government- 

at any time to permit, within territories under its protection, an usage 

so violently opposed to the best feelings of human, nature. Those'who 

present this address are right in supposing that'by every nation in' .the 

world, except the Hindoos themselves," this part of their customs has 

always been made a reproach against them, and nothing so strangely 

contrasted with the better features of their own national character, so 

inconsistent with the affections which unite families, so destructive of the 

moral principles on which society is founded, has ever subsisted 

amongst a people in other respects so civilized. I trust 'that the reproach 

is removed for ever; and I feel a sincere pleasure in thinking that the 

Hindoos will thereby be exalted in the estimation of mankind, to an 

extent In some degree proportioned to the repugnance which was felt 

for the usage which has now ceased.” 

The orthodox 

Appeal against 
the SafcT Act re¬ 
jected. 

Hindu party In Bengal memorialised the 

House of Commons against the Act 

abolishing Satf. A counter mezborial 

in favour of the Act was presented to 
/ 

f “English Works of Raja R. Roy” 'VpL I. p. 486.’ 
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both the Houses by R4m' Mohan Roy. The appeal 

against the Act was rejected on the i ith July, 1832. 

■ Since the passing of Lord William Bentinck’s Act, 

A recent case of cases of Satf have been very rare. 

Sati#* One such rare case of a most atrocious 

character occurred near Monghyr., It is thus described 

in a letter dated 4th December 1863, from the Secretary 

to the ' Government of Bengal to the British Indian 
Association of Calcutta:— # 

“The intention of the widow to commit Sati was 

generally known in the neighbourhood early in the day 

on the morning of which her husband died and that 

when she went forth, apparently at that time a Voluntary 

victim accompanied by her husband's.. relations, -men of 

the Kaith caste, the chief abettors of intended suicide, 

preparations had been made for the horrid sacrifice and 

upwards of a thousand people had assembled to witness 

the tragedy. Among these were several Zamindars and 

others, people holding a respectable position in life, whose 

bounden- duty it was to give immediate information to the 

’Police/yet not one was found to show the least disappro¬ 

val of the intended immolation. Not only , did no one 

endeavour to put a stop to the proceedings, to dissuade the 

woman from.the act of Self-destruction, or to warn her 

abettors of the legal consequences of the crime,but all were 

eager participators in it, and when the unfortunate victim, 

tortured by the flames, repented of her resolution, threw 

* “life of Raja Digambax Mitta,” p. 97. 
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Herself from the pile and tried, to escape, declaring that*1 

she would-not complete her self-sacrifice, many of them 

called out to her and reproached/ saying that she would 

make herself and the village a laughingstock, and it 

is stated by one witness that ■ they surrounded her so 

that she could not run away. Thus she was eventually 

induced or compelled to remount the pile, from which, 

however, unable to bear the agony, she .almost immediately 

again fled; on this the crowd dispersed, and the wretched 

woman, scorched and burned, was left to roll in agony 

on the ground till death put an end to her sufferings. 

It was not till the following day that ■ information of the 

occurrence was given tor the Police, and the person 

who gave the In formation was the chowkeeddr. 

To' add to the horror of the scene, and to. show how 

deliberate was the act of abetment on the part of the 

relatives of the. deceased, the pile was lighted by a boy of 

tender years, the son of one of the chief abettors, and the 

Purahitt or family priest (a miscreant who has not yet 

been brought to justice) made him repeat the Mantra% 

or invocation usual at, <& funeral, before he applied the 

fire;" ' 



CHAPTER IV. 

FORBIDDEN FOOD AND DRINK. SEA-VOYAGF 

From the frequent allusions to' the sacrifice and to 

BeefintheVedic the cooking of cows, bulls and buffa- 

- ices, in the earlier Vedic literature there 

can be no doubt, that they afforded food to. the Indo- 

- Aryans of the RIgvedic period. . Even the" flesh of the 

horse appears to have agreed with their palate, at- least 

■during the earlier-portion, of that period. * 

In the Aifcareya Br£hmana, we are told that an ox or 

a cow which miscarries is killed when a. king or other 

'•honoured' guest is received. In the Taittirlya- Br£hmana 

detailed instructions are given for ■ carvingand the 

Gopatha Brahmana tells us ho^v the-different parts are to 

•be disposed of. The master of the house is to get: the 

For detailed information about the- use of beef and spirituous 

.liquors in ancient India, see Muir’s “Sanskrit Texts/1 Vo!. V. (1884) pp. 

463-464, .Romesh Chandra Butt’s “ Histojy- of Civilisation in Ancient 

India” (1893) Vol |„ pp. 41-44, and R&jendra Ula Mitras“Indo~ 

Aryans” VoL L, pp. 354-421. 



sirloin and some part of the abdomen, a ad the mistress 

the loin , the remainder is divided among the priest and 
others. 

In the Brihaddraoyaka Upanishad it is enjoined, that 
if a man wishes that a learned' son should be bom 

to him, famous, a pubic man, a popular speaker, that 

he should know all the Vedas, and that he should live 

to his full age, then after having prepared' boiled rice 

with meat and butter, they (the husl md and wife] 

should both eat, being fit to have offspring. The meat 

should be of a young or of an old bull”* 

The slaughter of cattle formed a part of se%?eral 

ancient ceremonies such as or “spitted cow ** 

(Roast beef) and Gavdmanayana (or the sacrifice of the 

cow) mentioned in the AsvaMyana Sdtra and other works. 

Flesh meat (primarily beef) was an essential part of the 

madhuparka or “honied meal1 ceremony which was-im¬ 

perative for a certain plass of priests, kings, bridegrooms. 

Vedic students on their return home after completing their 

studies, tutors coming to the pupil’s house after a year’s 

absence, fathers-in~Iaw, uncles, and generally all guests of 

high rank. A^cow was offered to the guest, after he had 

been refreshed; whereupon he said “My sin is destroy¬ 

ed, destroyed is my sin/1 and then ordered its im dela¬ 

tion with the words 11 Accomplish, Amen/’t In some 

cases, the cow after being sanctified was let loose. 

But in such cases, flesh-meat was procured by other 

* Op «/.VI. 4, 18-19 C*4 Sacred Books of the East5’ Vol XV.. 
t A guest Is lienee denominated gogkna .or "eov-kUtar.” 
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means: “On no account observes the commentator of 

A svaliyana “should the feast be without that article.’* 

Vasishtha says, one may cook a fullgrown-ox or a full- 

grown he-goat for a Brahman or Kshatriya guest; in 

this maimer is hospitality offered to such a guest. The 

Ckaraka Samktid. a medical work probably dating from 

before the Christian-era, says that “ the flesh of cows,, 

buffaloes and hogs, should' not be eaten daily/’ from 

which Tt may be inferred, that-such flesh was-then an 

article of food. The same work recommends “beef for 

■ pregnant women as it is calculated to strengthen the 

ketus.” Susruta points out the particular diseases in 

which beef is injurious. Nowhere in the ancient medical 

works of the Hindus Is beef absolutely forbidden. 

About the seventh century B. CM the Hindus had 

Aalnml food proM- begun to entertain a dislike for meat, 
Mfced by Buddhism, especially beef, owing, at least partly, 

to the Inculcation of humane views with the progress 

of their civilisation. “ Meat can never be - obtained ” 

says a'Sutrakdra of that period “ without injuring living 

beings, and ' to injure living beings does not procure 

heavenly bliss.”* It was however, Gautama the Buddha 

who first absolutely prohibited meat. One of the precepts 

laid down by him foi a lay disciple is : “Let'him not des¬ 

troy, or cause to be destroyed, any life at all, or sanction ■ 
the afts of. those who do so. Let him -refrain' from' even 

hurting any creature, both those that are strong, and those 

M&xnu-s Dharma Sutra quoted by Vafiisbtha (IV) 7 (“Sacred Books' 
of the East,” Vol. XIV, p. 27). 
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that tremble in the world/1 The first ES€k of Asoka, in 

whose reign Buddhism spread most in India, runs thus: 

u This Edi£t has been engraved by order of King Piya- 

dasi, beloved of the God, One must not, here belo5^, 

kill any living animal by immolating it, not for the 

purpose of feasts. The King Piyadasi sees much that 

is sinful in such feasts. Formerly such feasts were 

allowed; and in the cuisine of King Piyadasi, beloved 

of the Gods, and for the table of King Piyadasi, be¬ 

loved of the Gods, hundreds of thousands of living 

beings were killed every day. At the time when this 

Eds6t ?s engraved three animals only are killed for the 

table, two pea fowls and a gazelle, and the gazelle not 

regularly. Even these three animals will not be killed 
in future.1” 

But, notwithstanding the dissemination of Buddhist 

^ Beef allowed even view’s, meat, and probably even beef, 
m Mann’s tune was a recognised article of Hindu food 

about the commencement of the Christian era. In the 

Manusamhitl, it is said, that “having bought flesh 

meat or obtained it by aid of another, he who eats it 

after worshipping the gods or manes commits no sin.’* In 

its list of animals lit for human food, are included “tie 

hedgehog, the porcupine, the iguana, the rhinoceros, th* 

tortoise, and the rabbit or oare ; * * * and likewise 

tnose (domestic animals) that have teeth in one jaw only, 

excepting camels.3’* This is a fairly comprehensive 

list in which the Bovidae may be inferentially included. 

Mann, V, 32, 18. 
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By the time of Yijnavalkya, the killing of cows had 

Beef eating-, a COme to be regarcied as a sin, but less 

°f hdn°US than the drinking of spirituous 
liquors by Brahmans. Whereas the 

latter was held to be a Makdpdtaka, the former was con¬ 

sidered to be only a Upapdtaka. The expiation for the 

killing of a cow as enjoined by Ydjnavalkya is “the 

drinking of the five products of the cow, panchagavya, 

•° owinl> a cow as roams a^bout, sleeping in a cattle- 

shed regularly for a whole month, and ending with the 

gift of a cow, or a fine equal to. the value of the animal 

destroyed.’-' By thebeginning-of the fifth century A.D., 

vegetarianism hadbecome firmly established. The Chinese 

pilgrim Fa Hian who came to India about that time says, 

that throughout the country the people kill no living 

thing, with the exception of Chanddlas only. This, 

however, is certainly exaggeration, for Hiouen Thsang 

who travelled in India about the middle of the seventh 

century tells us, that fish, mutton, gazelle, and deer were 

eaten, and that it is only certain kinds of meat such as 

beef and pork that were forbidden. Even in the works 

of the eighth century, we find allusions to the beef¬ 

eating habits of the ancient Hindus; so that the feeling 

against beef could not have been so strong then as it is 

now. "It is not to be supposed for a moment” says 

Rajendra Ldl Mitra, “that their authors would have 

alluded to such a subject, and offended the feelings of 

their readers, had they not ample authority to fee satis¬ 

fied, that their readers would go with them.”* 

* Op. cit. Vol. I, p. 358. 
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Beef Is now absolutely prohibited throughout India 

^Cow protection amongst ali^ classes of the Hindus In®. 

eluding Sikhs, Jains and other seces¬ 

sionists. Authentic instances are recorded of unwilling 

Hindus having been converted by Mahomedans by simply 

forcing pieces of beef down their throat. What pork 

is to the Mahomedans, beef is to the Hindus. No great¬ 

er insult could be offered a Hindu than to call him a beef¬ 

eater. The greased cartridges were at least the imme¬ 

diate cause of the Sepoy out-break in 1857. The cow 

is held sacred, and the feeling against its slaughter is 

strong. Cow-protection Societies* have lately - been 

* The following extracts regarding these societies are from a Govern 

ment of India Despatch, published in a Parliamentary paper in 
April. 1894. r r 

‘For some years past a vigorous propaganda has been carried on by 

these societies * * * the movement, although undoubtedly closely 

coonected with the Hindoo religion was ostensibly directed towards the 

preservation and improvement of the breed oi cattle, which it was 

alleged were decreasing in numbers and deteriorating in 4uatity The 

preachers sent fourth by the societies inculcated the duty of treating 

cattle with kindness, and of providing an asylum for sick and infirm 

animals. To this was soon added a corollary that no Hindoo should 

sell cattle to persons who were likely, to slaughter them, and that if a 

Hindoo found himself compelled to sell cattle in a fair he should inform 

the society, who would purchase the animal and place it in an asylum. 

For the expenses of the satiety and for the purchase of cittie voluntary 

contributions were made by many devout and well-meaning Hindoos. 

At the beginning of the present year the societies passed out of the' 

form of voluntary a«ocl itions and assumed the organisation of a league. 

The principles of. the organisation were laid down at a great meeting. 

** Ur the Gonickpore district on'the 18th ' March, and in the 

Asimgarh District the league was definitely organised *t a meeting at a 

place called Aznugarh on the 15th May The rules framed at these . 

meetings show how the original idea-developed 
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established in various parts of India. They often buy 

up cows intended for slaughter and keep them until they 

die a natural death. Attempts on the part of Hindus to 

rescue cows on their way to the shambles, as well as th e 

ostentation with which the Mahomedans in some parts 

kill cows during the Bakar-Id festival and thus outrage 

the feelings of the Hindus, sometimes lead to riots. 

In several Hindu States, the slaughter of cows is res* 

tricted; and in one at least, the Kashmir State, it is 

absolutely forbidden. Even John Bull has to do without 
roast beef in Kashmir. 

Of the three great sections of the Hindus, the wor- 

Abstention from Rippers of Vishnu in the form of 
MimalfcodbyVai- Krishna, Rdma or Chaitanya profess 

great tenderness for animal life. Many 

of them abstain'from animal food, as do also various 
other setts such as the Kabirpanthis, and the Sat- 
Minis. 

Firstly.—Contributions were made compujsory on all Hindoos under 

penalty of exclusion from caste. Each household was directed to set 
apart at each meal one chuiki (equal in weight or value to one paisa) 

of food stuff for each member, of the family. The eating of food 

without setting apart the chutki was declared to be an offence equal to 
that of eating cow’s flesh. Agents called Sabhasads were appointed 

or the collection of these contributions. Their duty was to sell them 

and to pay over the proceeds to the Sabhap^ii who was h charge of 

Secondly.—Pounds were established to which cattle found trespass, 
mg were to be brought, and in which fines were levied for the benefit 
of the league.1’ 
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Ifse sacrifice of animals (goats, and occasionally 

Animal food among buffaloes) is an essential part of the 

other Hindus. creed of the Siktas; and meat is in 

great favour with them. With regard to the 'rest of 

the Hindus, the Brdhmans in some parts, as in the 

North-Western Provinces, eschew fish and; flesh, and, 

m other parts, as in Bengal, indulge in them. The 

other castes take meat all over India. Goat's flesh is 

relished most; and it is the most approved form of 

flesh food. The more orthodox Hindus would not' 

partake of'the flesh of she-goats, nor of goats which, 

have not been offered up in sacrifice. In the Hindu 

part of Calcutta, there is an image of the goddess Kdli 
known as the u butcher Kelli” set up at every shop 

where goat-meat is sold for the Hindus. Besides goat, 

sheep, wild boar, deer, antelope, hare and some kinds of 

game-birds are allowed ; ■ domestic fowls are prohibited 

though some of the lower castes-of aboriginal origin which 

have not yet been completely Hinduised take them. * 

With regard to all these articles, the pradlice is, to a 

great extent, regulated by local custom. In the Punjab, 

the Rajputs would not, scruple to partake of. the-4 flesh 

of the wild boar; in'Central India, on the. other hand 

they would not, as a rule, take it.-' In some, parts 

jungle.fowl is eaten, in some'parts it is.not. 

With, regard to vegetables, certain articles, such 

Forbidden vege- garlic and onion, .are forbidden to 

table food. -the Dvijas in the Manusamblta. The 

Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian, who travelled in India about 

* In a portion-of. the Rewah .State, we found the Goods, there called 
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400 A. D says, that, the people do not eat garlic or 

onions. The praaice with regard to them, however 

is almost entirely regulated by custom. In some parts’ 

Brihmans who would not touch meat, partake freely 

of onions ; in other parts, Brdhmans who delight in 
fish and flesh, would on n<r account take onions. 

With the spread of Western ideas, the restriaions- 
Removal of food about food have to a great extent Keen 

restrictions. , 6 cilL Deen 
removed. Some of the earliest edu¬ 

cated youths in Bengal, intoxicated with the new 

ideas went to great extremes. They were not content 

with taking beef, the abomination of all seaions of die 

Hindus; but they assumed a somewhat aggressive 

attitude, and, on one occasion, threw a portion of the 

beef they had eaten into the house of an inoffensive 

Hindu. * This was about sixty years ago. Since then, 

Mfijhis, more Hinduised than in the Central Provinces, in that they have 

given up eating fow^ and drinking liquors. 

‘The story is thus told by Dr. Duff, “ Life of Alexander Duff” 
(Vol. I. p. 154) 

In order to furnish the most emphatic proof to each other of 

their mastery over prejudice, and of their contempt of the ordinances 

of Hinduism, these friends of liberty had some pieces of roasted meat, 

believed to be beef, brought from the bazar into the private chamber 

of the Inquirer (a Journal edited by K. M. Banerjea.) Having freely 

gratified their curiosity and taste with the unlawful and unhallowed 

food, some portion still remained, which after the return of the Inquirer 

was thrown, though not with his approbation, in heedless and reck- 

less levity into the compound, or inner court of the adjoining house, 

occupied by a holy Brahmin amid : bouts of There is beef! There 
is beef:1. ” 
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the movement towards greater freedom' in the choice 

of food has been going on though with less .of' offensive 

ostentation. 

Before the establishment of the' British rale even 

smelling beef while cooking—-let alone 'eating it—was 

considered an offence sufficiently heinous to be punish¬ 

ed with excommunication. 

In 1848, there was a great Hindu demonstration 

against missionaries and. Christianity, On that occa¬ 

sion an elderly Hindu, -addressing the boys- present, 

said: “Babas, be followers‘of one God . , . . Eat 

whatever yon like, do whatever you like, but be not a 

•Christian.” * Eating - whatever one likes, no longer 

subje&s a Hindu to excommunication.. . We remember 

the time when some'privacy was .maintained about the 

matter. But .no such privacy'is required now.. Statis¬ 

tics in support of sociological' conclusion? are seldom 

obtainable, and when obtained they 'are not often reli¬ 

able. But the following figures, showing the proportion 

of the orthodox to the heterodox Hindus in the Jubilee 

Sanitarium at Darjiling, are sigrlfieant' 

. 1888-89* ■ 1889-90. 1890-91, 

Orthodox Hindus ■ 114 '163 ■■ ' ■' *3$' " 

Heterodox Hindus;181 ’ 222 " 186 • . 

From the- figures the .conclusion appears to us just, 

that amongst educated Hindus in Bengal,-at least among 

those who need or appreciate a change to. a sanitarium, 

the number of those who ' disregard caste-rules about 

* 11 Ufe of Alexander Duff".-Vol. 11. p. 68. - 



of the first English schoul in India, 
and within 34 years of the foundation of the first English 

University in India, one can easily predift what the 

result will be half a century hence with the increasing 
spread cf English education. 

The Indo-Aryans of the Vedic period were very 
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mere is perennial light, -and where the Heaven is 

placed/' “to that deathless and ' immortal realm \” 

The Vedic Aryas were not satisfied with the com¬ 

paratively mild Sonia beverage ; they were also addicted 

to stronger drinks (Surd). 

But, the evil consequences of inebriation gradually 

intoxicating ma^e themselves felt in Hindu society; 

and with the progress of' their morals, 

the Hindus came to look upon drinking 

with very great disfavour. Gautama the Buddha 

preached : “The householder who delights in the law 

should not indulge in intoxicating drinks^ should not 

cause others to drink, should not san&ion the afts of 

those who drink, knowing that it results in insanity. 

“The ignorant commit sins in consequence of drunk¬ 

enness, and also make others drink. - You should* avoid 

this : it is the cause of demerit, insanity, and ignor¬ 

ance—though it be pleasing to the ignorant/1 * 

Manu included the drinking of spirituous, liquors 

sadfe/ among the mohdpitakas (the- most 

heinous sins ). The expiation for -a 

Brdhman guilty of it is stated to be suicide by a draught 

of boiling hot spirit, water, milk, or cowV urine taken 

in a burning hot metal potf Another moralist prescrib¬ 

ed a draught of molten silver, copper or lead. The 

punishment, however, is not left to voluntary expiation. 

. The wise legislator Mann enjoins, that Brdhmans guilty 

. of drinking spirits should be branded on their forehead 

* -Rhys Davids, “Buddhism** p.p. 13S-139. 

t Mann XI,. 91-96, 



drinking in the mahomedan peiuod. 97 

with the mark of a "vintner’s flag” ; "with none to eat 

with them, with none to sacrifice with them, with none 

to read with them, with none to be allied by marriage 

to them, abjea and excluded from ail social duties let 
them wander over the earth. Branded with inde’hble 

marks, they shall be deserted by their paternal ami 

maternal relations, treated by none with affection, re- 

Maim ’ * n°ne With rCSpeCt: such is the ordinance of 

Notwithstanding such severe denunciation drinking 
must to a great extent have been prevalent even at the 
time of Manu. For, in one place, he says, that "there 

is no turpitude in drinking wine,” but that abstention 

therefrom is attended by signal compensation. Else¬ 

where he says, that the Kshatriya and the Vaisya should 

abstain from arrack (a strong spirituous liquor), but'the 

Sudra may drink whatever he likes. Hence a later 

authority concludes, "that Brdhmans alone have t« 

abstain from all kinds of spirituous drinks, the Kshatriya 

and Vaishya from arrack or Paishti, leaving rhe Sudra* 
to indulge in whatever they liked." f 

f hough the Koran abjures drinking, the royalty and 

Drunkenness du- aristocracy amongst the Mahomedans, 

penodMall0medan esPecially during the Mogul period, 

were greatly, addicted to it. Ail the 
iraperors and princes of the Mogul dynasty, with the sole 

* Manu IX. 238-239. 

t Mit4kshar& quoted by R&jendra L&la Mitra “Indo-Aiyans'* Voi I 
P* 395- ' ' . ' ’ 

a 





accompaniments forthwith becomes a Siva. Even as water mixes with 

mater, and metal amalgamates with metal ; even as the confined space 

in a pot merges into the great body of surrounding space on the des¬ 

truction of the confining vessel, and air commingles with air. so does 

dear one, a Brahman melt in Brahma, the great soil! There is not the 

ratty 

and other forms or liberation are designed tor fksimnyas-a 

but true knowledge can never be acquired, goddess desa , with 

because .one attains the character of a god (snratva)t thereiore is 

called surd."1 * 

from them, at least to a great extent, when they are 

completely Hinduised. . 
Abstention from drink is an essential part of the 

and among Vaish cree{^ °f a great many of the Hindu 
mm and other sects, old and new. The Kablrpaothis, 

^cct&' the Satn4mis, and most of the Vaish- 

* The Mdirikdbkeda Tanira quoted by Rijendra L&la Ultra, “Indo- 
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nava sects protess to be total abstainers. The Sadh 

would not allow even the mild stimulation of ^ 

ete-eaf. IS ever eat nor drink intoxicating substan 

ces, says one of their commandments, “nor chew pdn 

nor smell perfumes, nor smoke tobacco, nor chew n or 
smell opium.” * ‘ 

Notwithstanding the anathemas pronounced by law- 

Punishments pre- §ivers and moralist like Manu and 

kArHYdjnaVa!k>'a aS^st the drinking of al- 

forcei^tp^ent11' and notwithstanding 
its inclusion among the MahdpdtakaS, it 

does not appear to have been punished, at least in recent 

times, even with excommunication. While cases are 

recorded of people having lost caste by being forced to 

take beef—which according to the oldest Hindu Sastras 

is on y an v.papdtaka—or even by smelling cooked beef no 

caseis known of excommunication due to voluntary drink¬ 

ing even to the greatest excess, The connivance of the 

Hmdus at the breach of one of the most stringentordi- 

nances of their sacred books, aided by the influence of 
the Western civ.hsation, led, about thirty years ago, to a 

somewhat alarming growth of the habit of drinking among 

•he upper classes. Since thee several co.e.er.aj 

influences presently to he mentioned have tended to 

rrt” 'f , V5' I’0"""'"' !li" ,arSely Prevent in 

o lad ” a socieV the P^nce 
of ladles restrain drunkenness, at least to a Urge „ 

But in Indian Society the vice has its lull p|a, 

* Wb»„jS “Religious-Sfccts of the Hindus" p. 355. 
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unchecked by any extraneous influence. The Rev. 

Mr. Evans said at a meeting of.the Sixth Social Con- 
fere nee: 

“There was also another element of waste and wickedness which had 

recently been introduced into these festive functions, and that was the 

free use of strong drinks. 

The rile habit was not known years ago in respectable circles at 

weddings. Pan, Supari, a good ihana, and uti&r of roses used to be the 

tokens of sociability before, but now of late no nuptial was considered 

complete without a good supply of Skarab. Only the other day while 1 

was at Guj ran walla in the Punjab, I heard of a Sikh Zemindar, who 

ordered Rs. 1200 worth of English liquor and Rs. goo worth of native 

liquor to grace the nuptials of his son. This is a shame which should 

be stigmatized as a scandal to any respectable family. 

The Kayastha community, who above ail others used to be given to 

such habits, are fast giving them up and striving for social and moral 

reform, while the higher castes and classes adopt the very bacchanalian 

usages, which people they look down upon are abolishing. 

f can only say that while I can but admire the noble efforts of the 

Kfyasthas in their struggle for such social reforms, f stand astonished 

at Brdhmins and Rajputs, who are taking up the foul and filthy habits, 

which th ese below them in caste-customs are casting away.’1 

Temperance societies and social reform associations 

Temperance and °f which we have now a Iar§e number 
soda! reform $0- have served,to a great extent to check 
cietfes* * 

the progress of intemperance * In con- 

flection with the A. I. T. Association there are now no 

less than one hundred thirty societies extending from 

Peshawar in the North to Madura in the South and com¬ 

prising over one hundred thousand members chiefly from 

* Report of the Sixth National Social Conference. 
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among young and educated Hindus. The lectures 

delivered under their auspices, and the tracts and 

journals issued by them have their effect, as also the 

pledges entered into oy their members. Of the members 

of the Puna Social Reform Association, for instances 60 

persons pledge themselves not to use liquor under any 

circumstances, 1495 Pr raise not to do so except under 

medical advice, and to take the pledge adding the 

words “except on grounds of health.” Only 182 have 

not taken the pledge, thus the proportion of those who 

have not bound themselves by the pledge under this 

head to those who have bound themselves is only 12 per 
cent. 

* Mr* s* Caine thus speaks of an earnest Hindu worker in the 

caase of temperance in Southern India, Sabapathy Mudeliar, and of 

the good work done by temperance associations established by his 
efforts: 

" I met Sabapathy Mudeliar for the first time in 1889, at the Fourth 

Indian National Congress at Ailahaoad. He has been a staunch 

Mend of the Congress movement froih its birth. At that time he had 

added to all his other sources of money ..making that of abkari, or 

liquor contractor, for the three large distri&s of 'Bellaiy, Anantapur, 

and KareooL As he sat listening to. the debate of the Congress on 

a resolution censuring the Government for their policy with regard to 

the sale of intoxicants, his conscience was awakened, and to use his 

own words, “ he felt that his connection with this wretched trade was 

noc only discreditable to himself, but displeasing to God.” And imme¬ 

diately on his return home, he severed entirely his conneaion with 

these Government liquor contrafts, sacrificing a large profit thereby 

He Immediately began an ardent Temperance crusade, and forming 

ad Association for the Suppression of Drunkenness,” was eieCted 

its President Shortly after he induced the- Musadman authorities to 



GROWTH OF IMTEMPRRAHCE CHECKED, 

The agitation Inaugurated by the temperance and 

social reform associations has led to important reforms 

ia the excise administration of the country* and ih( 

number of liquor-shops has been considerably reduc*u*l. 

The Britima Simajes by maileating strict temperance 

among their members have largely helped the work of 

the temperance associations. The Xea-Hinds and 

Theosophical movements have also served M check the 

progress of intemperance: even drunkard* have btm 

known to have been converted, under their indue nee. Into 

total abstainers. The effect of all these influences is 

clearly seen in the following table of imported liquors, 

wines and spirits. In five years between 185S and 1863 

the quantity was more than doubled. Since 1863,, 

however, there has been only a very slight increase as 

will be seen from the following tab!e The significance 

of this will foerevident when we consider, that the num¬ 

ber of Europeans as also of that class of Indian* who 

consume imported intoxicants has considerably in¬ 

creased since 1863. 

form the “Mussalman Temperance Society,1' of which Xa»i AMM Lateff 

S&heh is the President,, Both these organisations are affiliated to the 

Anglo* Indian Temperance Society, and a full account of the marvel- 

loos work they have done m the cause of Temperance will he Jewett 

ia Jtfari for - January, 1891, page 77. When I visited Bella iy In 

P€»«tert 1890, 1 was the guest of Sabapathy Mudellar, who 

me his old distillery fall of milch-cows. whose milk k mostly diftfcribatcd 

to the poor of the city. This admirable man w my ideal of a public- 

spirited Indian citizen, and if we had fifty sack mm scattered through 

'our Indian Empire we could elear'eat every Ikjuor shop in five years * * 

.|0*Qted In ^Soiiae NotedJo^»s:«f-Moifivii Times" Madges). . 
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^ SEA-VOYAGE. ) > \ ] 

era, Hindus (including Brahmans sailed to CblnaXf^ 

and other distant lands. 

The present practice is to excommunicate" those who 

so for purposes of education or travel 
* Excommnnlca- 53 * 

tkfc for distant to Europe or America Voyages 
se*-voyage. Ceylon, Burmah, China, or even A 

tralia are not visited with such punishment, though the 

conditions under which they are made may in no way 

differ from voyages to the West, The idea of punish¬ 

ing Such voyages, no doubt, originated in the fact that 

they cannot ordinarily be performed without the partak¬ 

ing of forbidden food, or of food cooked by non-Hindus, 

ft is curious, however, that such food taken in the country,, 

or on short voyages does- not, at least in Bengal and 

some other parts,, entail loss of caste. 

A Hindu who is excommunicated for going to and 

residing in Europe or America may, according to pre¬ 

sent custom, be taken back into caste on his undergoing 

an expiatory ceremony of which an Important part Is the 

swallowing of a little cow-dung. .Very few, however, 

probably not more than one in... a hundred in Bengal, 

avail themselves of this means of re admission into 

caste; and a movement has recently been set on foot to 

1 do away with the purificatory ceremony. The Sixth 

National Social Conference, carried a resolution to the 

effect,, “that neither distant sea?voyages nor residence 

in foreign countries should by themselves involve loss 

sms . conditional oi, caste;. ana a proposition to maKe . sms conditional 

upon the non-violation of caste rules was refected by a 

large majority. It should be observed, however, that 
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a more recent resolution* passed in progressive Bengal 

is of a more retrograde character. 

* The resolution passed at the last Provincial Conference held in 

Bengal (.8941 runs thus : -That, in the opinion of this Con.V 

2tionT hadCT When’ having regard t0 the -portant political edu' 

U taken to" give "* in’,°1Ve<3, *** Sh°aId 

ar^nizinv at a„ . a VOyagemOVementamone Hindus, by 
Hf, g ‘ e*r!y date a tnP across the seas to be undertaken by 
Hindus, due regard being had to Hindu customs and usages.” ^ 



BOOK III. 

SOCIAL CONDITION. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE SOCIAL POSITION OP WOMEN. 

The Aryan ladies of ancient India did not lead a 

Greater freedom secluded life like that of their descen¬ 

ts ancient times. dants at the present day. Several of 

the hymns of the Rigveda were composed by female 

Rishis. At a meeting of theologians convened by 

Janaka, king of Mithila, a learned lady named Girgi 

carried on discussions with the sage Yij naval kya. Young 

ladies of the Vedic period appear t* lave had a voice in 

their marriage. uBtit the woman who is of gentle 

nature and of graceful form/5 tnm a verse of the 

Rigveda, “selects amongf many her loved * one as her 
husband,’* 



Numerous cases of Svayamvara, * that is, of ladies 

Instances of selecting their own husbands, are 

Svayamvara. mentioned in the Mah£bhdrata and 

other works of a later period. Kunti, Draupadi, SiM, 

and Dam ay anti chose their own husbands. 

Devavdm, daughter of a priest, offered her hand'to 

king Yayiti. The Rdj& hesitated as she belonged 

to a superior caste. Her father, however seeing that 

her resolution was inflexible overruled the question of 

caste and gave her in marriage to the king. 

Sdvitrl is a household word amongst the Hindus. 

SirVtd, When she became marriageable her 

father told her that as he had received 

no proposals, she must make, her own selection. ■ She 

drove with her companions to a forest-where she met a 

young man named Satyavdu who though of-royal lineage 

was reduced to poverty and living in a hermitage. Savitrf 

fell in love with him, and after due inquiries resolved to 

wed him. Returning home she expressed her wishes to 

her father. He however, being informed by the sage 

Ndracla that Satyavdn -would die after one year,interceded 

with her to change her mind. But Sdvitrf had .given her 

heart away and could not. .think of ..marrying any one 

else. After her marriage -she caine to live with her 

husband in the forest,, cast off her ; ornaments and other 

•fineries, ..and -endeared herself to everyone in her 

husband's family by her excellent qualities. 

* At the Svayamvara, the lady chooses her own husband from among 
the assembled guests by placing a garland upon his' neck. . ’ 



AH ANCIENT PICNIC. I09 

In a picnic at a seaside place given by Krishna and 

most graphically described in the 
A sea-side picnic, fjar;vamsaj we find, that ladies and 

gentlemen ate, drank, and danced together without 

even the reserve observed in modern European society. 

While bathing, “Krishna and Nirada, with all those 

who-were on their side began to pelt water on Bala 

and his party, and they in their turn did the same on 

the party, of Krishna. The wives of Bala and Krishna, 

excited by libations of arrack, followed their example,_ 

squirted ' water in great\glee with, syringes in their 

hands. ' Some.' of. the Bhaima' ladies,’ overweighted by 

the load both of love and wine, with crimson eyes 

and masculine garbs, entertained themselves before the 

other ladies squirting water 1* Refreshed by the bath, 

the party began to eat and drink. “Surrounded by their 

loved ones, they drank of Marieya, Mddhvika* Sun£, 

and A'sava, helping, them, on 'with roasted . birds, 

seasoned -with pungent' condiments, ghi, acids, sochei 

salt, and oil . . . * . . After their feast the 

gallant Bhiraa chiefs,; along, with their ladies, joyfully 

commenced again to sing; such choice delightful songs 

as were agreeable to the ladies. ” * 

When R£ma returned home from exile,, the ladies 

of bis family came out to receive him. Sitd was present 

at his installation in the Court Hall. On the occasion 

vo.. pp. 440-441. The poet, in this description 

has no doubt, largely drawn on his imagination. He must be presum >c 

however, to ^represent the manners of the time h* depicts with some 
. approach to faithfulness. • . 
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of the coronation of Yudhishfchira, Draupadi sat on the 

throne by his side ;• and Kuntf and Gdxidhdri were pre¬ 

sent in the Hall. 

About the time of the Manusamhit^, restrictions 

Restrictions upon “ WC HaVC ,iUSt .Seen> were 
female freedom unhnown in more ancient times, began 

samhiut ke placed upon the freedom of ladies. 

‘•In childhood” declares Manu “a fe¬ 

male must be subject to her father; in youth to her 

husband ; "when her lord is dead to her sons ; a woman 

must .never be independent. She must not seek to 

separate herself from her father, husband, or sons. 

By leaving them she would make both her own and her 
husband's family contemptible.” * 

Though destitute of virtue, or seeking pleasure, 

or devoid of good qualities, yet a husband must be 

constantly worshipped as a god by a faithful wife. 

‘‘No sacrifice, no vow, no fast, must be performed by 

women apart from their husbands ; if a wife obeys her 

husband, she will for that reason alone be exalted in 
heaven.” f 

While the husband can divorce his wife if she only 

speaks unkindly to him, she is to cling to him with 

Wind devotion and implicit obedience. Manu, cautions 

the learned not to take undue delight in the company 

* Manu. V,, 14ft-149. 

t Manu. V., 154.-155. 
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of the fair sex, and enjoins the youthful pupil not to 

show his respect to-wards the wife of Ms instructor, by 
bowing to her feet. * 

On the other hand, however,. it is enjoined, that 

“women must be honored and adorned by their fathers, 

brothers, husbands, and brothers-in-law, who desire their 
own welfare. 

u Where women are honored, there the gods are 

pleased; but where they are not honored, no sacred 

rite yields reward. 

“Where female relations live In grief, the family 

soon wholly perishes; but that ■ family where they are 

not unhappy, ever prospers, t 

; There are passages in the ■ Manusamhitl which 

clearly shew that the ladies were not 

iiitowa8^^ y<* immured in the zenaia. In one 
d^kiat-Hindn - place we are distinctly told, that 'the 

husband' should feed his class fellows 

and other Intimate friends .with .Ms wife. J The abso 

lute seclusion of women was unknown even in much 

later times. In the dramas and other works composed in 

the earlier centuries of the Christian era, the'parts played 

by women show, • that they exercised a very Important 

influence upon men, and that they were treated with 

tenderness and respect. “In no nation of antiquity” 

says H. H. Wilson “ were women held in so much 

* Manx II. 213-216. 
f Manx III. 35-57 

% Manx III. 113. 
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esteem as among the Hindus.” In the Kaikdsarztsigaraf 

composed towards the close of the eleventh century, 

it is stated of a young bride, that she persuaded her 

husband to throw open the doors of the inner apart¬ 

ment and allow free access to his friends and associates 

observing that ‘the honour of women is protected by 

their own principles; and when ' they are corrupt all 

precautions are vain.” In Mrichkakati, Chirudatta's 

wife converses freely with his friend ; and we find ladies 

in the enjoyment of similar freedom in several other, 

works. 

In the Sam&aravJJ*yaf It is stated that Liidvatf, wife 

of Mandana Misra, acted as arbitress in a controversy 

which that scholar had with Samkara. “Contemporane- 

ous with .Satnkara were the four Tamil'sisters. Avyar, 

Uppay, Valhe, and Uravay. The first sister died a virgin, 

much admired for ‘her. talents in poetry and science/ 

She knew cheslmstry, and wrote on ethics, on which 

subject the second sister also- wrote. The two other 

sisters employed their pens on various subjects.” * 

One of the latest authentic cases of Svayam var£ was 

that of the daughter of Jaychdnd, the last Hindu King of 

Kanauj. Owing to a long-standing feud between Jay- 

chSad and Pr-ithvudja, the last king of Delhi, the latter 

was not invited at the Svayamvari festival, but his effigy 

was kept at the gate ■ as a doorkeeper. The princess 

passed by the assembled princes and placed her gar¬ 

land upon the Jieck of the effigy at the door. Frith vf- 

The Calcutta Memem, V61. LV-* p. 53. 



,a ‘“n”S °' 'hiS “™ '“h “ W a„d 
earned her away. She proved a a,.,, imx./£ 

vVneo toe bad new, „t her death « 

o- Pan,pat reached her, she ordered a hreral 

be prepared and entered it. Py to 

That the Mahomedan occupation tended to make the 

fiuence 40 In- seclusion of ladies more stringent than 

... . ever ls evidenced by the fact that 
die, m parts such as Mahardshtra, where Mahomedan 

great nCe» Very stmnS’ enjoy comparatively 
greater freedom than in other parts of India Th 

eltetTa°f ** ™ * SOmI 
-tent have served as an example in Upper India 

bers orthee4tahnda10f CnaStity a”0,,*'the ^ie mem- 
_n, . , Mah0i®edan.nobility was never very high ** 

*"a ^ their taa.I.JptiL.' 
™ “"^cred •» he in the Striaes, sednsion 

t need scarcely be dbserved. that amongst the 

T. c asses> the women-do not lead a secluded life 

They have to help their male relations in agricultural' 

pec;,:"rrtttchi\a ^ ^ ~~ 
appointed \ ! .wh* ™«* «• «* known. He 

vfo nen of the town, or wanted tot *** nfmes of ** visited 

wanted to have a virarm h * Cm £0 * ie*r houses. If any body 

and?ethirPLI:r’hrs to 
Principal women of the / “ tha* H“ Maje*tJr called aome oi the 
of theirvitaioity After h"”- 30 thera h“l drived than 

most ren^LdT*** priECi^ «* 

terms cl imprisLnem {The 0?“^' S*TOra! to !ao* 
Vo!. 1. p. I92) ■ tTh Am-I-Aiban, Blochmann’s Translation, 

H 
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and other out-door occupations. Their seclusion how¬ 

ever, invariably follows the elevation of their social 

status. The zenana is most stringent in large towns. 

In villages, ladies enjoy opportunities of 
Present **>«»*»**. ... . 

walking about which are denied to their 

sisters in cities Here they cannot stir out of the zenana, 

usually not over-commodious, and situated in narrow and 

not over-clean lanes at least from-the Western point 

of view, except in palanquins and carriages with closed 

doors. It must not be supposed, that the zenana is felt as 

a hardship by the ladies themselves. They live in a 

world of their own and find as much happiness in it as 

falls tc the iot of - average humanity. The joint family 

system presently to be described, while- favouring dis- 

> sym- 

ts. As 

enjoy¬ 

ed Hindu 
4 

ve not 

res by 

trative 

. She 



AHALYA# BAi\ U5 

administered the affairs of a large territory in Central 
India: 

“ She assumed the Government, and sat in open durMr at the age 

jf thirty. She was remarkable for her patience and unwearied atten- 

:ion, in the consideration of all measures rfefting the welfare cf ihe 

country. She respeaed private rights sacredly, listened to ever} ci,m. 

plaint personally, and studying the interests of all classes, she was 

a great advocate for moderate assessment, and rejoiced at the prosperity 

of her subjeas. In the morning she was engaged in prayer, hearing 

sacred works read, performing ceremonies and giving alms. She lived 

on vegetable food. After breakfast clad in white clothes as a widow, 

and barring no ornaments except a small necklace, she sat in ope® 

dartdr from about 2 to 5?. after which she devoted two or three 

hours to religious discipline. The books she was fond of reading were 

the Purdnas, from which she drew chiefly food for her mind. The 

life of self-abnegation she led, imparted to her thoughts and afts a 

deep tinge cf religion : In the performance of her daily duties as 

the highest authority of the land, she deemed hefcelf answerable to 

God for every exercise of power; and whenever any severe measure 

was proposed, she said, “Let us mortals beware fccw we destroy the 

works of the Almighty.” She considered herself * a weak, sinful 

woman.” She loved truth and hated adulation. When a Brflhman sub¬ 

mitted to her a work written by him and full of her praises, she 

ordered it to be thrown into the Narhadi. She was judicious in the 

sele&iott of her agents. She was not only successful in the internal 

administration, but possessed great diplomatic powers by y.hich the 

country enjoyed tranquillity as long as she governed; and she feigned 

for thirty years. She built numerous temples, holy edifices, dhann 

sfilfis, forts, wells, and a road over the Vindhya Range. She was 

not only humane to man, but also to the brute creation. The oxen 

ploughing the fields were refreshed with water, the birds and fish also 

partook of her compassion.”* Malcolm says: “In the most sober 

view that can be taken of her charader, she certainly appears within 

her limited sphere to have been one of the purest and most exemplary 

* The Calcutta Seriate Vol. LV. <1874) p. 56. 
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rulers that ever ■existed; and she affords a ^striking example of the 

practical benefit a mind may receive from performing worldly duties 

under a deep .sense of responsibility to its Creator.” * \ 

MahdrSni Bhavanf ruled the Natore State with 

R4ni Bhar4ni, consPicuous success towards the end of 
the last century. She was “endowed 

with a large capacity for business. She thoroughly under¬ 

stood Zaroindari affairs, and the tact and judgment 

with which she. managed the Rdj were most admirable. 

s * * She enhanced the profits of several estates and 

arrested the ruin of others. She was a gifted genius_ 

with the talent of governing and managing men, and her 

regime wag the culminating period of the influence and 

wealth of the Ndtore family. She was a strong-willed 

and large brained woman, but she was amenable to the 

advice of those whom she trusted. She was a proud 

woman, but her pride was defensive and not aggressive. 

It was pride of a princess who could condescend to be 

familiar with her Amla and officers, but could when 

necessary keep them at arm’s length” Rani Krishna- 

mani was a worthy successor of Rdni Bhavdni. She 

.was a very capable lady. “Her efforts to rescue the 

residue of the estate from being swallowed up by litiga¬ 

tion and rival claims were unceasing and at last crowned 

with success.” Her daughter-in-law, Rdni Sibeshwari, 

also evinced great capacity for business. A writer in 

the Calcutta Review notices as “the great peculiarity of 

the Ndtore family, that the women have been imraea- 

* Malcolm's “Central India” (1823) VoL I. p.p. 194-5. 
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surably superior to the men. While the male members 

have been mediocrities, the female members have been 

celebrities.”* 

The influence of the Western environment has been. 

EcglslsInfluence *° cnn^rra^% slacken the rigidity of 
the female seclusion. Long journevs 

are now' usually accomplished not, as In former limes* 

palanquins with closed doors, bat in railway carriages 

and steamers which are not favoured for the mainten¬ 

ance of strict seclusion. Then, again, in cities like 

Calcutta, such places of amusement as Museums and 

Zoolo gical Gardens are largely resorted to by ladies 

wtiGS " curiosity considerably shortens the conventional 

length of veils. “During the Calcutta Exhibition” says 

the Rev. W. J. Wilkins “a great mark of progress was 

tobe seen in the then sands of Hindu ladles who were 

permitted to come forth from their homes to witness the 

great show. Ladies in bands of four to twenty were to 

be seen under the guidance of their young brothers-in- 

law% or the Zenana teachers of the various missions, 

most busily engaged, in examining all the wonders 

that were collected together. The prospect and retros¬ 

pect of their visit to the outside world must have given 

immense delight to multitudes who for years had not 

been permitted to ste or be seen by the outside world. 

Some Hindu gentlemen went so far as to say that in 

their opinion, had the Exhibition, continued open for a 

* Tkt Calcutta jRtviea* Vol. LVI. jxp, 10-27. 
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year, the doors of the zenana-khanahs would not have 

been again closed ; that the ladies, having once tasted 

the sweets of liberty, would not have been content to 

remain immured.” * 

The ladies of the Brahma Sam4j of India (the Church 

of the Niw Dispensation) lead a some-what more se¬ 

cluded life than their sisters of the Sldhdran Brahma 

Samaj. In the Church, the former sit behind screens, 

wh.Se a good number of the latter dispense with the 

necessity of such protection. 

Advanced Hindu ladies in Calcutta have for sometime 

past been getting up Fancy Fairs and Theatricals from 

wh.ch however, the male sex is at present wisely excluded. 

They may be occasionally met with riding or driving or 

at the dinner-table in hotels and refreshment rooms’ at 

public meetings, millinery and other shops, and even ’ at 

levees at the Government House. In Bengal, there are 

now many Hindu ladies who have graduated at the Cal 

cutta University, and a few who are practising medicine 

as a profession. There are also Hindu authoresses of 
distinct ion. 

There is, however, still a strong body of conservative 
nidus who look upon progress such as we have just 

indicated w.th d.sfavpur. The following extracts from 

a Madras papert very fai„y represent their views on 

ladiSU • WC ^ aWarC °f bUt fCW Cases of educated 
iad.es ,n Bengal to whom the charges made in them 

* “Modem Hinduism” (Calcutta, ,887), p 375. 

t The Mail ^ in the InJ.an Decem.r 
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would at all apply. We do not know the exact state of 

matters in Midras, but are inclined to think, the writer 

has given undue prominence to exceptional facts, 

“Before giving cat our views on the subje& of education for ou* 

women, let us see what sort ef education is given to them. The 

matrons of the bouse give lesser.'? to young women about the duties 

they owe to their relations a*.d neighbours and the good examples thev 

place before them, teach them better than the lessons they give. Tfee 

daily avocations of a Hindu woman are—to rise early fmm bed, say¬ 

ing the name of God, to wash herself, to clean tfee house, to worship 

fecr deity after bathing, and then to cook food for the Inmates of the 

house. la the midst of these avocations, she ministers to the wants 

oh her children, and gives alms to the poor, in the event of a stran¬ 

ge- making his appearance, be he a mendicant or a recluse, she 

ministers to his wants and feeds bins sumptuously. After feeding the 

inmates of the boose, she takes her meal. If a stranger comes at this 

time, she cheerfully cooks food far him, and considers herself happy 

m satiating his hunger. Yourg women assist matrons la these works* 

and thereby learn pra&ieatty'the duties inewabeat on them. In the 

afternoon our women get some leisure, and they pass it profitably. 

Ber®' are saw'iaitrow wte bkm rand'the Ranoayana, the Mahabha- 

rata and other religions works: and they either peruse portions el the 

same or narrate the incidents described in them for the erf 

the.'females of toe neighbourhood who meet together to few tfep% 

The accounts erf the noble lives, led by Sfta, S&ritri and other eeie 

bated women of ancient _ times, toad not a little to imbue the minds 

of oar women with noble ideas. This is supplemented by the esfify- 

ing lessons, given by K$dhak* or Paranics, from time to time. . 

The works, of car women are act confined to their own domiciles. 

They cheerfully help their neighbours whea necessary. They cook 

food for their neighbours, attend on sick person* day and night. Ties# 

are the good results coming oat of the training which our women 

receive from the matrons. The object of education is to form the mind 

and to mike tfee recipients of it useful members erf society. It does 

not matter whether education is received in a public, school or in the 
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midst of a family, so long as the wished-for objeft is attained. It is 

true that several of the matrons are without letters: but when we see 

that the training they give leads to good results, we cannot but give 

them the meed .of praise they deserve. In certain parts of .India, not¬ 

ably In Bengal, ..Hindu women are seen making free use of some pro¬ 

verbs, when they find anything amiss on the part of the Inmates'of 

the house. These proverbs are replete with wholesome lemons and 

they are addressed bv m »rrons to the juvenile members, male as well 

as female, in the way o* admonition or advice. This also is a good 

method of educating out young women. 

Let us now take a review of the method, adopted by educated 

young men. in imparting education to our women; Schools for girls 

are being established, and the Government are lending them, their 

helping hands. The girls remain in these schools up to the 8th or 9th 

year of their age, when they are withdrawn on account of their marri- 

age. The education that is given during this short period is necessarily 

of an elementary nature, and the smattering of knowledge they receive 

is very soon forgotten ft is not too much- to expect "hat ther husbands 

of these girls should supplement the education their wives received 

before marriage, by giving them salutary lessons, but we are disap¬ 

pointed to notice a different state of things. And It Is not a wonder. 

The education our young men receive, feeds their minds with fa&s 

and figures, but fails to elevate their: character, morally and religiously. 

These young men become themselves devotees of fashions and frivoli¬ 

ties ; and they educate their wives in a manner that would make them 

their suitable companions.. They read with them the novels and the 

dramas that depi& in glowing colours love scenes of. a debasing nature, 

and th<r-by vitiate the tastes of the Innocent girls; . This is.not all. 

They embellish them with all the decorations and 'fineries of Furopean 

Indies, and instances are not wanting of their partaking .with the ? 

foreign food Some of bur so-called advanced young men give'a tide?' 

indulgence to their reformed wives:’’and the latter. «s * nwJfecr of 

course, look upon other members of the family with disdain. They 

consider it a drudgery to cook and to attend to other domestic work. 

They pass their time In the drawing-room with a few ladv companions, 

decorating themselves with all the embellishments that fashion has at 

its command. Here they pass their time, sometimes in playing and 
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sometimes in reading love-i^les: anti if they do aught that ss useful, 

they sew woollen caps or comforters, and that i» done as a diversion 

rather than as a work of utility The** articles are seldom used in th# 

family. They are generally given to friends as presents.* 

The doings of the so-called enlightened ladles disgust the mat*oar 

of the house, and oring in dissensions in the family. The other juvenile 

members, who are not of the enlightened type, perform only their shire 

of the work So tnat the work, left undone by the fashionable ladies 

devolves on the matrons The state m tnings cannot last long. The 

household work will be performed as iuag as the matrons are living 

but it is hard to conceive the pitiable plight in whicl out youag men 

will be placed after the demise of these good women. There are only 

a few among us who have means to employ cooks and maid-servants . so 

thrat, matters will come to such a pass that oar reformed young rcr. 

will find themselves in the painful necessity of cooking their food and 

performing other work. For. they will scarcely have the audacity to 

request their fashionable wives to perform the work of menials. For- 

tuuately, the number of young men of this type is limited. We have 

made a prominent mention of their doings with a view to warn our young 

men generally. 

There is another agency at work to give education to oar wo mm 

Some of the Christian Missions are sending to the zenana, ladies brought 

from Europe and America to impart to Hindu females secular indirec¬ 

tions interspersed with the doctrines of Christianity. These Christian 

ladies teach needle work, and this has induced Our young men to open 

the doors of the zenana to them. The Injury they are doing to the 

Hindu community Is very great. Their teaching is secretly sapping 

the very foundations of our nationality. Outlandish manners are gra¬ 

dually permeating through the system, and the evil effects ot the -ame 

are distinctly visible, Th virtues for which Hindu women are famous, 

are, one after another, disappearing from among them. Their sympitky 

towards their relations and neighbours is giving place to selfishness, 

their regard towards their superiors is giving place to hauteur, and their 

remarkably relig? v<is habits are giving place to !}?*•* fineries of the Euro 

* As we said in the text, the vharres made abeve a?e greirt’y 
exaggerat'd, at leatt as regards Bengal 
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peaa ladies. It cannot be said that our women derive no benefits from 

the lessons they receive, but the little good that comes out of them is 

smothered under the crushing weight of the injurious effects that 
are Engendered. 

Some of our reformers allow their daughters to attend school after 

their marriage. This may be taken to be a move in the right direc¬ 

tion : but as- there is a Christian element in the tutorial staff of the 

schools, established for females, good results cannot be expected. We 

do not deny the sincerity of purpose which aftuates the Christian 

school mistress: but the infusion of foreign ideas among students 

mars the object of education. Our family system is quite different 

from that in vogue in Europe: so that, what is considered beneficial 
in that continent mav not be so to this country* 



U1S.I5 IS a r-ugious one, the worship o 

ancestors Its limits, according to Hindu Law, ar< 

emed by the right to perform the obsequies of the 

dead. It includes all who offer, receive or partake the 

uneral cake or pinda, all such being in consequence, 

called sapinda to each other.* 

“A Hindu is bound to offer the pinda to his father 
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therefore? comprising seven degrees are sapindas and 

constitute the innermost family circle. The family 

also comprehends all those who present the pinda to 

the same ancestor?'and thus various collateral branches 

are included. Brothers and their sons and grandsons 

are all sapinda to.each other in as much as they all offer 

the pinda to the same father.” * 

Though the underlying principle of the joint family 

system is a religious one, it has long 
Present con- " ... . 

stitution of joint become a purely social institution. 

family. Those who choose to separate can do 

so without suffering any pen ilty. There is provision 

made for such septration in the Manusamhita and other 

Smritis. 

In a Hindu joint family the father, his sons, and 

sons' , wives, his grandsons and grandsons* wives, his 

brothers and brothers’ wives, and sometimes more dis 

taut relations, male and ferhale all live together under 

the same roof. Ward cites the case of a Hindu family 

.consisting-of a grandfather .with his children and grand 

children- in a direct line, amounting to nearly fifty 

* Calcutta . Review Vpl. Lll. (1871) ,p.p. 255-256. “Outside the family 

circle of Sapindas iie a more distant set of. kinsmen, who are called 

Sakufjws;' . ’these .are the . three' generations in ascent and descent 

beyond the sapindas * * ■ outside and' beyond these again lie the 

Samanodakas or “kindred connected by libations of water: and they 

must-be understood to reach lo seven degrees beyond the kindred 

connected by funeral obhzmns of food?, or else as. far .as the .limits of 

jttiowled^e ts to blrih and name- extend/’. The three series of kinS- 

mert—SnphtSakulyas, Samnnodakas—together constitute the gctra or 

Hin4*v ' 
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persons. Another case given by him is stiJl more 

striking: “Jugunnath Tarka PanchSnan who lived 

to be about 117 years of age, and was wefi known as 

the most learned man of his time, had a family of 

seventy or eighty individuals, among whom were his 

sons and daughters, grandsons, great-gran d»ons, and a 

great-great-grandson. in this family, for many years, 

when, at a wedding or on any other occasion the cere¬ 

mony called the Srdddha was to be performed, as no 

ancestors had deceased, they called the old folks and 

presented their offerings to them.'’* 

“No obligation exists on any one member [0f the 

joint family]”, says Justice Markby, "to stir a finger 

if he does not feel so disposed either for his own benefit, 

or for that of the family ; if he does so, he gains thereby 

no advantage ; if he does not do so, he incurs no 

responsibility, nor is any member restricted to the share 

which he is to enjoy prior to the division. A member 

of the joint family has only a right to demand that a 

share of the existing family property should be separat¬ 

ed and given to him ; and so long as the family union 

remains unmodified, the enjoyment of the family pro¬ 

perty is in the strictest sense common.” t 

Such a system has its advantages a= well as dis- 

Disadvantages 
of joint family. 

Advantages. ft removes one • of the 

strongest incentives to work, by 

Wards *" History, Literature and Mythology Yet I 
0. 145. 

fQuoted in the Calcutta Review Voi. L.I1 p 



denying the direct enjoyment of its fruits to the worker, 

and not only does not develop such qualities as indivi¬ 

duality, strong-mindedness, and industry, but not 

unoften fosters idleness. If any member of the family 

•finds work irksome, he can. sit at home. Not only so; 

it is incumbent on him to marry, and as no Hindu is 

ever governed by Malthusian principles, he materially 

contributes in time to the numerical strength of the 

family.' It should be observed, however, that public 

opinion and home influence—ladies behind the purda 

exert it to no small extent—keep down such cases of 

extreme idleness. One of the worst evils of the joint 

family system is the not infreouent deforinraf-mn of 
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poverty and the evil conseguences thereof. The joint 

family system obviates the necessity ot a Poor Law in 

India. True, it' does not favour the industrial qualities ; 

but it promotes such gentler qualities as charity and 

humanity. The head of the joint-family, the kartd has 

not the despotic powers of the head of the ancient 

Roman family. He has only a share in the family pro¬ 

perty which he manages in trust. “The sistras,” says 

Mr. Cowell, “by no means placed the family under the 

despotic power of its chief. The kartd did not possess 

his family and his property. He rather possessed his 

property through his family. His obligations out¬ 

weighed his authority * * * The acts of each mem¬ 

ber probably bound the corporation ; and every member 

of it was liable, since responsibility pervaded the whole 

family * * * The obligation to provide for the 

maintenance of the. joint-family is the foundation of the 

father’s authority over the joint estate.”* 

The influence of the Western enviroment has been 

English influence t0 disintegrate the joint family system 

on joint families. ' though* as yet* to a small extentf The 

western ideas of individuality and family responsibility 

'* Calcutta Review t VoL LI I, p. 28$, 

f “Though the influence of a foreign domination is superficial in most 

respects, it has been able at least to undermine the foundations of the 

Hindu joint family system, which, partly from this cause and partly 

from its own inherent defects, 1 ca 1 not but look upon as a doomed 

institution. I am not Inclined to overrate the force of Government as a 

solvent power in any social direction, hut in this case the action t»f 

Government Is, so far as. I can judge, in consonance' with a natural and 

even, healthy tendency of events.** (H. J. S. Cotton, News India, p. 184). 
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which are being gradually imbibed by the educated 

community do not harmonise with the jc int family sys¬ 

tem. Signs of an increased sense of self-interest are 

observable in that community. There is a tendency 

in the English educated Hindu to ignore responsibilities 

beyond the circle of bis nearest relations. He does not 

quite see the reasonableness of others sharing the fruits 

of his labour. The increased costliness of living as well 

as the rise in the standard of living under Western influ¬ 

ence without a proportionate rise in the means to attain 

it has strengthened the sense of self-interest. The olde^ 

class of Hindus when able often used to support not 

only relations of various degrees of remoteness, but 

also others who were in no way related to them. It is 

said of the late Justice Dwdrakd Ndth Mitter, that “his 

indigent relations and village friends to the number of 

fifty including students from different parts of the 

country, formed a portion of hfs family at his Bhowani- 

pore house. The students received board and education 

at his expense. In the morning Dwirakd NSth would 

invariably take bis breakfast with his poor relatives and 

the school boys, and "o difference in the quality of the 

viands or in the manner of treatment was flowed to 

prevail in the house. ’ * rhe exigencies of the civilised 

life of the present day render such conduct almost 



CHAPTER III 

AMUSEMENTS. 

Dancing is one of the most primitive sources of en¬ 

trancing in joyment. It is indulged in by almost 
anctent times. ~ ajj tjje aboriginal tribes, such as Bhils, 

Gonds, Lepchis, and Ndgds. It appears to have 

afforded amusement to our Indo-Aryan ancestors of the 

Rigvedic period. In one hymn, Ushas tDawn) is des¬ 

cribed as putting on her gav attire, like a dancer. In 

another, allusion is made to “the living going forth to 

dance and to laugh after a funeral.”* In subsequent 

times it was reckoned as an accomplishment which 

high-born ladies were expected to acquire. Arjuna 

disguised as a eunuch taught dancing and music to the 

daughter of the king of Virdta. In the “Harivamsa,” 

there is an interesting description of a dancing oarty 

which included such distinguished personages as 

* R.5.V. 1-93,4; X- 18,3. Muir’s '-Sanskrit Texts" Vbl. V. (1884) 
pp. 185,466. 
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heroic son of the daughter S%aka’ lie 

handsome Chdrudeshna, the heroiT '?atJabfc*m4^ th« 
Tlmuka, the sons of Baladeva « .pnnces ‘Vssata and 

s«mo of the army of Akrura an/^”' ^ get?era!is- 
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“d '» '>>« midst ot the noklt YiZ '°° - M,dh“s«d"» 
with his matted locks all di«h tt*** ae§ap to dance 

locks all dishevelled. He becam. the 
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ceatral figure in the scene, and danced with many a 

gesticulation and contortion of his body, laughing at 

Satyahhdraa, and Kesava, at Pirtha and Subhadrd, at 

Baladeva, and the worthy daughter of the king of Reva ta. 

By mimicking the action of some, the smile of others, the 

demeanor of a third set, and by similar other means, he 

set ah a-laughing who had hitherto preserved their gra¬ 

vity. For the delectation of Krishna imitating the mildest 

little word of his, the sage screamed and laughed so 

loudly and repeatedly, that none could restrain himself,and 

tears came to their eyes (front immoderate laughing).”* 

Such riotous scenes probably created an aversion fot 

Dancing in 4ts- dancing in the minds of the more staid 

repatft‘ and thoughtful among the Hindu com¬ 

munity. With the gradual seclusion of the upper-class 

ladies, dancing ceased to be one of their accomplish¬ 

ments; and fay the time of the Manusamhitd it had fallen 

altogether into disrepute. In that work, dancers and 

a&ors are called Kusilava, that is “those whose pro¬ 

fession is had,” f and the “ twice-born ” are dire&ed 

not to cultivate dancing. J 

Since the time of Minn dancing amongst the Hindus 

has been confined to women of ill-repute. Professional 

* Harivamsa qu«crf in IaSa, Aryans" Vol. I. pp. 437.438. 

Ha.nva.-nsa. was written fang after the time of Krishna; and 

there mast be a good amount o£ poetical licence and exaggeration in 

the description we have jus* quote! But that there is a substratum 

Of £*a in it, there can he scarcely any doubt. The RdsatflS has pro- 
habiy preserved the memory o£ the ancient Hindu fondness for dancing. 

t Mami. nL 155, VUI. Sc 

t MaiMi f¥l, fe 
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dancing women are sometimes attached to temples, 

and they are often employed on festive occasions. * 

Quite recently a movement has been set on foot in 

the Madras Presidency to discourage such dancing; 

and a resolution was passed at the last Social Con-' 

ference recommending local social reform associations 

to do their best to discountenance such entertainments. 

A few of the most progressive among the Neo- 

Dancing MdMig **‘ndus °* tl,e radical type who visit 
wdkal Neo-Hin- England learn dancing there. But, 

they, as a rule, have but little oppor¬ 

tunity of indulging in it on their return home; for 

their ladies have not, at least as yet, taken a fancy 
to the art.. 

Acting, like dancing, is an ancient form of social 

Acting:»mmmk entertainment, but, unlike danrimr It 

does not ever appear to have been 
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Owing -to the recent revival of the Hindu Drama due 

at least partly, to English influence, Yitr&s have suffered 

^ considerably in the estimation of the 
Theatres, 

upper classes. Raja Krishna Chandra 

of Nadiyd about the middle of the 18th century) is said 

to have patronised dramatic representations. Bharat 

Chandra Raya, a poet of his court, composed a trilingual 

drama called the Ckandi Natak* ip Sanskrit, Bengali 

and Hindi The first recorded Hindu attempt at dramatic 

performance since the time of Krishna Chandra was in 

the year 1859, when an amateur dramatic club in Cal¬ 

cutta put on the stage, the Bidhabd Bibdha Nafaka or 

“the widow marriage Drama,” which giving a vivid 

picture of the trials and sufferings of a young Hindu 

widow was writen to promote the movement in favour 

of the remarriage of widows which had then been eo 

gaging the earnest attention of such benevolent men as 

Isyara Chandra Vidy£s2gara. Keshab Chandra Sen, 

the Brahma reformer, was the stage-manager* The suc¬ 

cess of the play led soon after to the establishment of a 

professional Theatre. There are now five such Theatres 

in Calcutta. They differ but little from their European 

prototype except in the fact, that the seats for the 

' accommodation of Hindu ladies are screened. The get-up 

of several of these Bengali Theatres would bear com¬ 

parison with that of any local English Theatre* There 

are several Bengali actors and actresses who are by no 

means inferior to those who tread the boards of English' 

theatres. The most distinguished playwright and sue- ' 

cessful actor in Bengalis Girish Chandra Ghosh The 
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of their earthly rulers and governors The figures of 

the demigod Hunooman, with his monkey face,— 

Ganesa, with his elephant-head and portly bellyi— 

are brought on the stage, to the great entertainment of 

the spectators. The incarnation of the Hindu Deities is 

a common topic with these players ; and the frisking- of 

the figure of a large fish, which represents one of the 

principal incarnations of Vishnu, always excites bursts of 

applause. The Rdjdh, his dewan, and all the ministers 

of his court, are frequent objects of ridicule with the 

actors in Central India; but what gives most delight to 

the peasant is a play in which the scenes that he is fami¬ 

liar with are exhibited. The new manager or renter of 

a district, for instance, is exhibited on the stage with 

his whole train of officers and attendants: every air of 

consequence is assumed by the new superior, every form 

of office is ostensibly displayed : the Potails [head men 

of villages] and villagers are alternately threatened and 

Cajoled, till they succeed in pacifying the great man by 

agreeing to his terms,or by gaining one of bis favourites, 

who appears in the back part of the scene whispering 

and taking bribes. In some of these representations, the 

village Potail is described as losing his level, from his in¬ 

tercourse with courtiers and becoming affected and ridi¬ 

culously great among his poor friends,and this commonly 

closes in some event that shews him in a condition of 

ludicrous degradation and repentance. Such represen¬ 

tations are received with acclamation by the village 

audience of men, women, and children, who sit for whole 

nights looking at them. The actors are fed by the 
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people, and a little money is.collected for their reward; 

they also receive a mite from the village revenue. The 

place of exhibition is usually a green near the village ; 

but on particular occasions, such as marriages or festi¬ 

vals, a temporary building is erected.”* 

The ancient Hindus made considerable progress, in 

the-art of music. + A regular system of 

musical notation was worked .out before 

350 B. C. It passed through Persia to 

Arabia, and was thence introduced into European music 

about the nth Century A. D. | 

Music in ancient 
times. 

Malcolm’s Central India’* (1823), Vol If. pp. 10*97- 

f Ac the sea.side picnic given by Krishna which has been referred 

to above, on the conclusion of the feast, ** the gallant Bhitna chiefs,, 

along with their ladies. Joyfully commenced again to sing such choice 
delightful songs as were agreeable to the ladies. The Lord Upendra 

(Krishna) was pleased at eight to order the singing of the ckkdlikya 

song which is called dfvajf&ttdkapv&t Thereupon NArada. took up his 
VfnA of six octaves whereon could be played all the six musical modes 
(r&gal and every kind of tune. Krishna undertook to beat time with 

cymbals, and the lordly Arjuna'" took up a flute, while the delighted 
and excellent Apsarasas engaged tjiem«eives in playing or, the mridanga 
and other musical Instruments. Then RambhA the accomplished aS- 
ress, cheerfully rising from one side of the court, delighted Rfima and 
Jan&rdam by her acting and her exquisitely slender figure.8' “ Indo- 

AryAns'’Vol. 1. 

J The following criticism on Indian music by an English writer may 

be interesting to European readers : 
'‘Melodies which the Indian composer*pronounces to be the perfect 10ti- 

of harmony, and which have for ages touched the hearts *nd fired the 

Imagination of Indian audiences, are condemned as discord by the Euro¬ 
pean critic. The Hindu ear has bee*’* tr?4wc4 to recognise modifications 
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From various passages in Sanskrit literature it 

M appears, that ladies learnt sincrins' 
Among* ladles. ‘ . , % * 

Arjuna taught singing to the daughter 

of the king of Virita. Music is frequently alluded to 

as a feminine accomplishment. In N£g£nanda we are 

told that the princess Malay£vatf sang a song, possess¬ 

ing the treble and bass tones duly developed, ■ and ■ that 

she played with her fingers, keeping good time.' In the 

Kathd Sarit Sigara it is mentioned that the princess 

Mrigdvati attained wonderful skill ' in dancing, singing 

and other accomplishments before she was given in mar¬ 

riage, . There .can.-be no doubt, ■ however, that music 

was principally cultivated,, as it is at the present day, 

by professional women. 

-of sound which the European ear refutes to la&e pleasure in. Oui 

•mrs* on the other hand, have been taught to expect harmonic combina¬ 

tions lor which Indian music substitutes different combinations of its 

own. The Indian musician declines altogether to be judged by the few 

simple Hindu airs which the English ear can appreciate. It is, indeed, 

Impossible to adequately represent the Indian system by the European 

notation: and the full range of ■■it** “fleets can only be rendered by 

Indian T»strameiits—a vast collection of, sound-producers, ■slowly elabo¬ 

rating during 2.000 years to suit the special requirements of Hindu 

music. The complicated structure of its musical'modes (rags) tests 

upon three separate systems, one of which consists of five, another of 

six, and the other of seven notes, It - preserves, in a living state some of 

the eady forms which puzzle the student of Greek music, side by side 

with the most complicated- developments.” Hunters “Indian 

Empire,"'■ p, 111. 

* Kath&sarit S&gara. Translated by C H.Tawney, Calcutta, (1880). 

VOI. I. p. 53. - 
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There has scarcely been any change In Indian music 

since the establishment of the British Rule, except in 

Bengal, wher there has of late been observable a 
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tendency towards a disregard of the conventional me- 

thods of singing. Such disregard has long been a 

characteristic of the kirtans. [n them, the Bengal 

Vaishnavas have for several centuries past been 

freely giving vent to their religious emotions without 

any strict regard for the current rules of music But 

the principle of the kirtans has, of late, been highly 

developed by a Bengali poet, Rabindra Na*.t Tagore. 

Besides such music, vocal and instrumental, as in- 

Kavi, variably accompanies dancing and act¬ 

ing, there are various forms of purely 

musical entertainments like “Kavi” in Bengal. Several of 

these are gradually becoming obsolete. Half a century 

ago, “Kavi”t was the most popular musical entertain¬ 

ment m Bengal. It is a kind of contest in songs 

between two parties. The contest often descended to 

personalities. For instance, a Kavi party headed by one 

Anthony, who, though of French extraction, appears to 

have been completely Hinduised, sang addressing 
Devi:— s 

Have mercy, Mother, and save me O Mdtangi! 

Prayers nor rites 1 know, by caste a Firingi. 

And when dreadful death draws nigh, ° 
Let-me find retreat, 

Under the shadow, mother of thy blessed feet. 

The opposite party replied 

Thou canst not be saved, a Firingi by caste. 

Go to Serampore Church, and pray to Christ at last 

Kavi ’ is a Sanskrit word which means 'literally, a poet. 
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Personalities were, however, not the only fault to be 

found with the Kavis. They sometimes descended to 

the grossest obscenities. 

Next to Kavi, P4ch41is and Half-Akr4is were the 

PicfiHl and Half- roost fashionable musical entertain* 
AfarJi 

ments in Bengal half a century ago. 

The P4ch4ii is a recitation of a story in rhyme, 

accompanied with music. The subject is usually taken 

from the R4m4yana or the Mahdbhlrata. A writer 

thus wrote in the Calcutta Review in r S51: ,:Of 

late the P4ch4ii has become very fashionable, and is 

annually celebrated in Calcutta on a grand scale. There 

are many P4ch.ili versifiers now living, but the superiority 

is certainly due to Disurathi R4ya, a native of the dis¬ 

trict of Burdwan, whose poems already amount to 

several volumes. The Half Akrdis too have of late 

become fashionable, especially in the metropolis : these 

are distinguished from the Pichilis by more animated 

music and singing. During the Durg4 Puji celebrations 

bands of Half-Akr4i and Pichdli singers may be seen 

marching through the streets of Calcutta with their flags 

hoisted, singing Ioud pecans of victory."* No such scenes, 

however, are to be witnessed now. Both PschSli and 

Half-Akrii, like K4vi have become very nearly extinct. 

In instrumental music the principal change in recent 

Music among times has been the introduction of the 

idncated ladies. harmonium and the piano, which, espe- 

* Cmicuitm Memem VoL XV. p, 349, ' 
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ciaily the former, hav* penetrated even into the zenana. 

The cultivation of mask at the present day is not 

confined to gentlemen, it is beginning to be held as 

an indispensable feminine accomplishment by a certain 

section of the progressive Hindus. Many young ladies 

of this class learn music with European professors. 

In Calcutta, the ladies can boast of several accomplished 

pianists, violinists and vocalists. Their performances 

at soiries and convermzionis have been found to be not 
of a mean order. 

Our Indo-Aryan ancestors were very fond of a kind 

Dice-play in °f played with dice.lt' was often 
ancient times. accompanied by gambling, sometimes 

of a most reckless character. It was at dice that 

King Nala gambled away his kingdom, and went into 

exile with his devoted wife Damayantl. It was also at 

dice that the sober and virtuous Yudhishthira betted 

away not only his kingdom, but also his brothers, his 

own "seif and even his wife ! “O Vanina !" prays one 

of vhe Rishis of the Rigveda, uall this sin is not wilfully 

committed by us. Error .or wine, anger or dice or even 

thoughtlessness has begotten sin.*' Another bard says ; 

“These dice that roll upon the hoard. 

To me Intense delight afford. 

Sweet soma-juice has no more power 

To. lure me in an evil hour. 
* * ■ *.. 

As wretched as a worn-out hack's 

The gamester’s life all joyance lacks.- 
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the time of Akbar, Rashi -was known under the name 

of Chaupar * In the North-West. Dice-play at the pre¬ 

sent day Is not accompanied by gambling at least to 

any serious extent. It Is however going somewhat’ out 

of fashion. 

The invention of the chess has been ascribed by 

^ various authorities to the Egyptians, the 

Chinese, the Persians, and the Hindus. 

‘Shatran], the name by which the game Is known in 

Persia and India, is supposed by Sir William Jones to be 

a curruption of the Sanskrit word ‘Chaturanga/ Indeed, 

this word Is supposed by Sir William to have £’been 

transformed by successive changes into axedrez, 

seacchi, echecs, chess, and, by a whimsical concurrence 

of circumstances, given birth to tie English word check, 

and even a name to the exchequer of Great Britain/* + 

It should be observed,... however that the Hindu Chatu- * 

ranga. consisted of. four, instead of two, armies ; and 

the moves of the pieces appear to have been regulated 

by the throws of dice. Whatever the origin of chess 

may have been it has long been a.favourite with- the j 

higher classes of Hindu society, - 

Cards, though of more ■ recent i ntroduction than the 

' two games just mentioned,-are certainly 

more., popular. They are played 'by • 

* Ain-i-JMbari { Blodnn&mVs Translation } Vol. L p. 303. 

f “On the Indian' game of chess," Asiatic Researches, Vol. II, pp.' 
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*4? 

both men and women, whereas Pisfil and chess are 

almost confined ti the male sex. Cards were played in 

Mahomed in times. * But, the most popular games of 

the present day are either European, or imitations of 

European games. Many of the words of the Hindu card 

vocabulary are corruptions of European words. Such 

terms, for instance, as haratan (hearts', trap (trump), 

vinti \vcugt), kandar (hundred), premara {primero^, 

h«**e become quite familiar to the Bengalis. 

Das-Panchish is in great favour,especially with ladies. 

Its board is like that of PiskL The moves of the pieces, 

jfcsp.ndush. h0Wever- which' as in are 
sixteen in number, are regulated not 

by the throws of dice, but of Cowries, t “The bug 

duration of the play,91 observed a writer in the “Calcutta 

Review” forty-three years ago, “the fascination which 

it produces, the warmth of feeling which animates the 

opposing combatants and its si roiiarity to the genteel 

P£sh£, render it one of the most favourite games of 
the females of Bengal/* % 

Asht£-Kashti, like Das-Panchish, is chiefly favoured 

a**mjk*m ' by ladies in Ben8ab lt is P^yed on a 
board consisting of twenty five squares, 

with sixteen small pieces^ the moves of which are regu¬ 

lated by the throws of four large Cowries. 

* Mm-uSMari {Blochminn's Translation Vol I. ps 306.} 

t Cowry it a kind of sea shell. 

t op. at Voi. xv. p. 342. 
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The game of Mongal PJth£n is *;the representation 

Mongal P4th£n. 
of a battle between the Mongals and 

the PitMns. The battle held 4s ac¬ 

curately'drawn, consisting of 16 squares: within this 

figure is inscribed a large square. On one side is 

ranged the Mongol army in a triangular form, and on 

the opposite side the Pathcin army., Etch army consists 

of 1-6 pieces, the moves of ^which are regulated not by 

chance, but by the'skill of players.'” 

The, game of Bdghbandi is somewnat .similar to 

that of Mongal Pdthdn; but, instead 
Bdghbandi ' .* . , .. . , 

of two armies, one side consists of a 

number of pieces representing goats and the other of 

one large .piece representing a tiger. . The moves of 

the goats are directed with a view to shut in the 

tiger whence the name of the game. Both Mongal 

Pdthdn and BdgMandkLwere., fifty years ago, highly po¬ 

pular with ladies in Bengal * Now however, they .are 

scarcely heard of in civilised society. 

• * “It is not a little remarkable that the females of the mqsHinwar- 

like nation upon earth should delight themselves with the image* of 

war.. The fair ladies of Eaglanl must, In this instance at-least, yield 

to their dark sisters on the banks of the Bhagirathi, '.the palm of. supe¬ 

riority.' Which of the ladies we ask, who are ' sa-'thoroughly -initiated 
into the mysteries of the polka and crochet, ever conducted with 'con¬ 

summate generalship a. Mongal ora Pa tan army. * •* * * It jthe 

game of Mongol Patao] is less ingenious than chess, inasmuch as the 

moves.of the pieces are uniform. The fascination, nevertheless, - which 

these less complicated, game produces on the. softer sex is fully equal-to 

that exerted on more robust' minds by the pastime called; par excellence 
royal.” _ Calcutta Review, Vol, XV. (1851) pp. 341-342. 
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instance! was allowed to bet six mohurs on a deer, but 

on cows and rams only two. A commander of ten, 

however, might bet only 8 rupees on a deer.* 

Buffatoe and ram-fights and pigeon-flying may still 

be occasionally witnessed in Bengal 

m villages, but they have long ceased to 

be fashionable. Bul-bul fights were 

in great favour, about thirty years ago, in .Calcutta. 

Those little birds used to be trained so as to wag fheir 

heads and fight with each other. The rich gentry of 

Calcutta were very fond of this pastime. Their subur¬ 

ban gardens used to be crowded for weeks together 

with spectators to witness it. It is, however, scarcely 

heart} of at the present day. 

The. commonest out-door games which the village 

youths in Bengal usually delight in are Ddnddguli and 

Hededudu. The former is a kind of primitive bat- 

and-ball game with a large stick (ddndd) for a bat 

and a small - piece of wood, (guli) for a ball, in 

Hededudu the players are divided into two parties 

Some comma* separated by a line. If a member of 
©ut-door games, one of the parties can cross over to the 

side of the- opposite party, touch a member of it, and 

return to his side, all in one breath, the man so touched 

is supposed to be “dead”: if, on the contrary,he is caught 

hold of and detained till he takes another breath, he 

“dies*; so the game goes on until all the members of one 

of the parties - “die*1, the opposite party being then 

Ain4-AM>ari (Blodusmim’s Translation) Vol. L pp. si® H seq. 
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the winner. Wrestling is d fashionable amusement in 

Rljputioi. In Bengal however, it is still popular only 

among the rural population. 

There have been more radical1 changes in out-door, 

than in in-door games. Cricket and, within the last ten 

years, loot-ball and tennis have been superseding such 

Emopma oat- primitive games as D&nd&guli and 

4®or gmnifes. Hedeiudu which are gradually becom¬ 

ing restricted to the lower classes. Cricket came into 

fashion in Bengal with the foundation of the English 

Colleges, Bats, wickets and balls used to be supplied 

by Government to several of them, and cricket-matches 

between distant Colleges excited very great interest. 

Cricket has now become almost naturalised in India. 

A Hindu cricketeer lately won laurels in England. Foot¬ 

ball is also becoming very popular among students. 

Matches between Hindu and European teams are not 

uncommon.* Tennis is also being widely adopted by 

* Oats mm and then comes upon paras like the following |» Calcutta 
•ewsptpefs:— 

*‘A friendly match under the association rules was played yesterday 

evening between the Sova Baxar Football Club [composed of Hindus] 

and EL Co. of the Rifle Brigade. The game took place on the ground 

of the Sova Baxar Club, and attracted a large number of spectator-. 

Both teams were very evenly matched, the ball travelling fieely up and 

down the fi tld. Both sides secured several ^dvaBtage^ ' wMcfc .they 

failed to improve upon, and each team in turn on several occasions 

threatened one another’s gods. At half.time neither tide had succeeded 

in scoring. The second half of the game was merely a repetition of 

the play before half time. Both sides did their utmost to score, but 

without avail, an I when §>iay ceased the game resulted in a draw 

neither side having scored,” 
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«*e Hindus. Even Hindu ladies are occasionally seen 
.u tSengai to take part in it. 

There are professional athletes and jugglers belong- 

Magicf*1®17 Snd t0 the imwer classes, troupes of 
whom go about the country exhibiting 

various feats and sleights of hand. “They convert a 

pice mto a mango, a plum into a cowrie They create 

an cgg m an empty bag, and cause a dead *fbat to drink 

water. They can dance upon a rope, vomit fire, and 

sometimes thrust a knife, through a man’s neck without 

injuring -which may be reckoned their chef cCmvre. 

here are juggling women, who, unacquainted with the 

Mgner mysteries of the occult science, are only proficient 

n showing in their own gums a variety of teeth—teeth 

of monstrous size.” There are transitional passages 

rom jugglers such as these to expert magicians of a 

higher order such as have been recently described by 
Ur. Heinrich Hensoldt. f 

According to him, “except raising the dead, not one 

of the miracles recorded in the New Testament is “half 

so wonderftu as the feats performed by the average 

yogh». Dr. Hensoldt describes how he saw, “in 

the centre of one of the largest squares in Agra, a 

,°gh’ phnt a mango—an edible tropical fruit about 
t e size oi a large pear growing on a tree which 
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j*ac«i«* m tmpht of from fc-H ** ?»ir »r*tj ana 

*weniy feet. 

Tfae Yoghi dug a hole ill the gm-nm; about si 

inches deep, placed the mango in it ami covered It with 

earth.I was startled to see in the ur cixm „he spot 

where the mango had been buried* tW . r o* a large 

it first rather indistinctly, presenting «s it a ere 

srwre ti&ty out-lines, but becoming visibly more distinct, 

until at teLftf there stood out as natural a tree «* ever I 

bm seen ir ta> !?*• - a mango tree about fifty teefr high 

and in full fo’ • ,5e, with mangoes on it, All this oappen* 

ed within five minutes of the burying of the fruit 

and yet there was something strange abotr this tree, 

a weird rigidness, not one leaf moving in the breeae 

...Another curious feature I noticed—the leases seemed 

to obscure the sun's rays.ft mm a tree without 

a shadow.” 

As lie approached it, it faded, but grew o 

as he receded to his original position; o*;? m his retreat¬ 

ing beyond that point it again faded. individual 

saw the tree only from the place where hr stood/* The 

English officers not present from the ei*t saw 

nothing at all. Then the Yogi preached-so a*t*ort»ingiy 

that Dr. HensoJdt “seemed to forget time aao space.” 

He consequently did not notice the disappearance of the 

tree. When the Yoghi ceased speaking the tree bad 

gone. Then he dug up the mango lie bar tuned. Tfeis 

mango feat he Sdw Ef> *imes. Before the palace of the 

Guicowar of Baroda “in tnc open air and in broad da * 

light/* Dr. Hensoidt decLtos he saw for the first time-* 
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he saw it thrice subsequently—the celebrated rope trick.* 

A Yogi, after preaching a most impressive sermon, 

“took a rope about fifteen feet long and perhaps an inch 

thick. One end of.this rope he held in his left hand, 

while with the right he threw the other end up in the air. 

The rope instead of coming down again remained sus¬ 

pended even after the yoghi had removed his other hand* 

and it seemed to have become as rigid as a pillar. Then 

the yoghi seized it with both hands, and to my utter 

-mazement, climbed up this rope suspended all the time, 

in defiance of gravity, with the lower end at least five 

feet from the ground. And in proportion as he climbed 

up it seemed as if the rope was lengthening out indefi 

riitely above him and disappearing beneath him, for he 

kept on climbing till he was. fairly out of sight, and the 

last I could distinguish was his white turban and a piece 

of this never-ending rope. Then my eyes could endure 

the glare of the sky no longer., and when I looked again 

he was gone.” As an Oriental traveller and student, 

Dr. Hensoldt concludes that ' lindoo adepts have 

“brought hypnotism to such a degree of perfection that, 

while under its influence our senses are no longer a 

criterion of' the reality around us, but can be made to 

deceive us in a manner which is perfectly amazing.” 

Feats of magic are not confined to the Hindus. Ma- 

homedan experts are also occasionally met with.. .. About 

* Tills trick Isas been described by several travellers. We cannot 

b'-vever, vouch for the accuracy of the descriptions. For a descrip¬ 
tion of the sword-swallowing trick, see "Forbes, “Oriental Memoirs1, 

■Vet. 11. .pp. 515-5*7* 
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joytuuy returned with it oicic to the company. Subse¬ 

quently» Hussein Khan showed many such feats—pro¬ 

ducing on one occasion cheques and notes from the 

Bank of Bengal before a nautch party, and* on another, 

grapes from Cabal witjiin an hour, and champagne from 

the Great Eastern Hotel while driving in a carriage* 

The last operation of his Hazrat in our memory, was 

thd disappearance of a brass tumbler from our hands 

that returned again after some ten minutes into the 

hands of a friend (the late Babu Romanath Law) then 

sitting by us.11 # 

* “Life of RAjft Digambir Ultra6 pp. 276-277. Hussein Khan's 
feats have been related to os by a highly creditable eye-witness. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

TOOD, DRESS, ORNAMENTS &C. 

The primitive I ndo-Aryans resembled the Modern 

i<jod Europeans, especially the English, in 

many of their tastes and habits. The 

ahcien* Hindus appear to have been very fond of .oast 

meat. Shoulders and rounds of beef, and buffalo-meat 

were boiled, roasted on spits, or fried in clarified butter 

and sprinKied over with salt and pepper. Even little 

b’r,u *ere roasten on spits in preference to being fried 

or earned. Curries there were; but they occupied quite 

a subordinate place in the bill of fare at feasts. Venison 

was liked in a boiled state, dressed in large haunches.* 

There were cakes of various descriptions prepared 

with milk, sugar, ghee, and flour, some of which have 
survived. 

* RAjendralila Mitra. ' Iqdo- tr.-an*’1 Vol. f, pp. 4*6, et seq. 
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Willi the progress of their ^totals, *fae Hindus 

came to look upon the taking of animal life with dis- 

, favour about the time of Gautama the Buddha. Buddh¬ 

ism, and afterwards Vaisbtkaviszn forbade animal food. 

Owing to the influence of these two cults, nearly hall 

of the higher-class Hindus are at the present day almost 

absolute vegetarians, the other half look upon several 

kinds of tnc much-prized meats at ancient India as 

forbidden food. As a body, the upper-class Hindus 

are practically vegetarians ; and the Hindu dietary of 

the present day is much richer in vegetable dishes and 

in cakes and other confeCtionaries than the dietary of 

the ancient Hindus- Meat is usually taken in the form 

of curries. The M»hoir*edans introduced various rich 

dishes * which are occasionally indulged i% especially 

on festive occasions, iu accent years various English 

dishes such as soup, roast chop and cutlet have been 

introduced into the bill o* saie of the Neo-Hindus, 

especially those of the radical type. The fafil that 

Hindu shops for the sale of chops and collets have been 

started in various parts of Calcutta, testifies to the 

popularly which they have already attained among the 

Hindus In that city, 

* Such as y&alj-a, Dampukht &c, 

Abdul Fail c* as sites cooked victuals under ibre® heads — 
First.—Those In which meat Is used. 

Second!) —Those in which meat and rice, &c.; are uses. 
Thirdly.—Meats with spices. 

He give* ten recipes of each kind* and from each recipe two to four 
dishes are obtainable. 

{Ain4*Akbari Blochmann s TraasSatiosi Vol. L p. 5p), 
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Water is the usual drink of the Hindus. Efferves- 

Drink See. Cing non‘alc°ho]'C beverages have with¬ 
in the last twenty years become highly 

popular. In larger towns there is scarcely a street side 

refreshment stall without bottles of lemonade and 

gingerade, and in railway stations they are in very great 
demand. 

Ice came into use during the reign of Akbar in 

A. D. 1586. It used to be brought by land and water 

from the distria of Panhan in the northern mountains 

about 100 miles from Lahore. The average price of 

ice at Agra in Akbar s time was about 3! annas per 

seer. Abul Fazl says, that “all ranks use ice in summer; 

Ihe nobles use it throughout the whole year.” * 

At present the price of ice, which is sometimes as 

low even as half an anna per seer in Calcutta, places 

it within the reach of the middle class in the larger 
towns. 

The great majority of the higher caste Hindus 

do not indulge in stronger stimulants + than pan and 

tobacco. Pdn | is taken by both the sexes, especially 

after meals. The English influence has diminished 

its consumption to some extent as it is interdicted in 

offices, schools and colleges ; and those who have been 

longest and most intimately in English contact have 
given it up altogether. 

Ain~i-A&6arit Blochmaan’s Translation. Vol. 1. p, 56. 

i With regard to the prevalence of alcoholic drinks see Book'll, 
vh. IYV 

i Bwel.leaf with lime arecanut. catechu. &c. In moderation it i» 
s.t« to be promotive of digestion, and otherwise conducive to ■health. 
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Tobacco, which is now so successfully naturalised, 

ToIwicgo and un*v£rsa% used throughout 
India, was introduced in the reign of 

Akbar. It is interesting to note that, drunkard as he 

was, Jehangir published an edict against the use of 

tobacco, which he considered very harmful 

Jehangir says in his “Memoirs” ;*— 

“As the smoking of tobacco had taken a very bad 

efect upon the health and mind of many persons, I 

ordered that no one should practise the habit My bro¬ 

ther Shah Abbas, King of Persia, also being aware of 

its evil effects, had issued a command against the use of 
it in kan.,l# 

Tobacco is usually smoked in kook&s. Towards’ the 

end of the last century even Europeans were greatly 

addicted the use of hookds. “Gentlemen instead of 

their perusal of a daily paper burnishing the head with 

politics and the heart with scandal’ indulged themselves 

with the hookd’s rose-water fumes while under the hands 

of the perruqier in the days when pig tails were in 

practice.” Grand Pre states of the hooka-burdar 

“Every hookah-burdar prepares separately that of his 

master in an adjoining apartment, and, entering all 

together with the dessert, they range them round the 

table. For hall an hour there is a continued clamour, 

and nothing is distinctly heard but the cry of silence, 

WakiaUi Jahangiri% Elliot’s "‘History of Indit,” Vol VI. p. 357. 

Asad Beg’s narrative of the first introduction of tobacco i.:to Akbar's 
Court Is interesting. Akbar expressed great surprise, and examined the 

tobacco which was made up in pipefuls. See “ History of India*1 Elliot’* 
Vol. VI pp. 166-7. 
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till the noise subsides, and^the conversation assumes' Its 

usual tone. It is scarcely possible to see through the 
cloud of smoke which fills the apartment. The effect 

produced by these circumstances is whimsical enough to 

a stranger, and if he has not his. hookah he will find him¬ 

self in an awkward and unpleasant situation. The rage 

of smoking extends even to the ladies; and the highest 

compliment they can pay a man is togive him preference 

by smoking his hookah. In this case it is a point of polite¬ 

ness to take off the mouthpiece he is usitag, and substi¬ 

tute a fresh one, which he presents to the lady with his 
hookd, who . soon returns it. This compliment is not 

always of trivial importance; it sometimes signifies a 

great deal to a friend and often still more to a husband.”* 

At present the ho&kd is tabooed in the English 

society, and in that small section of the Hindu society 

which is most governed by English ideas. Among the 

remainder of the Hindu community, it holds its own, 

though even there, it is to some extent superseded by 

cigars, cigarettes and pipes. The hookd is the ieast. 

injurious,'as it is unquestionably the pleasantest, way of 

smoking. It has, however, the great disadvantage of 

not being conveniently portable; and in these days of 
constant locomotion the disadvantage is very serious. 

Theii ,can be no doubt that tfie higher class. 

Clothing-in pre- Hindus in pre-Mahomedan times used 
■Mahomedan times- made dresses The sculptures at Sdn- 

Calcutta Reviewt September, s8$o, p. 210. 
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sembling the chipkin and jam! tv the orecent dav. 

Such Sanskrit names as **j %,>;;< <cjf ani k£*i:h'&hk a for 

made up c-jotues are contirmat^ry ut nhir evidence# In¬ 

deed, the occurrence of the word* jw>b needle and 

(sewing} m the Rigveda uould Indicate the 

existence of sewn habiliments In the early Vedic 

period. Well-dressed females and elegant well-made 

garments are referred to in various passages in the 

Rigveda.* 

There cao be little doubt, however, that with the 

in Mahomedaa establishment ot the Mahomedan rale 

Umz%* made dresses - chdpkdn,piyajdmit &:„) 

came mtu more general use than before. The fact that 

such clothes are la more habitual use among men and 

women In the North- West, within the sphere of the In¬ 

fluence of Delh* aid Agra, than in any other part of 

India, and the fact ot the majority of Indian tailors -at 

least m Bengal) being Mahomedans, are in favour of 

this vlew.t In 3eng«*fl In Maharashtra, and In the Dec- 

can* the ancient dhuti and ckddar still form the essential 

components of the national custume. Tb* practice of 

wearing a chdpkan when going to Courts, though not 

* v. IV„ 3, 2; x.» 71, 4; V. 15 &c. 
t Hiatien Thsang, the Chinese traveler ia I &di& , about the middle of 

4the 7th Century) says, that m North India “'where the wind was cold, 

.people wore close-fitting garments, ’ There is some doubt from this m 

to how far the general use of such garments in North-Western India 1st 
attributable to Mahometan influence. 
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boots and shoes of English make. Whether .ladies in 

ancient India used to wear shoes and boots is not ex¬ 

actly known* At the-present day those few among them 

who have been most affected by the English contact 

favour English shoes and boots. 

The most noticeable change in ornaments in recent 

years has been among the small class of ladies who have 

been influenced most by the Western contact. The 

decorative taste of the older class ladies has been formed 

as much by -aesthetic as by prudential 
Ornaments. . _ . T , . 

, considerations. in their ornaments, 

therefore* weight and purity of the metal are combin¬ 

ed) as far as possible, with elegance. Such combination, 

however, is not always possible ; and the cumbersome 

old-fashioned ornaments not harmonising well with Eu¬ 

ropean taste, which affects elegance more than substance, 

have been either discarded or replaced'by lighter, belter 

finished, though less pure article^. The introduction of 

European ideas'of propriety has probhbly had something 

to do with the rejection of the various leg and foot orna¬ 

ments the rhythmic jingle of which still delights the ears 

even of the sterner' sex w*io have not yet received 

the full light of Western civilisation. To the adoption 

of jackets ■ of which the sleeves come down very nearly 

to the wrist may similarly be attributed, at least ii> 

art, the disuse of ornaments worn on the upper portion 

of • the arm. Bangles and necklaces', however, still 

hold their own, are met with in great variety,, and’have 

even been adopted, to some extent, by Anglo indiap 
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ladies. Nose-ornaments and heavy ear-ornaments are 

becoming generally obso!ete in civilised society in Ben 

gal* as* are also waist-ornaments esperia,ry amongst 

those ivhose civilised drapery doe- nni admit of 

exhibition to advantage * 

The Hindus have from ancient times .had stools, 

w chairs and benches. They are* how- 
Faruture. . " 

ever, low, being adapted for squatting, 

and are not habitually used. There is scarcely any 

furniture in an ordinary Hindu sitting room; a carpet 

spread over the floor or on a wooden platform and 

covered by sheets, a few very stout pillows to recline 

against, and two or three hookds are about all its appur¬ 

tenances* Recently* however, tables, chairs, sofas and 

bther articles of European furniture have made their 

way into well-to-do Hindu households in larger towns ; 

and a few of these are to be met with furnished entirely in 

the English style. Hand fans have been in use in India 

from very ancient times. Recently however, they have* 

to some extent, been superseded by swinging funkkis. 

In. the Rigveda, there are references to skin and 

Domestic ofcen- iron or g^den vessels, f The Hindus 

of the time of the Manusamhit£, used 

* The Ca£t of many ornaments gradually going oat of fashion, and 

the deterioration in quality of others, as regards purify of rcseta^ are con. 

sidered by some to be signs of increasing provert>. 

t R. V. VI. 48, iS Sect V. 30, 15. la the last passage* the word 
In the original is “ ayasmaya 1,1 which has been interpreted by Siyana. 

to mean golden." 
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vessels made not only of copper, iron, brass, pewter, 

tin,, and lead, but also of gold and silver*. From|he 

carved representations of caps and goblets of various 

shapes and sizes at Sdnchi and Bhuvaneswara, it may 

be-inferred that they were in use among the upper' 

class Hindus, though,there is considerable doubt about 

the material they were made of. 

One of the effe&s of the English' contaft has been 

the replacement, to some extent, of earthen cooking 

utensils by iron ones, and of metallic vessels and plates 

by china and glass-ware. 

In the Rigveda, the 'construction of chariots is often 

^ ’ referred to and the skill shown in the 
Conveyances. 

composition of hymns is compared in 

various passages to the art of the carriage builder, f In 

one • passage we are told, that “the expert charioteer 

stands on his chariot and drives his horses wheresoever 

he will. The horses raise the- Just with their 

hoofs, and career over the field with the-chariots, with 

loud neighings^J In another, the car is described 

as provided with three benches, • and three wheels, and 

“embellished with. three metals.” In the R4m£yana 

and the Mah£bh£rata, chariots are frequently described. 

They would appear to have been in requisition chiefly 

on the battlefield-; - and as'conveyances, were used only 

* Maun V. : 12-114. 

f Muir’s “Sanskrit Texts” vol. V {1884X p. 464. 

$ ' R.'V- VL 75, 6-7. ■ !n-tfae Vedic period, horses do'not appear 
to have been used for riding' purposes. 
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Emperor Jehinglr. “I marched.” says Jehlngi'r in his 

“Memoirs,” ‘‘in sound health from Ajnur in a European 

• In R. V. !V, 4* t, A king is mentioned as riding on an eSepfeent. 

t These are described in the Mrickhakati* and figured in the 
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carnage drawn by four horses, and I ordered several 

nobles to make up carriages similar to it, and attend 

upon me with them ” * English-fashioned carriages, 

in some cases modified to suit the Indian climate, and 

rail and tram cars have, within the last forty years, 

replaced, to a great extent, the indigenous carts and 

palankeens. 

fahdngri. Elliot’s ‘‘History of ladia” Vol. Vf o ^a? 
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INDUSTRIAL CONDITION. 

CHAPTER I. 

AGRICULTURE. 

Indian rural* econo my is marked by two broad features 

, „ which it Is desirable at the outset to 
Broad featefes of 

Indian Rural Ego- place clearly before our readers. First, it 

nomy* Is no exaggeration to say that nearly the 

vU of the rural population lives by the cultivation of 

the sou, «. statement which can hardly be made of any 

other country In the world. The Famine Commissioner? 

estimate that 90 per cent of the rural population live more 

or less by agriculture. Secondly, Indian agriculture Is 

pre-eminently a petite eniiure and forms the backbone 

of the Indian village community-of which the cultivator 

or rjjot is the tin It. The village contains no doubt the 
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blacksmith, the carpenter, the weaver, the potter and 

othe handicraftsmen besides the ryot, but.all live for 

his benefit and are supported by the produce of his 

land. Take away the unit—the ryot—the whole village 

organisation breaks down. Various causes are now 

at work tending to draw the ryot from his land, to 

increase in faft the non-agricultural or landless class ; 

but the krve of the ryot for his small plot of land 

and homestead is so great that generations must yet 

elapse before this tendency will have any appreciable 

eflfea m disturbing the ancient rural organisation of 

India. The ryot clings to his distrift with a tenacity 

which it is extremely difficult for an outsider to realize. 

If ".ce it is that the system of emigration' devised 

by the Government with the best of intentions to draw 

half-starved peasants from congested areas to sparsely 

populated ones, has not met with that amount of suc¬ 

cess which the system deserves. 

1 he systems of agriculture pursued in different parts 

Simplicity of In. of India vary infinitely in detail, but 
dian agricultice. 

they all agree m one broad aspect,-— 

Simplicity. The implements of cultivation from the 

plough to the sickle are extremely simple in their con¬ 

struction and in the mode of th .ir working; they are 

all manufactured, changed, and repaired in the village 

without any assistance from skilled town-mechanics. 

The motive power of the ryot, the inevitable bullock, 

supplemented here and there by the buffaloe, except¬ 

ing in Sindh and the western districts of the Punjab 

where camels replace the bullock, is easy to manage. 
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to breed, to teed, to doctor, and to buy and sell. The 

various operations of husbandry are equally simple. 

Ploughing in the English sense of turning up a furrow 

is unknown and perhaps unnecessary in this country, 

where it is a much simpler operation which turns up no 

furrow but merely scratches the surface soil, and 

requires no complicated implement like the English 

plough or skilled workman like the English plough-man. 

So on with the rest. 

The great problem of agriculture in India is the stor- 

General aspects of *ng of water in the soil. In this respeft 
Indian agriculture. it differs totally from agriculture in 

Europe where the drainage of surplus water is the main 

difficulty. This essential requisite of Indian cultivation, 

except in localities where natural means are sufficient, is 

supplied by wells, as in the Punjab and the Deccan, by 

tanks and bandhs, as in the Karnatic and the uplands of 

Bengal, by inundation channels, as in Sindh#and parts of 

Behar, and by terraces cut on every hill side, which 

together water a far larger area than is commanded by 

the Government canals and are mere adapted to the 

soil, climate and social conditions of the people than 

ihe latter. But all these means of irrigation taken 

together do not command more than 13 per cent of the 

total cultivated area. In a country like India where 

rainfall is capricious* both in its amount and distribution, 

and where the conservation of water is the first and 

most essential requisite of cultivation, the proper con¬ 

trol of the water-supply becomes a question para¬ 

mount importance, more so than the introils^rion of 
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labour-saving implements, chemical manures and 

scientific methods of cultivation. Manures are copiously 

applied to his valuable crops by the ryot, who knows 

fully well the forcing power of his applications ; but his 

scope in this direction is limited both by the number 

of manures at his 'disposal and their quantity. Scientific 

agriculture can help him more in-this than in any other 

department of his profession. Rotation of crops in its 

European sense is unknown and not at all a necessity 

in the vast rice-growing deltas of the great Indian rivers. 

But at the same time the exhausting effects of cropping 

■a land with- the same crop from year to year and the 

recuperative power of .fallows are widely recognized. 

From the famous ‘black* or ‘cotton* soil of the Deccan, 

'which is wonderfully fertile and ■ retentive, and . the 

alluvial soil of the river deltas, annually rejuvenated, to 

-the deserts of Sindh and Rajputana, the soils pre- 

sept an infinite variety; and the ryot has adapted his 

cultivation to these varying conditions with a skill' 

which'.only the accumulated experience of ages can 

generate in persons who follow a hereditary calling. 

The plough-cattle \ of India speaking generally are not 

such undersized,-ungainly and inefficient creatures as 

foreigners -have often ' described them. ' Considering the 

■soil, the climate, and the other, conditions under which 

they have to work,'the cattle'are well adapted to the 

purposes.of the ryot. No doubt there are local breeds 

such as the Nellore cattle of Madras, the Amrit Mahal 
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of Mysore and the trotting bullocks of JtibbulpOre* 

which In point of breeding, beauty, and the special 

purposes for which they are bred can stand comparison 

with any cattle in the world- But even the much 

condemned ordinary plough-cattle of the country, if 

not carefully bred, are well looked after and well fed 

so far as the poor ryot’s means allow. His means 

however, which are never very affluent, fall to their 

lowest ebb in seasons of scarcity ; and his cattle 

have to share with him the pinch of penury and starva¬ 

tion which claim as victims thousands and thousands of 

their number annually. Add to this the heavy mortality 

due to various forms of cattle diseases which follow in 

the wake of scarcity, and the causes of the insufficiency 

and degeneracy of Indian cattle become apparent. Mr. 

Hume, a late Secretary to the Government of India In 

the Department of Revenue and Agriculture, estimates 

‘the average Annual loss of cattle in India by preventable 

disease at 10 million beasts worth 71 millions sterling.” 

Principal craps. 

Having thus summarised the general aspects-of Indian 

agriculture, and adverted to the ihrftc 

main impediments from which It suffers, 

it may be useful now to give a brief account of the 

principal crops of the country. For convenience of 

treatment, the crops are divided into, (i) Foad cr®pst and 

(21 Industrial crops. Of these some are grown princi¬ 

pally for home consumption, while others are grown for 

export Of the food crops grown for home consumption, 
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the chief are Rice, Millets, Pulses, Oilseeds and Sugar¬ 

cane ; of those grown for export, the most important is 

Wheat. Of the Industrial crops, Cotton, Jute, Indigo, 

Opium, Coffee and Tea are grown for export, and 

Tobacco and Cinchona for home consumption. 

Rice has been cultivated in India from time im¬ 

memorial. Competent observers on 
Rice. 

Indian Botany assert—and their asser¬ 

tion accords with the prevailing opinion of the people 

of the country,—that uri dhdn, which grows wild 

all over Bengal and other parts of India, is the parent 

stock from which all the cultivated varieties of Indian 

paddy have sprung. Philological evidence has been 

brought forward to corroborate or controvert the Bota¬ 

nical evidence, but this is not the place to discuss 

the matter. 

The Famine Commissioners estimate the rice-eat¬ 

ing population of India (excluding Burma) at 67 mil¬ 

lions, or over one-third of the whole population. The 

proportion is highest in Bengal, being 43 out of 69 A 

millions, and Madras stands next with 10 outof about 31 

millions.* In Lower Burma, out of a total cultivated area 

of 5,664,987 acres, in 1891-92, as many as 4,662, 897 

acres, or 82 percent were under rice. In Bengal, out of 

a total cultivated area of 55,407,360 acres, in 1889 90, 

as many as 41,618,560 acres or 75 per cent were under 

rice. For Madras, in 1891-92, the total cultivated 

area was 28,823,826 acres, out of which 5,771,18.2 

.. V These population-figures are from the Census of 1SS1. 



acres or over 23 per cent were tinder rice. Throughout 

the Interior of th$ country, rice cultivation occupies .but 

a subordinate place. In the C'Jorth Western Provinces 

and . Oudhy the total cultivated area In 1891-92 was 

36,797,272 acres, of which 7,139,042 acres or slightly over 

19 per cent were under ' rice. In Punjab, the acreage 

of rice Is 722,511, or slightly under 3 per cent, out of 

a total acreage of 25,779,366 acres. In Bombay, the 

acreage of rice rises to 6 per cent, or 2,299,593 acres 
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The conditions of 'rice-cultivation- as .have already 

been stated are' quite exceptional, it stands in stag* 

nant water from- transplantation time to' almost ‘ harvest 

time. In some Bengal distri&s, pre-eminently ■ Dacca,' 

a variety of paddy is grown which will 'keep- its' head 

above 20ft. of -water' <land has a remark .able power of 

growth, often shooting up to the extent of-12 inches 

in the ‘ course of 24- hours as the -inundation rises.’1 

The two principal varieties are, (1). aus which occupies' 

'the field from April-May to. -August-Sepfcemfaer, 'and 

(2) amatii which occupies the fie!d: from June-July to 

November-December. There is a third (3) variety Boro 

which holds a very subordinate place except-'in the 

Eastern -districts - of .Bengal,*' especially ,'-Dacca. This 

variety occupies the field -from. January-to-April. Con¬ 

'S ider ed by/area and" consumption", the most important' 

variety by far is ike aman, as it covers-more than three- 

fourths of the rice-growing area. - Rice-straw after the 

separation ■ 'of the grains forms a very important- and 

valuable fodder. . For feeding cattle it is chopped' into 

bits of 2 to 4 inches long and ' mixed ' with . rapecake, 

dry-or in a -state, of-emulsion with- water, and also with 

the husk . of '.pulses. 'It, is also' given to. themuncut. 

Another economical use'for which -"it is .highly valued-is 

the-thatching of. ryots1 cottages. 

The: origin-'and 'early history of'wheat cultivation 

in India is-as much'enveloped, in itiyst-. 

. ery as. that of rice./ .'There.are reasons 

to- believe that 'it is' as old in Tadsa* as in any other, part 
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of the world. Spelt, a coarse variety of wheat activat¬ 

ed in this country as well as in Europe, is supposed 

to be the direfil descendant of the parent stock !rom 

which all the cultivated varieties have origin,Vu-d. 

De Candolle, the greatest authority on the origin ani 

history of cultivated plants, considers Mesopotamia to 

have been the original home of wheat whence it has 

spread both East and West. But the evidence on the 

subjedl is not conclusive. 

The importance of wheat cultivation dates front 

1869, in which year the Suez Canal was opened reduc¬ 

ing the time of transit from India to Europe from 

three or four months to as many weeks. The import- 

ance was further emphasized in 1873, on the 4th January 

of which year the export duty on wheat was tak.-ij 

°ff within the last twenty-two years, the expert trade 

in wheat has gone on steadily increasing without aav 

serious Aquation. The total quantity of wheat export¬ 

ed rose from 637,099 cwt. in 1871-72 to 1,755,954 cwt. 

in 1873-74 and to 30,306,989 cwt. in 1.891 92 To feed 

this steady increase of export there has been a steady 

increase in the area devoted to wheat cultivation 

which is returned at 19,573,982 acres in 1891 92. This 

includes 1 million acres as the estimated wheat acreage 

of Bengal. Taking by the provinces, in 1891-92 the 

Punjab grew 6,767,893 acres of wheat, or 26 per 

cent of its total cultivated area, the Central Provinces 

3.957,260 acres, or over 22 per cent of its total cultivated 
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Bombay 2,299,593-acres, or 6 per cent of the total culti¬ 

vated area. Oilier privinces grow wheat, bat to a very 

small extent; and hence separate acreages for them are 

not given here. Frdm the above'figures it will be clear,, 

that wheat flourishes most where rice does not, and-that 

the great wheat producing area embraces the whole of 

Northern India up to the head of the Gangetic delta 

and,"in Southern India, the whole of .the table land above 

the Ghats. 

Wheat does not form the staple food of the people of 

the country, and is grown principally for export. It has- 

been estimated that the Indian consumption,of wheat does 

not exceed- 6 million tons. Contrast this with the figures 

for rice,;aaraely 254- million tons, and the comparatively 

less importance of wheat consumption becomes at once 

apparent. 

The Punjab, which has the largest area under wheat, 

exports comparatively the .smallest amount,;, so that in 

the Punjab wheat forms an important article of food. ’ 

On the other hand, the Central Provinces, which stands 

next to Punjab in the .percentage of "wheat producing 

area, grows wheat almost exclusively for export. The 

great wheat producing countries in the world are the 

United States with 45,000,000- quarters as its gross annual 

outturn; India, France, and Russia with 30,000,000 

to 35,000,000 quarters each. The largest consumer cf 

Indian wheat is the United Kingdom, which, in 1891-92,. 

imported from India - x$;345,453 cwts. out of the total 

Indian export of • 30 million cwts. Indian wheats are 

more glutinous . than English ones, and not .suited for 
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bread-malting excepting with a fair admixture of soft 

English wheats. They are however said to be very 

well suited for macaroni ior which purpose a demand for 

them has sprung up in Italy. The questions of adultera¬ 

tion and trade refraction need not be mentioned here. 

Wheat is classed as a winter or rabi crop ; the sowing 

continences from the end of October and the harvesting 

finished by the end of May. Where facilities exist it is 

always irrigated. The varieties cultivated are too 

numerous to be detailed here, but they are gouped under 

the general headings of hard and sdft, red and white, 

and 'bearded and beardless. Heavy clay loam is best 

suited for its growth. There is a variety of wheat grown 

in local areas in which the husk does not fall off from 

the grain but which has to be husked like paddy for separ¬ 

ating the grain from its outer-coat. The average yield 

of wheat per acre has been variously estimated. Sir 

William Hunter puts it at 13 bushels per acre in the 

Punjab, as compared with an average of 15$ bushels per 

acre for the whole of France. If we include the whole 

of India, the present average yield will not exceed 9 bu¬ 

shels per acre. Contrast this with the average yield of an 

English acre, namely 30 bushels, and the possibility of 

improvement in wheat cultivation becomes at once appa¬ 

rent. Wheat straw in the form of bhusa or pattl is largely 

used as cattle food, but not for thatching. 

As rice forms the staple food crop grown for home 

consumption in local areas as Bengal 

so millets' form the staple food crop in 
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those localities where rice is not cultivated, fn fact the 

millets are the poor’s grains, that Is, the food of the 

majority of the Indian people. The total area of land un¬ 

der millets, in 1888-89, has been estimated at35,154468 

acres, of which Bombay has 15, Madras nl, the N. W. 

Province!!, the Punjab 5, and Berar over 2 million 

acre<. In Bengal Proper and Orissa, millets are seldom 

cultivated, but in Behar they are more common. The 

two most common kinds are the great millet or guinea 

corn {Sorghum vulgar o') known as jour or jawari In 

Northern India, and ckolum In Madras; and the spiked 

miliet |Pennisetmm iyphoidem^, known as Bajra in the 

North and Kamba in the South. Besides these there 

are five other cultivated species which hold a very 

subordinate place in acreage. Of these ragi [Eleusine 

€0r®£an&)i takes the first place in Mysore where it is 

the staple food grain. Millets are classed as kfmrrf qt 

autumn crop as opposed to wheat classed'as rabi or 
winter corp 

Indian corn or Maize {Zea mays) is the most cosmo- 

Minor cereals : polltan of all cereals, being cultivated 

throughout the world. In India, for 

instance, it grows in the swamps of Eastern Bengal, In 

the sands of Rajputana, and In the colder regions of 

the Himalayas, Some varieties are grown only as 

green crops, which, when ripe, are unfit to be eaten, 

while others are grown for the ripe grains only. It Is a 

kk&rif crop, though it is not unusual to come across 

rmh maize, which -is sown in autumn, and reaped In 
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rjnj?. In Upper India, only the ripe grains ma*:*- 

into flour and then into bread. In other part*, th- 

cubs are e.iten after being roasted or fried. The st' a 

reaped gre- nha good fodder, but is*.-'.'-- in 'S'. / 

>tate. The area of maize cultivation ha* :■ t • > ' 

separate!’.’ given and can hardly be. determined 

ryots groVit as a vegetable in small plots around their 

homesteads Dr. Watt, in his Economic faction *ry. sn* 

that the ma-ze area oi India closely corresponds 'V It:- 

that of wheat. Of the different provlrues. P.iniab has 

the largest, and Bengal and Madras tV smallest area 

under ma!?e. 
Bariev is grown in Northern India, especially the 

North-Western Province which has 

Barley' the largest area under the crop. The 

total area under barley has been estimated at over 7 

million acres, excluding Bengal and the Native States 

from which reliable statistics can not be had. It is 

grown either alone, or mixed with pulses as gram, 

peas, or lentils. The seed is sown in October-Nov em¬ 

ber and the harvesting is complete in April-Ma\ 

it is a rabi crop like wheat, but is grown chiefly for 

home consumption, very little being exported. In 

North India a curious practice prevails tn some places 

of cutting the whole crop down to the ground when 

about to flower and feeding the cattle with the 

green stuff. The barley is allowed to grow again 

from the green stubble left on the land and strange 

to say, the new crop is not any the worse lor this 

treatment. Until v-ry lately Indian maltsters used 
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10 Import -barley from Persia, but now the barley used 

by the Indian brewers is entirely grown in Ibis country. 

English maltsters haVe complained of Indian barleys 

not germinating freely for malting purposes, but the 

grounds of complaint a ave not yet been closely exa¬ 

mined or established. But the use of the grain in many 

oarts of India for the oreparation of a kind of spin- 

,oous %uor or beer has long been known. Barley meal, 

cnown as chhmtui is a common food amongst the lower 

; I asses in Northern India. 



acres ; but it must be remembered, that lauds which 

grow pulses are generally *wi~- cropped, in other words 

pulses are taken as catxn crops. The principal van* 

dies of pulses grown are the common gram (Ci&r 

arictmumjf arhar (Cajanus itidicus/, lentils {LeMS 

t settlenta), mug or mung fPkase&lus Mungojf 

Aalm fPkasmlus radiatusj, the common pea (Pismft 

sativum) and khesari (Lathy r us sativus) Tfee puke* 
are all rah crops excepting arhar which stands in the 
^eld a full year. 

The principal varieties of oil seeds cultivated in India 

Oil •*<*.-* are raPc or mustard, linseed, til or 

gingelly and castor-oil. The total area 

under oil seeds, in 1888-89, was 7.381,811 : 

but as this did not include Bengal, for wi.iek ^liable 

statistics are waiting, and as the atea in Bengal ar.<W 

linseed alone in the same year was estimated at 

1,500,000 acres, the total area under oilseeds for the whole 

of India may be estimated at 9 million acres. The total 

area in 1891-92, excluding Bengal, has been returned at 

8,498,058 icres, to which if we add 2 million acres for 

Bengal the total comes to over 10 million ^res. The. in¬ 

crease in acreato been due to an impetus given to 

export trade in oil sec.., especially to France, in 

1879-80, the total quantity of oil seeds exported was 

7,09r,469 cwt. valued at Rs. 4.68,58,927, and the export 

steadily went on increasing tiil in 1889-90, it rose 

to 15,794,742 cwt. valued at Rs. 10,62,75 533- Mf- 

O Conor says in his review of the sea borne trade 

tor 1884-85, “This tr; de has developed in recent years 
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oiso one of the first importance, exceeding greatly the 

trade tn wheat, rice, jute, indigo, or tea, and being ex¬ 

ceeded only bv cotton ar.d opium”. Mustard or raDe is 

a rah crop harvested in January, linseed a rabi crop 

h si vested by the end of April or beginning'of May ; til 
<>r gingejy is a k fair if or autumn crop harvested in 

>epl-mher October. Tnere is a variety of til which is 

*;r,nvn as a spring crop and harvested just before the 

v j:iimeneement of the rains. 

hoarse sugar or gurh is produced from sugarcane 

Sugar. 'Sacrharum sffcinantm) and date palm 

1Pkcem.x sylvcstrisi. The cultivation 

0: sag-arcane and date-palm in 'India and the use of 

■s'”''' ryarf“ sugar ) are mentioned in old Sanskrit 

works such^ as the Jfanusamkita, Charaksamhita and 

WW«. There is evidence to show, that «urh was 

known and produced in this country long before the 

Christian era Botanical evidence favours the idea of 

India being the home of the parent stock from which the 

cultivated varieties of sugarcane have been gradually 

0■urn is one of the cheapest luxuries which the poor 

»11 ia ^ar as the consumption among the 

dative population of the country is concerned, refined- 

ygar isata great discount It is wholly wanting in 

M T "Tnt“ " tich mabe Xurh palatableto 
- _ In.ir prejudices against relined, or a, it is often 

*“ “» “™'j »the impression, f ', ,lm b"“ “ "»■! i» its manufa&ure, but 
to the faa tnat it does not con,. „p t0 thiir s„„dlrd 
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vi palatableness. Of late years the export trade its sugar 

has declined. But, the areas of sugarcane cultivation 

quoted below will show that there has been no decline 

m IiT( but'rather expansion. Of the two chief sugar-pro- 

juciag regions in India, in 1847-48, Bengal had 733,794 

acres and N. VV. Provinces 595, 44s acres under sugar 

cane, and, in 1887-88, 282,000 acres and 788,000 acres 

respectively, Messrs Thomson and Mylne, the en¬ 

lightened and enterprising Zemindars of Behea, in 

Bengal have estimated the area under sugar plants at 

21 million acres, the outturn of tioarse-sugaf per acre 

at 1 ton, and the total outturn at z\ million tons. The 

total area of sugarcane for the whole of India including * 

Bengal and the Native States, in 1S87 88, has been put 

in Df. Watt's Economical Dictionary at 2,107,200 acres; 

.tad the statistical returns for 1891-92, which do not 

Include Bengal and the Native Statesy have put It at 

1,940,332 acres, to which if we add the areas for Bengal 

and Native States and the areas under sugar-date, the 

total would come very near to the estimate of Messrs 

Thomson and Mylne quoted above. 

Sugarcane requires well-drained, light, alluvial soil 

capable ot being irrigated whenever necessary. Stagnant 

water is its greatest enemy. It occupies the land for 

full one year from March-April. As a rule sugarcane 

lands are heavily manured with dung or oil-cake? or 

both ; the oilcake used was formerly rape caket but 

now It Is being rapidly replaced by cheaper castor 

cake. The Provinces which grow most sugar-cane 

are, in order, the N. W. Provinces {788,000 acres la 

. t :i) 
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1891-92), the Punjab (354.000 acres), and Bengal 

(282,000 acres). The outturn of coarse sugar per acre has 

been variously estimated, 27 maunds per acre being the 

average put down in D, Watt’s Economic Dictionary 

It « sometimes so high as 90 to 100 maunds per acre. 

1 he stools left in th<* ground after harvesting are 

sometimes allowed to grow and produce another crop 

the process being known as ratooning and the crop as 

ratooned crop Sometimes *. many as three ratooned 

crops are taken from the same field. But the yield 

° He WtO0ned CroP gradually diminishes. The varieties 

ofsuga are numerous They have been 

cfnes R r Unt,USCa0eS' Canfcs’ Bourbon 

formerly grown most „ Be„ga, 

'fj"1 f°r°Uy “» latter°which 
“ '>™i«ced variety team, attacked by a worm 

“ suddenly died out alter u had been cultivated tor 

"f" “ >'“rs- the history ot 

ulUrared , '""T i,,di8'“"S "r «S« rnlbrated tor a number ol yearn i„ the sa,„ diMria 

t this ,» a faa well known to the ryots, is urored bv 

them constantly cbnr.ging indigenous varieties of cane 

far those introduced from other district B'Z 

»w grew, avuriet, intr,d„ced 

^agarciiiie and ip#4Alt*' cu 'tivaimn *n 
the wcli-estabhsflm ,,3ustrate powerfully 

1 . ‘fe*^u.turaj principle of the ab- 
aolutenecessuyo, seeds at intervals. 

Date-palm ,s grown all ^ u * ^ rf 
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i>urh and sugar Madras, in Southern India,and Bengal, 

in North India, are the chief date-sugar areas. In Bengal 

again, fessore is the district well known for its date- 

pr.'ni cultivation and sugar industry. Those who are 

interested in date-sugar are referred to Mr. Westland’s 

valuable report on the subject. 

Cotton is one of the most important agricultural 

Cotton. products of India. Its cultivation and 

use have been known in India long 

before it was known in any other civilized country in the 

world, and authorities seem to be unanimous in thinking 

that Europe owes its knowledge of cotton and its manu¬ 

facture to India. Even China with which India has bad 

communication from very early times, seems not to have 

been aware of it till within comparatively recent times. 

Another very striking feature in the history of cotton 

is the fa£t, that although cotton spinning and Weaving 

were known from very remote times, im direct mention 

of cotton has been lound in the most ancient Sanskrit 

works, which, nevertheless, refer to other articles used 

for the manufacture ol cloth, such as silk, and wool. 

The present importance of cotton dates from the 

enormous demand of Lancashire caused by the American 

War of 1862. Prior to 1860, the cotton export averaged 

in value from 200 to 400 lakhs of rupees, but after that 

year it rest ly leaps and bounds until, in 1864-65, it 

reached 4.687.972 cwts. valued 313,387 3 lakhs of rupees, 

the highest value ever attained. The restoration of peace 

in America recoiled heavily on the Indian trade, and 

the export fell steadily to just under 800 lakhs of 
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of rupees in 1S79. Since then the trade has recovered, 

and in 1888-89, it stood at 5,331,536 cwts. valued at 

1,505^6 lakhs of rupees. The English manufacturers 

look upon Indian cotton with disfavour and prefer the 

longer stapled American, Egyptian or Brazilian cotton ; 

consequently, exports to the United Kingdom have been 

decreasing. But exports to other European countries 

have been increasing. This fact has been explained by 

the difference of machinery used in the mills in England 

and in those on the Continent. The English machinery 

has been constructed for longer stapled cotton, while 

the machinery used in the continental countries has 

been specially adapted for the treatment of short stapled 

cotton like that of India* The Statistical Abstract relat¬ 

ing to British India returns 8,859419 acres under cotton 

in 1891-92.* The average yield of cleaned cotton per 

acre varies from 50 lbs. to 175 tfts., the proportion of 

cleaned to uncleaned cotton being usually taken as 

30 : 100, The Province in which cotton is most largely 

gfown is Bombay, Berar comes next' then come Madras 

and the North Western Provinces; the other Provinces 

grow less than a million acre each. The variety that 

is cultivated most is the 'Bengali ; the Hinganhati, 

the A m rad / an d the D holler a are also among the most 

favourite varieties* The time of sowing is different in 

different provinces* as is also that of picking. Generally, 

t may h** stated, that the sowing begins wPh the begin- 

* If Bengal and the Nathe Stater-be included, the area would be 
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cling of the rains and the picking begins with the end of 

the rains and lasts up to the end of April. The number 

of pickings varies from three to five according to the 

nature of the crop. Cotton is .essentially a sunny crop., 

too much rain being injurious to it. As dt is-a very 

exhaustive crop, it is .seldom grown two or three years 

consecutively in the same field, being alternated with 

wheat, or millets. As a mixed-.crop, it. is “often sown with 

millets, gram, til, list or linseed. 

For a sketch of the cotton industry, .the; reader is 

referred to the next two chapters 

Jute was known to the people of India from very 

remote tim.es ; but., as the name of the 

plaint or its fibre il' not - found in “early 

Sanskrit works, which contain the name of a similar 

fibre, san, it may be doubted whether the planf is indi¬ 

genous to India, though India is, at presenj, the centre 

of its cultivation. Besides India, it is known 'to.be 

cultivated, to a small extent, in Ceylon, Siimda Islands, 

South China, Phililplne Islands, in fact in^many parts 

of Southern Asia. Though known all over India, it is 

almost exclusively cultivated in Bengal, especially North¬ 

ern and Eastern Bengal. It grows best in the deltas of 

the Hughly the Brahmaputra. and .the Megna. It 

delights in the alluvial deposits thrown down by rivers 

subject to annual inundation. The development of jute 

cultivation and of jute industry is entirely the product 

of British rule. With*the increase of the British trade 

in grains, especially wheat, grew up the demand for 

gunny hags, and this gave an impetus to jute eulti- 
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ialloc, The ryots sure of the mainet and attracted by 

i ash-return for their labour, begun £© throw more of 

their land under jute and devote more of their spare 

time to the manufacture or the fibre into gunny bags. 

The area of cultivation began to advance by rapid 

strides. But the hand-loom failed to supply the ever 

increasing demand for gunny bags. The steam mills of 

l Dundee grew up, and a large expou trade in raw jute 

was established to feed them. The application of steam 

in the manufacture of jute in this country was no* 

thought of till about 1^57, when the first jufe mill was 

started near Calcutta. Xow there are 22 jute mills 

in the vicinity of Calcutta. Practically jute cultivation 

i* confined to Northern and Eastern Bengal, where, in 

1 >g 1-92, the area under jute was nearly two pillion 

acres. In id 89, the amount of raw jute exported was 

10,553,143 cwt., and the number of bags exported was 

99,79,587. When these figures are compared with the 

figures of the previous twenty ttte steady Expan¬ 

sion in the cultivation and trade of jute becomes p* 

once apparent* 

The jute which is grown in the Western districts 

of Hughly, Burdwan, and 24 Perganahs, belongs to 

Conh^rus Ohimius with long pods, and that of 

f Tht fmt reterif * lute * sp t Europe *n 1R2S opens with 364 evts. 

Contrast thm f t i&Bg, *ri tit*. . importance of the 'ute 

♦r.i'I* require* a© t2,l : . ■ < .' 
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Eastern Bengal to C. capsularis with roundish pods. 

The former is of a finer quality than the latter 

but the weight of fibre yielded is less. The finer 

qualities are grown in lands round the homesteads of 

peasants. The coarser qualities which supply the major 

part of the trade grow in low-lying lands, even in 

the salt-impregnated soil of the Sunderbans, which 

are generally submerged in the rains. The seed is 

sown from March to June; and the harvest, beginning 

with the end of June with the earliest variety, con¬ 

tinues till the end of September When the flowers 

begin to appear, it is time to cut down the plants. If 

cut earlier, the fibre is weak, and if later, the fibre,though 

strong, is coarse and wanting in gloss. The plants after 

being cut are allowed to wither and drop their leases 

for a day or two and then steeped in stagnant water in 

some road-side pool. Sometimes plants are steeped 

fresh. The period of steeping varies from two to 

twenty-five days. If steeped too long the fibre gcts 

rotten and discoloured. When the proper stage is 

reached, the cultivator standing waist-deep in the foul 

water, pulls off the.skin of the stalk nearest to the root- 

end and then cleverly manages to separate in one pull 

the whole of the fibre from the’stalk without breaking 

it. When a sufficient quantity of fibre has been secured, 

he spreads the fibres on the water and washes them 

clean very much like a washerman. The washed fibres 

are then suspended from a rope or spread on the ground 

for drying. The average yield of clean fibre per acre, 

is put at 15 maunds. -Although the area of jute 
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cultivation is extending every year, and the little cash1 

that the crco brings in to the cultivator, at the time of the 

%«.ar when he stands most in need of it, serves as a great 

attraction Or him. still it mvst not be looked upon as a 

Lrop that has established itself as an essential part of our 

rerai economy : but only as a subsidiary one to be taken 

up and put by as the demand for the fibre fluctuates. 

The seat of indigo cultivation and manufacture 

is Bengal, the North-Western pro- 

Irniaga vinces and the Madras, the Bengal dye 

being the best all round. But the earliest European re¬ 

cords of indigo manufacture are associated with Western 

and Southern India, It is very probable that indigo 

was first introduced in Western and Southern India, 

whence it migrated to Northern India and Bengal 

which afforded greater facilities. The development of 

iis cultivation and manufacture in Bengal is solely due 

to the enlightened policy adopted by the East India 

Company, who began by importing good planters from 

the West Indies and subsidising their enterprize 

with advances. Until the introduction of tea,- indigo 

was the only industry in which European capital and 

enterprise, helped bv encouragement from the Govern¬ 

ment met with marked success. Similar attempts 

were made to import sugarcane-planters from the West 

Indies and establish sugarcane plantations in India on 

the lines of indigo plantation, but these attempts utterly 

failed. Owi tg to various reasons which it would be out 

of place to discuss here, the indigo enterprise is now 

gradually, passing out of the hands of the European 
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planters who have hitherto had practical monopoly of 

the business, into the hands of the cultivators and Indian 

capitalists. This has been specially the case in Madras 

where the industry has latterly been thriving, while 

st has been declining in Bengal 

The Statistical Returns tor 1^91-92, put the area 

under Indigo for the whole of British India at 541,308 

acres Of this total are;, the X. W. Provinces and 

Uudh had 259 099 acres ; Madras 212,255 acres: and the 

Punjab 5S,,t>9b acres. To this m ±y be added 500.000 

acres for Bengal as for want of reliable statistics, the 

Bengal areas have not been included in the statistical 

returns, the average annual yield of the dye is esti¬ 

mated-at 15 million pounds. 

In Lower Bengal there are two October sowings and 

3ne spring sowing in April the crops of loth the sow¬ 

ings being ready almost at the same time. The manu 

facture begins in July and goes on till September. In 

Southern Behar, the principal sowing begins with the 

beginning of the rainy season and the crop continues 

to grow throughout the year, and is reaped In July and 

August of the next year. The early rain sowing* are 

ready for the sickle in September-October. In North 

Behar, which forms the head quarters of the indigo 

industry, the cultivation is carried ,00 in a more elabo¬ 

rate scale. The sowing commences in February and the 

crop harvested in Jane. In Madras, it is generally 

cultivated as a dry crop. In -sonae parts* it is sown 

mixed with millets. In dry land, one cutting is obtained 

in October, and another in January. When grow© on 

M 
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Poppy [Papaver somniferumx is supposed to be a 

, P^ajat mt indigenous in India, but 

introduced by the Arabs. At any rate, 

though the use of the seed and its oil was known from 

very early times, the knowledge of the inspissated juice 

was certainly introduced by the Arabs. De Candolle.' 

the highest authority on the domestication of ^agricul¬ 

tural plants, seems to differ front this view; but modern 

Indian authorities are arrayed against him. 
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the opium grown m the Gangetic valley, the Punjab has 

on an average 13,000 acres; the Rajputana States 178,757 

acres: Ajmir-Merwara 2,854 acres; Central Indian 

States 243,494 acres; and a small area in the Native 

States of Bombay and the Central Provinces. On the 

whole it may be stated, that the total opium-producing 

area of India does not exceed one million acres. 

Under the Bengal system, cultivators enter into 

an engagement with the Government Agents to sow a 

certain quantity of land for which they receive a propor- 

tionate amount of advance. They are bound to make 

over the whole produce, being paid at a fixed rate 

according to quality. The cultivation requires great 

care and attention. Highlands are best suited to it. 
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There mu±: also exist facilities for irrigation. Manure 

where available, is plentifully applied to the crop. The 

land is repeatedly ploughed and harrowed till November, 

when the seed is sown. When the plants fibwer, the 

petals are first removed to serve as coverings for the 

opium-cakes. The capsules generally ripen in March, 

and the operation of scarifying and scraping thee begins. 

The capsules are scarified by pointed irons in the even¬ 

ing, and the inspissated juice collected next morning. 

In April, the produce is brought by the cultivators to the 

Agency, where it is weighed and valued, and the accounts 

settled. It goes through a process of preparation in the 

Agencies and, when dry, is packed in chests and sent to 

Calcutta, whence it is exported to,China. The average 

yield of opium per acre has been put at 10 seers for 

the whole of India. 

Popular opinion seems to suggest that tobacco has 

^ . been in use. in India from verv re- 

mote times,, but historical evidence is 

against such a suggestion. It was introduced into India 

by the Portuguese about the year 1605, during the latter 

part of the reign of Akbar. The aborigines of America 

are believed to have known and used the drug long 

before it was known in Europe, where the first tobacco 

plants were brought about the year 1560. Captain Ralph 

Lane introduced it first into England in 1586, and Sir 

Walter Raleigh made the smoking of the drug fashion¬ 

able. It has since greatly spread to the East, and is now 

one of the most wide-spread economic plants in the, world. 
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The Statistical Abstract relumed 327,121 acres 

under tobacco in British India in 1891-92. No reliable 

statistics are available for Bengal; but, it has been 

estimated, that over 5 hundred thousand acres are «»4§r 

Ills crop in Bengal. This wotdd make the total for 

British India a little over 800,000 acres* Tobacco is 

grown in every distrifit el India for local consumption. 

The principal trails ia which tobacco is grown, for export 

are Rasgpur, Cooch Behar, .and Tirbiit in Bengal; Kam 

in Bombay; the delta of the Godaveri, and Coimbatore 

and Madura Dlsfcrifts in Madras. The well-known 

Trichinopoli cheroots” are made oat of tobacco sup¬ 

plied by the last two distri£tsy while the cocoaadas ” 

are manufactured from the tobacco grown ia lie HmMs, 

or alluvial islands in the Godaveri, and are hence called 

Mm Ms* The tobacco of Rangpur, Cooch Behar and 

of North Bengal is generally exported first to Calcutta, 

and thence to Burma to be manufactured into Burma- 

cigars. Cigars which pass under that name are also 

partly manufactured ia Calcutta* Next to Bengal, 

Bombay had, in 1891-92, the largest area with 86*249 

acres, and Madras stood next with 72,747 acres. 

The system of cultivation of tobacco varies in its 

detail in different provinces. It consists essentially, 

first in. growing seedlings in a nursery, and then in 

transplanting them in fields well prepared and manured 

beforehand. Facilities for Itrigatifoit should .exist. I* 

Bengal, tobacco is grown in a nursery ia A«qgust»; 

September and Ottober, and transplanted in November; 

and the leaves are ready for gathering from January to 
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March. As a proof of the excellence of Rangpur to¬ 

bacco, it may be noted that a medal was obtained by a 

native of the district for a specimen which he exhibited 

at the Paris Exhibition of 1867. 

Indian tobaccos are not in demand in the European 

market, and this is said to be due to defective curing. 

The native system of sun-drying the leaves has been 

universally condemned,, and the American system of 

shade-drying proposed as a means for improving their 

quality. Two factories under the supervision of experi 

enced American curers, have been started, one at Gazi- 

pur in the North Western Provinces, and the other at. 

Poosa in North Bengal, by a private European Firm 

(Messrs Beg Dunlop & Co.). The results of their opera¬ 

tion are said to be hopeful. The idea emanated from 

Sir E. Buck, the? Secretary to the Government of India 

in the Revenue and Agricultural Department, who 

hoped that the success of the firm would induce indigo 

planters in the neighbourhood to take up the- industry. 

This hope, however, has not yet been realized. 

Sericulture »a very old industry in India. Silk is 

Silk. found mentioned in early Sanskrit 

works. But it is almost certain that 
neither the mulberry nor the silk worm was indigenous 

in India. When the East India Company established 

their trade marts in Bengal, they found the silk 

industry in a declining state, and took great pains to 

revive it. As Bengal has always been the chief seat of 

mulberry cultivation, they established several factories. 
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brought their cocoons. They brought, In 17%, a com¬ 

pany of Italian reelers to teach tup Italian system of 

reeling to their factory hands. Bengal silk soon became 

an important article of trade and superseded' all other 

silk in the European market. -The palmy days of 

Bengal silk-industry lasted till 1833, from which year the 

Company abandoned the trade on their own account, and 

it-fell into private bands. Sericulture - has ever since 

been steadily declining;, feengal silk which was once 

the glory of India, and which, at one time, almost mono¬ 

polized the European market, has now hardly any 

demand outside India. For instance, the annual export' 

of raw silk from Calcutta about the time when the trad¬ 

ing operations of the Company ■ ceased, was about one ■ 

million lbs.,-and now the average export of raw silk 

seldom rises above 6 hundred thousands pounds. Esti¬ 

mated by'its value,, the decline in the export trade of 

silk becomes still ■ more conspicuous. ' The imports of 

raw silk Into,India now exceed the exports. .The silk 

of Japan, of China, and of the countries bordering on the 

Mediterranean now controls the European market. 

At present the industry still clings to its old head¬ 

quarters, namely the .districts of Murshidabad, Rajshahi, 

Bogra, Maldalv Beerbhoom, Burdwan and M id n a pur. 

The cultivators grow the mulberry plant and rear the 

silkworm which feeds on the mulberry-leaf. Cocoons 

raised by the peasants are not dealt with by them, 

but find'their way either to small native filatures where 

they axe reeled in.the rough native fashion and usually 



used in the hand-looms of the native silk-weavers; or 

they are brought to the large European factories__where 
they are usually reeled and worked up by machinery 

and then consigned direct to Europe. Mulberry is a 

perennial plant, and in this respect differs from most 

agricultural plants of India. Three bunds of silkworms 

are usually obtained in the year, namely in November, 

-March, and August. The silkworm proper of Bengal 

\Bonbyxmori) is a thoroughly domesticated species. 

Besides this, there are several species of wild silk¬ 

worms that abound in the jungles of Chutia Nagpur, 

m Bengal, of Assam, and of the Central Provinces. 

The ‘wild silks’ are known by the common name of 

lussur, while the ‘cultivated silks’go by the name of 
garad. Of these the wild silks, eri and muga of Assam, 

are well known and are great favourites. The m-worm 

feeds on castor-oil leaves, and the muga-vtorm on sum 

leaves. The jungle plants which furnish food for the 

wild silkworms are, «sa» {Terminal* tomenlosa), sal 

{bhorea rebusta), baer or kul {Ziziphus jujuba), &c. 

The present decline of Bengal sericulture is believed 

to be due to silkworm plague ipebrine), bad reeling and 

hard competition with Japan, China and Mediterranean 

silks, and attempts are now being made by the Govern¬ 

ment to arrest this decline. 

Tea, Coffee aud Cinchona are crops with which the 

Tea. peasantry of India have little or no con¬ 

nection. These agricultural industries 
are almost exclusively financed by European capital, 

supervised by European skill, and, except in the case 



ef coffee, were introduced into India under the auspices 

of the British Government. 
Tea is generally taken to be a native of Assam 

whence it was introduced into China at r. remote past. 

But recent authorities do not seem to favour this genera! 

opinion. They hold that the so-called indigenous tea- 

plants found wild in the forests of Assam are escapes 

from cultivation, and that Manipur is its real home. The 

discovery of the tea-plant growing wild in Assam is, 

generally attributed to two brothers, - named Bruce, who 

brought back specimens of the plant in 1826. Lord 

William Bentinck, in 1834, made arrangements for the 

introduction of its cultivation into India. Plants and 

seeds were brought from China the following year, and 

Government took upon itself the formation of experi¬ 

mental plantations in Upper Assam, and in Kumaun and 

Gharwal. Skilled manufacturers were also brought from 

China, and the leaf they manufactured was favourably 

reported on in the London market. Soon after, private 

enterprize took up the business and Government gradually 

retired from the field. The first Company that was 

formed was the Assam Tea Company (1839V. The 

success of the Tea Companies which gradually sprung 

up led, since 1859, to wild speculations in Tea-shares 

both in India and i a England, and the crash carr.e 

in 1865. The indust-y did not recover from the effects 

of this crash until 1869. Now tea has established 

itself in Assam, the Darjiling Duars, the Punjab, and 

the Districts of Kumaun and Gharwal in the N. W. 

Provinces. It is extending gradually in the ChittagO’ g 

M (l) 
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district, in the Nilgin hills, on.the slopes of the Chutia- 

Nagpur hills, in Bhutan Duars, and even in Arakan. 

The total tea-area actually under cultivation, in 

1891-92, was 266, 219 acres, exclusive of 48,091 acres 

in Bengal. Of this area, 241, 586 acres were in Assam. 

The average out-turn of the mature plant in Assam is put 

at 290 lbs. per acre, and the total annual out-turn is 

estimated at nearly 50 million pounds. The export from 

Assam into Bengal is approximately valued at 2i mil¬ 

lion pounds. The area of tea in the N. W. Provinces, 

in 1891-92, was 9,374 acres; Punjab 9,011 acres; and 

Madras 5,481 acres. Until recently almost the whole of 

the total exports used to go to England, but now 

attempts are being vigorously,made to introduce .Indian 

tea into the markets of Australia and the United States 

and already an export trade with these countries has 

sprung up. The export of tea from the Punjab and 

the Darjiling Duars to Central Asia has also been 

steadily increasing of late years. 

Three mam varieties of tea are recognized in India, 

namely, the indigenous Assam, the China, and the 

hybrid; of these the last is most in demand among the 

planters. The plants are raised from seeds which are 

sown carefully in prepared nurseries in December and 

January. The seedlings are ready for transplantation in 

April, and the operation goes on till July. The site of 

tea-gardens should be raised and well drained, and if 

possible, on the slopes of hills. Plantations succeed 

best on virgin jungle clearings. Unlike most Indian 

Crops, tea is a perennial plant, and. for two years 
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after transplantation, requires careful wee Hog* After¬ 

wards the plant requires pruning every year in winter. 

From the third year the plants begin to bear, and the 

yield reaches its maximum in the 10th year. Before 

oeing ready for export, the leaf undergoes the processes 

of withering, rolling, drying and sorting. 

Like tea, quinine-yielding cinchona has 'been intro 

, duced into India at Government initia- 
Cinchona. 

tion. it consists of many species all.of 

which are natives of tropical South America.' It was' 

first introduced into Europe about the year 1639/ by 

Countess ’of Chinchon, hence the name" Cinchona. 

The consumption of the bark in Europe gradually in¬ 

creased, wholesale and indiscriminate destruction by the 

bark-collectors of cinchona plants in their native forests 

continued, and, as a natural result, prices rose. The 

effect of this rise in price was severely felt in India, a 

great quinine consuming country. With the intention of 

starting cinchona plantations in India, Mr. C. R. 

Markham. C.B., was, in 1858, deputed to South America 

with a view to collect cinchona seeds and plants. A 

patch of forest land'in the Nilgiri hills, Madras, was 

taken up and - cleared--by Government to . start an 

experimental plantation. The remarkable success of the 

experiment led some of the European residents in other 

highlands and Mils of the Madras; Presidency to take up 

the cultivation which thus gradually spread over many 

districts : of the South.' In the Bengal Presidency, the 

cultivation was first started by Dr. Anderson, Superin- 
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indent of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Calcutta. 

The success of the Government plantation in Darjiling, 

Bengal, has been mainly due to the efforts of Dr. George 

King, the present Superintendent of the Royal Botanical 

Gardens and Director of the cinchona plantations, Bengal. 

The bark is manufactured on the spot by a Government 

quinologist into a form of cheap quinine known as febri¬ 

fuge The febrifuge has been steadily replacing imported 

quinine, and special facilities have been afforded by the 

Government of Bengal, since 1893, for the dissemination 

of this, cheap and very necessary drug amongst the 

rural population of the malaria stricken districts of 

Bengal, through the agency of the post office. No 

such use is made of the bark of the Nilgiri plantitions. 

The total area of Cinchona cultivation in Madras, 

in 1891-92, was 10,799 acres, of which the four Govern¬ 

ment plantations on the Nilgiri-hills comprise nearly 

900 acres. The Government plantations in the Darjiling 

district comprise an area of nearly 2500 acres. Besides 

the Government Estates, a few private plantations 

have been • started covering about a similar area. 

There are about 30 to 40 species of Cinchona with 

several hybrid forms. The species grown on the Nilgiri 

Hills and in the South generally are C. officinalis, 

C. succirubra; and CV ledgeriana; C. succirubra and 

C. calisaya are the principal kinds grown in Bengal 

The plants may be raised either from seeds or 

cuttings ; the former mode is cheaper and usually 

adopted. The seeds are sown thickly in a seed-bed 

previously prepared and manured with leaf-mould and 
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protected from sun and rain by a thatch. In abodb’QjWj^,. ■* 
to three weeks the seeds germinate, and the seedlings 

ytrhen possessed of two or three pairs of- leaves are 

transplanted to a nursery. When about 4 to 5 inches 

high, they are again transplanted ro a fresh nursery 

whence they are planted in their permanent site when 

about 12 inches high. In the Nilgiri plantations, the 

seedlings are transplanted only once before being 

planted in their permanent sites.. The plants yield 

their first harvest of bark in about five to seven years 
according to the species. The site of the plantation 

should be sloping, with rich humus soil and porous 

subsoil, so as to afford facilities for speedy drainage. 

Nothing is more harmful to Cinchona plants than stag¬ 

nant water at their roots. The plants should be rather 

closely put so as to promote clean erect stem and 

afford shade to the superficial root-lets, 

Unlike tea aad cinchona, Coffee’does not owe its intro¬ 

duction into India to British auspices. 

-Coffee. is generally believed that about two. 

centuries ago, a Mahomedan pilgrim named Babu Sudan, 

on his return from'Mecca, brought seven seeds with him 

to Mysore where the hill range in which’ he planted them 

still goes by his name. The cultivation continued on a 

small scale and remained confined among the native 

peasantry, till. Mr. Cannon took up the industry and 

established a plantation in* 1830 at Chikmutgar in 

Mysore. At the present day,, coffee planting is 

concentrated'‘in the Madras Presidency, especially 

V
*
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Mysore. A few acres of coffee-plant, however, exist in 

Lohardagga and Chittagong, Bengal, in Assam, and 

in Bombay. The area, under coffee in British India, 

in 189192, is returned at 127,648 acres, of which 

65,371 acres are in Madras, and 62,167 acres in Coorg, 

and only 82. acres in Bombay. In this return the 

Mysore area as belonging to a Native State has. not been 

included. Dr. Hunter in his Imperial Gazetteer puts 

the area of coffee in 'Mysore at 159,165 acres, in 

1881-82. 

Coffee is a perennial shrub growing to the height of 

15 to 20 ft. For successful' coffee cultivation, the 

climate must be warm and moist, rainTall ample but not 

excessive, ■ soil rich ' in vegetable' mould such as new 

jungle clearings, and the site sufficiently protected and 

shady. The seeds which are berries are sown in 

December in a nursery specially and carefully pre¬ 

pared beforehand, and the seedlings transplanted to their 

permanent sites from June to August. In the second 

year the plants are topped to keep down- their height, 

and "in the third year they begin to. hear ; but It Is not 

until the seventh or eighth year that the shurbs are in 

full bearing. The flowers appear in March-April, and 

the berries ripen in October-November. 

The preparation of the berry to make it fit for the 

market consists in, (1) Pulping, or removing the pulp 

which covers the seed ; (2} Fermenting, to remove the 

saccharine matter; (3* Washing; {4) Drying; (5) 

Peeling or removing the parchment* (outer coating) and 

^silver* (inner coating*; and (5) Sizing and winnowing. 
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The last two operations are not performed by the planter 

but by the shipper* 

The table given here regarding the number of live- 
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Ively ; in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, the 

Cawnpur Experimental Farm maintained by Govern¬ 

ment; in Madras, the Saidap&t Government Farm; in 

Bombay, the Government Farms in Khandesb; and in 

the Central Provinces the Government, farm at Nagpur. 

Besides these, there are some minor farms in the Punjab, 

Assam .and Burma. Of the Government Farms, the 

one at . Saidapet has lately been reduced to a small 

school-farm attached to the local agricultural school. 

This Farm and the Cawnpur Experimental. Farm, have 

for' a number of years carried on a very valuable 

series of experiments which, though they have failed 

to develop any very important improvements In the 

farming ■ practices of the country, have, nevertheless, 

succeeded to clear out some rational principles of 

agriculture. 

The experiments of deep versus shallow cultivation 

carried on at the Saidapet and Cawnpur 

shallow* Yplmgh- Farms clearly .established the greater 

efficiency of the former provided it is 

safeguarded by certain precautions These precautions 

are, that the soil should never be deeply stirred just 

before sowing time. For seed-bed, the soil should be 

worked to. the depth of 2 or 3 inches and not more. It 

is also- extremely unwise to stir the soil deep after the 

rains, as deep cultivation at this time exposes the soil 

to undue evaporation, and tends to make Jt lose that 

very element which it shoptd retain. With these pre¬ 

cautions, deep cultivation .has generally been found use¬ 

ful, especially in clay soils. It makes it easier for th** 

N . 
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roots to penetrate deeper, and spread wider in the soil 

in search for food, and thus facilitates the growth of 

crops. The usefulness of deep cultivation experimentally 

established in the two farms mentioned above have- 

further- been corroborated by experiments in other 

farms, as the Dumraon Raj Farm ; the Sibpur Farm, near 

Calcutta etc. Neither is. it unknown to the cultivators, 

because they not uafrequently resort to spade-cultivation 

in garden-culture-and - in reclaiming waste-lands. The 

spade or kodali may or may not invert the soil, but 

stirs it to a great depth, and . its only drawback is its 

extreme costliness which makes its genera! adoption 

impossible. Where circumstances of climate and soil 

make it a necessity, deep-cultivation and implements 

fit for it are not wanting. For instance, the heavy nagar 

plough of Bu&delkhund, and similar heavy ploughs of the 

• ^€ccan and tIse Ceded Districts, are native 'implement* 
to work the soil to some depth. - 

Ploughing in the English sense of the term means 

'/ '■SdMarerim cuttin% a dean-furrow of 4 to 9 inches 

^eeP> and 4 to 9 inches wide, and..in- 

verting it - as a .clean compressed slice. Ploughing in 

this senseis unknown in India. Indian ploughs are 

really no ploughs at all but mere grubbers which stir 

up the soil without inverting it. Whether soil inversion 
is a necessity has not yet been clearly established. In 

fact, where the subsoil is sandy, as in most parts of the 

large deltaic areas, or contains some poisonous substance, 

as the lower oxide and sulphate of iron, and poisonous 

organic acids and salts, soil-inversion is positively 
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injurious* But in clay lands, where there is a tendency 

for a‘pan’to'form immediately below the few inches 

(2 to 3) of surface soil stirred by the native plough, soil- 

inverting plough confers a great benefit: the poisonous 

and unwholesome salts and acids betffg brought to 

the surface suffer oxidation and are" thereby rendered 

ploughs possess a soil-inverting breast¬ 

plate or mould-board, but the so-called 

native plough possesses no such append¬ 

age,jand herein lies the essential difference between the 

two ploughs. To the difference in the mode of their 

working noticed above is to be added the further differ¬ 

ence, that the soil-inverting plough- works up the whole 

surface soil in one attempt, whereas the non-inverting 

native plough must work up and down and across the 

field several times for stirring up the whole of the sur¬ 

face soil Several ploughs have been, invented in India, 

under the auspices of the several provincial agricultural 

departments, in which all the appendages of the English 

plough have been discarded excepting the mould-board ; 

and in most of these inventions, the mould board more 

closely approaches that of the American chilled ploughs 

than the long and curved boards of Howard’s or Ran- 

some’s English ploughs.' The preference for the American 

model is due to the fact that the short and more flat 

American mould-boards turn up a jagged furrow slice and 

thereby serves the purposes both of ploughing and culti¬ 

vating'simultaneously. These newly invented ploughs 

have not become popular with the ryots, and there is 

inoccuous. 

AH English 

Ploughs, 
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much doubt whether they will ever be so; but the -fact 

that they are largely used by European Indigo Planters 

in Lower Bengal, Behar,and the North-western Provinces 

Is rather a hopeful sign. 

The ploughs used by the BengaJ planters are :— 

1. The Sibpur plough invented by Mr. Ambika 

Charan Sen, late of the Bengal Agricultural Department, 

and subsequently improved by other officers of the 

Department. Its price is Rs. 7. 

2. The Hindustan plough of Calcutta, priced ■ at 

Rs. 108 (No. 1) and Rs. 11-8 (No. 2). ; * 

3. SealyV-4f Turn-over plough maoufaftured and 

‘soli by Messrs Sealy & Co, of Motihari, Tirbut, priced 

at Rs. 5-8. 
4. The Bhagulpur plough invented by Mr. Sakha* 

wat%ossein,late of the Bengal Agricultural Department, 

priced at Rs. 5. 
5. The St. Jessofs plough made by St Jessop, 

Civil Engineer, Bankipur, priced at Rs. 8 

in the North Western Provinces, the ‘Kaiser* and 

the, ‘Baldeo1 ploughs,. made in the workshops’ of the 

Cawnpur experimental farm, are reported to be popular 

with the cultivators. 

In Madras, the ‘Climax’ (Rs. 6).,' the *E.P.f (Rs. to-8), 

and the ‘cotton soil’ plough manufaftured by .Messrs 

Massey Co. are reported ■ to have found favour 

with the ryots. 

Whatever may be the advantages of steam-plough- 

ing, the circumstances by ' which .the 

farm praftices. of this country are go- 
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vented reader lie use of stom-ploagtis almost impossi¬ 

ble. Tie division of cultivated laud into .'small areas, 

the absence of roads ■ to transport the heavy machinery 

from place to place, and the difficulty of effecting 

repairs, are almost insuperable obstacles in the way 

of their introduction. Mr. Bhopal Chandra . Basu, in 

his Notes' on Indian Agricultore, mentions ’two , ins¬ 

tances of the use of steamplougfts In India, lie first 

in the distrift of Banda, in 1881, and the second in 

Captain Chapman’s estate at Bali, Oodk The under¬ 

taking proved profitable in' Banda in working up a large 

area of land infected with kans ismcXmrmM spmiammm) 

a coarse grass very difficult to eradicate; but it had 

to be ultimately given up as no other suitable site 

for the employment of the steam plough could be found. 

In the Bali estate also the steam-plough was success-\ 

fui in reclaming a large area of waste land thickly 

matted over with reeds and roots. But here also the 

■enterprise had to be given up. 

Thousands of acres of land in th^ North Western 

Staclsttii&iiM *of Provinces have been, rendered per- 

Usaarfaad. feftly barren by saline incrustations, 

called reA,which consists of a mixture of sodium chloride 

(common salt), sodium carbonate (safimati) and sodium 

sulphate in varying proportions. Such rafcinfedted 

soils go by the general name of Usar. Usar lands are 

rare in Bengal, except in Behar where it occurs 

here and there in small patches. Various experiments 

ba#e been made by the N. W. Provinces Irrigation 

and Agricultural Departments to reclaim such lands, 
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but with indifferent success. The only experiment that 

seems to have met with a great- measure of success 

is that devised by Mir Nahammad Hosseia, late Assist¬ 

ant Direftor of Agriculture, -N. W. Provinces, and an 

ex-pupil of the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. 

Mr. Basil thus .writes of Mr. Hossein’s plan. “The 

maims operands consisted in first enclosing the Usar 

land for two or three years , with the objeft of 

encouraging the growth of vegetation, and ' the .forma¬ 

tion of a fertile over-covering of humus.. A cattle 

station was then formed,on it in order to obtain 

manure,., the, cattle partly paying their way bythe sale 

proceeds of the milk. Fields were marked out and 

•embanked in order to hold, up several inches of water 

in the rains. On the ground being sufficiently softened, 

......... it was ploughed up, manured, and sown with 

rice. If the rice took, a. winter crop’ followed. The 

field might then be regarded, as reclaimed and could 

be let to a. tenant/1 

It will serve no: useful purpose to enter into the 

discussion as to the origin of these • saline incrustations. 

The prevalence however of Usar lands along the 

banks of canals in canal-irrigated areas and in saucer¬ 

shaped depressions lends itself to the general belief 

that rapid evaporation of moisture from the surface- 

soil, under the influence of a hot sun, in the water 

lagged areas, unduly accelerates soil-capillarity which 

draws up from the subsoil the injurious salts aten- 

. tinned above and leaves them on the surface as an 
incrustation. 
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Cattle-dung is the only manure which is univers¬ 

ally known and used in India. Ana- 

nuumStf^Experf lysis has disproved the notion that in 

ments. Cattle- manurial value, the Indian cattle manure 

Manure. js jn{erj0r to English farmyard manure. 

It has also exposed a very common fallacy, namely, that 

the ashes of the dung are as valuable as the whole dung, 

although in certain localities foe special reasons, and- 

under exceptional circumstance, ashes yield better 

results than the whole dung. Valuable as cattle- 

manure is, it may be rendered still more valuable by 

conserving the urine and protecting the manure heaps- 

from rain and hot sun. 

Careful study of the manurial experiments conducted 

in the farms at Saida pet, Cawnpur. 

Saltpetre. Dumraon, Bhadgaon, Sibpur etc., 

show clearly that nitrate of potash or saltpetre {shora) 

is a manure very beneficial to cereal crops and also to 

sugarcane. The benefit, it must be noted here, is not from 

an experimental point of view only, but from an eco¬ 

nomical point of view also. Experiments have shown 

that the outlay in the application of the manure is more 

than twice covered by the' increase in outturn. 

Mr. Fuller, the Director of Agriculture and Settlement, 

Central Provinces, writes : “ If the experiment of the 

past seven years have s! own anything plainly, it is 

that saltpetre is one of the «est potent manures 

available.” Saltpetre however when used alone soon 

exhausts the soil ; and this exhausting nature of ^ 

manure may be remedied by adding to it other mineral 
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manures, or simply ashes. But however valuable salt¬ 

petre may be as a manure for cereals, the ryots have 
not yet taken to it. 

The use of bones as a manure is unknown in India 

They are .collected and crushed in and about Bombay 

Buses. and Calcutta into meal for export,. 
principally to England where they are 

treated with sulphuric acid and sold as dissolved bones. 

Experiments to test the manorial value-of - bone-meal 

for various crops were made in several Government 

Experimental Farms, but the results were anything, 

but encouraging. Some soils were greatly benefited 

ky a dressing of bone-meal, while others derived, 

no benefit, or were sometimes even positively .injured 

by the, application. Soils rich in organic matter 

seem to be more fitted for this manure. As yet the 

use of bone-meal is confined to tea and indigo 

plantations ; and to create a demand among them 

the operation of bone-crushing by dhenki was 

started some, three years ago at Jalpiguri, Darjiling, 

and Saran jails, and the p- .duct was almost entirely 

taken up by the neighbouring planters. But for 
sanitary reasons, the manufacture of bone-meal in 

the above mentioned jails has from this year been 

discontinued. The future of bone-meal as a pro¬ 

bable manure for India is said ,o be extremely 

uncertain ; but if « priori considerations have any 

value, there is every reason to believe that bone 

meal or some chemical preparation of it has a great 
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MIGHT SOIL. 

Night-soil is a.very valuable- manuria! matter, bat 

’ # the repulsive smell that issues -fro® it 
Nights®!!. bas stood in the way of its general 

use in most countries of the world. In India its fertiliz¬ 

ing powers are well known to the ryot, hat it is seldom 

- used as. a fertilizer outside the limits of certain muni¬ 

cipal towns, which have undertaken. to dispose of 

their nightsoil, in a manner which, while it secures 

their primary object of sanitation, also at the same 

time serves the .agricultural interests of the country. 

Faruckabad and Cawnpur' in the North-Western Pro¬ 

vinces, Amritsar in the Punjab, and Poona in the 

Bombay Presidency offer . noteworthy examples -of 

the utilization of nightsoil. and of the different modes 

of its conservation and- preparation to make it fit 

for ' use., Readers interested in this question are 

referred to ' the interesting chapter on /Night -soil* 

in Mr. Bhopal Chandra BasuV '‘Notes on tndian 

Agriculture’ , Before leaving this subject, it would 

interest our readers to know, that urine is much more 

valuable than the solid nightsoil ; that the soiled-matter 

of - the- former contains 4! times as. much nitrogen 

as the . soiled matter . of the latter, while the proportion 

of phosphoric* acid 'is the same- In both ; that these 

two"* elements, namely,nitrogen and phosphoric acid, 

are two of the most valuable ingredients in a manure, 

and that China and Japan are the only two countries 

in .the .world .where the .knowledge of the value of 

nightsoil and urine has been practically utilized all over 

the. country. 
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In large cities like Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, 

5^^ the nightsoil diluted with water is con¬ 

veyed through underground sewers 
and discharged in places outside the cities. The name 

Sewage is given to such a mixture of nightsoil and water. 

It has largely been utilized in France and Belgium and, 

to a small extent, in England, to irrigate farms, which 

are hence called sewage farms. The sewage of Calcutta 

is discharged into the sewage canal on the border of the 

Salt Lakes, and along both sides of the canal, for about 

half a mile, a certain area of land has been reclaimed by 

filling it with town-sweepings. This area is cropped 

with rain and winter crops, the latter being irrigated 

with sewage-water. Of course, a small quantity only of 

sewage is thus utilized, the rest being wasted. In 

Bombay also a small quantity of sewage is utilized, 

but the rest is wasted. In Madras alone, the sewage 

question has received most attention, so as to serve the 

purposes of both sanitation and agricultural economy. 

For more detailed information on this point, the reader 

■t® referred to the pages of *Notes on Indian Agriculture/ 

Closely connected with the question of the disposal 

Town-sweeping*. °f niShtsoil and sewage with a view 
to restore fertility to the soil.as well as 

to secure better sanitation along with it, is that of the 
disposal of street-sweepings in towns, which is often a 

heavy item of expense to our Municipalities. A means 

devised to subserve the ends both of agriculture and 

of sanitation will therefore be a great boon to the country. 

The proper destination of street sweepings is the field 
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of the cultivator where they would serve as manure, 

provided he is safeguarded against their insanitary 

effects. In Calcutta, they are partly used to reclaim 

certain swamps lying to the south-east of the town ; 

in Madras* it is reported that a part Is sold and 

used as vegetable manure; and in. Poona, they are 

burnt to ashes and the latter mixed with, night soil to 

make poudrette. The . practice of most Municipal¬ 

ities which use them to fill up foul tanks and ditches 

in towns* is most reprehensible on sanitary grounds, 

and can not be too soon put .a stop te> *■ 
It is a standing complaint with the English millers, 

_ .. .. who are the great consumers of Indian 
Steam threshing; , 

wheat, that it contains an injurious and 

excessive admixtrue of small and shrivelled grains of 

seeds other , than wheat and of dirt and pebbles. It: is 

for this reason that Indian wheat does not secure a 

price and a demand proportionate to its undoubted 

intrinsic merit, and that the merchant is compelled to 

admit a percentage of impurities* With the object' 

of obtaining clean wheat, Mr.. Ozanne, Director of Agri¬ 

culture, Bombay, induced Messrs Batmer Lawrie & Co.9 

the Calcutta agents of Messrs Marshall and Sons of 

Gainsborough, to take their steam threshing machinery 

imported for exhibition in Calcutta, in 1883, over “to 

Bombay to put to practical test his contention that it 

would pay to import steam machinery and to work 

it. for hire. Several trials, were made In the wheat 

season of 1884-85 in various parts of the Bombay 

Presidency, and although the ryots did not take to this 
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innovation kindly, the results warranted his conviction 

that the . utilization "of steam machinery would effect 

the desired improvement'. His;- Highness' the Thakore 

Saheb of Morvi, Kattywar, is also reported to have 

brought a steam thresher and made trials in his 

.State* 

Experiments have been instituted by several Pro- 

vineial Agricultural Departments as 

well as the Military Department to 

store green grass and green fodders of all kinds in under 

ground pits called silos. The sides and bottoms of the 

pits are made water-tight by masonry work or simply 

well ramming them with clay. The silo thus con¬ 

structed is filled with green grass which is well trodden 

and ultimately covered up in a air tight manner with 

earth wh^ch presses upon the mass uniformly." After two 

or three months, the fodder is ready to be taken out and 

given to the cattle. While In the silo, the grass under¬ 

goes slight fermentation as long,as the air enclosed in 

the holes and interstices of the mass of grass is not 

exhausted ; and as fresh air can not enter, the fermenta¬ 

tion does not go on to an injurious extent so as to make 

the grass useless. The fodder taken out of the silo is 

called silage. Even a coarse grass unfit for cattle-food 

in fresh state may in this' manner be converted Into 

wholesome fodder. Ensilaging is one of the. best means 

of providing green fodder for cattle at a season when 

It is most scarce. The results of the trials are very 

promising,."but: as yet. the ryots .have not taken to 
ensilaging. 



'■SILK EXPERIMENTS. 

■ Qnp-of'the-"principalcauses of ’the deterioration of 

*_ ■ . ,■ -Bengal silk, once the- great favourite of 
. Silk experiment®. •' .. , ° 

the worfa,. has been supposed by com¬ 
petent authorities- to be due, to a disease which is akin 

to, if not identical with what is called" in France 

. pebrine. Mr .Mitya Gopkl Mukerjee, a Cirencester 

Graduate, was deputed-by the Bengal Government to 

France to study the genesis of the disease and to learn 

the mode of its eradication'" as practised in France and 

known as the system of Pasteur.. On his return from 

France, lie established ■ -experimental silk-stations. at 

Berhampur, Kalimpang in • the district of Darjiling, 

Pukhu.ria in Matibhoom, and Babuikhali. • in Jessore, all 

in Bengal., As the - -result of the last nine or ten 

years* investigation,- Mr. Mukerjee is reported to have 

discovered "a. process of- eradicating the, disease, and 

to have entirely . freed -die eggs from its. germs in the 

districts.in which he-works. 



CHAPTER II. 

ART-INDUSTRIES. * 

The Rigveda bears testimony to the proficiency which 

Art-industries in the ««ly Hindus attain*d in the induS* 
ancient India. trial - arts: ■■ Travellers in later, times 

from Greece, Rome and China marvelled at the skill 

which the Indians displayed in their manufacturing 

industries. Offerings were made to the gods in the 

costliest of plate; armour and arms richly decorated 

with gold and silver, and costly jewellery and dresses of 

the finest web adorned the persons of the higher classes ; 

and gems, rich brocades, and muslins of the most 

delicate workmanship found their way from India to 

Persia, Arabia, Egypt, and Rome. 

* This chapter will comprise industries which are carried oft without 

it*® help of steam or machinery , -ept of the simplest kind, and which 

Jiave a remote, if any, connect? ih natural science. 
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Indian handicrafts did not salfer from the Maho 

Under tke Male- tnedan conquest. Four centuries had 
madaansle. . passed away since Mahomed preach* 

ed .the doctrine of Fatherhood of God and Brotherhood 

of man, and the simple desert life of the Arabs had 

changed to a life of luxury and culture, before India first 

began to feel the Mahomedan Influence. The fanati¬ 

cism which led to the destruction of the Alexandrian 

library was now softening in the Mahomedan mind, and 

giving place to a sense of appreciation for ancient philo¬ 

sophy and art, and to a love of comfort and luxury. 

The prohibition against decoration In architecture by 

forms of living things was now got Overby substituting 

in their place geometrical figures and patterns of foli¬ 

age and flower, and a way of escape from the in] unc¬ 

tion against the use of silk was found in the device of 

mixing it with a nominal quantity of cotton or wool 

Thus the obstacles that&tood in the way of the pro¬ 

gress of afts and .urianufactees was'gradually removed 

either by alight modification of existing methods, or 

by favourable interpretation of inconvenient rales 

and regulations. ' The anxiety for moderating Hie effects 

of hard religious rules against comfort and common 

sense, which man ' has shewn In - every age ApI is 

every dime, has nowhere been better illustrated than in 

the remark-- made fay' the young daughter of fee most 

bigoted Moslem that ever ruled in India. “Father! I 

have strictly 'followed fee dictates erf religion : 1 have 

worn fee doth seven-folded** observed fee daughter 

erf Aarangzeb, when he gave vent to fits wrath at the 
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sight of her dress, made of Dacca muslin* famous all 

over the world lor the thinness of its texture, and 

known by the name of “morning dew.” Instead of 

crushing the indigenous arts* the Mahomedan conquerors 

of India became their ardent patrons ; and the house¬ 

hold of every chief or noble formed, in imitation of 

that of the Hindu/princes around, the centre for skilful 

artisans. Not only did indigenous manufactures flourish 

under Mahomedaii patronage, but many new indus¬ 

tries were imported from beyond the confines of India, 

such as the carpet-weaving of Kurdistal and the glased 

'.pottery of Ispahan,- . 

The transactions of the East India Company gave 

Decline off mass- ®reat to some of the industries 
Jacftnting iatat- of the sea-board provinces of India. 

r2@S* The great silk industry of Bengal, 

which until a few years ago was in a highly flourishing 

condition, owed its expansion to the export trade created 

by the East India Company. The prosperity of the 

weaving industry of Dacca about the close of the last 

centuxy.may.be. best estimated from the fact that, in 

1787, fifty lacs of rupees worth of cloths were entered at 

the Custom House of that town for expox t to foreign 

countries.' But, in later times, the manufacturing indust¬ 

ries of India declined under British rule. The mechanical 

inventions of modern Europe, the inability of the Indians 

to march with the times, the decadence of native courts, 

the increase in the cost of living and in the price of 

labour, and the change in thought and fashion under 
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western influence,’ have everywhere told disastrously 

upon the manufacturing industries of India; some of 

the. art-industries have totally vanished and are past re* 

call, while -some have only been preserved from imminent 

extinction-by'the exertions-of men like Grouse, Kipling 

and Hendley. 

There is, however, at the present .time a greater ap- 

Reviral of In- preciatioa of Indian art in the West than 
ever .before. For this, India is largely 

indebted to. Sir George Birdwood whose .writings have 

vastly contributed to make Indian arcs known among 

Europeans; to Mr. Pardon Clarke who has forcibly drawn 

the attention of the English public to their unique style 

and beautiful workmanship; to Sir Edward $uck who, for 

the last twenty years, has exerted- to find a market for 

Indian goods both at home and abroad; and to the Society 

for the Preservation and Encouragement of Indian Art. 

But after all,'the art-manufactures of India can only 

occupy a minor place among the industries of the 

country. These are the days 6f rapid and cheap pro¬ 

duction. The beauty of Indian art-ware depends on 

the. skilful discrimination of colours or patterns, and 

upon minute elaboration and perfect finish which can 

only be achieved by patient industry and vast expen¬ 

diture of time. But, the cry for cheap articles that at the 

present day characterises the public demand, coupled 

with the rise -in the cost of living owing to the increase 

in the price of the common necessaries of life and the 

development of new wants, must prove fatal to any great 

expansion of the art-industries of India, 

o.. 
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The pictorial art made considerable progress in ancient 

India. It .flourished' when the Buddhist 
IPmhrMngp , 

religion was supreme in India. -But not 

a single specimen erf ancient painting exists at the present 

day, except those executed by Buddhist monks*on the 

walls and ceiling of some cave-temples such as those of 

Ajanta the construction of which is supposed to have' 

gone on for nearly a thousand years* from B. C. 200 to- 

about A. D. 800. ' Hidden within subterranean caves in 

inaccessible districts these paintings escaped the des¬ 

truction which overtook'similar performances in other 

parts of India. 

Although the art of painting is against the injunc¬ 

tions of Mahomedanlsm and was not, therefore, generally 

encouraged by the Musaiman rulers of India, still the 

pictorial art was not without its patrons among- ■ them. 

The Moghul Emperor Akbar was one of its greatest 

patrons. He spoke very plainly about the unreasonable 

prejudice entertained by his co-religionists against, the 

noble art* “ I do not like ** ■ said he, t{ those people 

who hate painting. They ought to know that a painter 

has greater opportunities of remembering God, for 

however life-like he makes a picture he knows that be 

cannot give it life, and that He and He only is capable 

of doing that.” Akbar had sixteen great artists in his 

court of whom'no less than twelve were Hindus. Speci¬ 

mens of their work have been preserved in the miniature 

illustrations of the Rasm namah or the History of the 

War, which is an abridgment of the great Sanskrit epic, 

the MaMbMmta, A valuable copy of this work, if not 
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the original manuscript, exists in the royal library of 

Jaipur, containing 169 miniature illustrations, which cost 

more than £^.ofooo. These are H magnificently draw n 

and illuminated in the highest style of Persian art/? A 

large number of portraits of emperors and governors, 

executed by unknown artists during the Matiomedao 

regime, is also still in existence. The Saracenic style of 

painting has left its impress upon the indigenous paint¬ 

ing in Western India, by bringing into it a large amount 

of care and minuteness, and eliminating from it much of 

its traditional conventionality. The style of making flat 

pictures in vogue at Lahore and Jaipur,is an Example of 

this n&ixed art 
Pictures in the Indian style are still largely made at 

Jaipur. They are painted on card, thick paper, or gold¬ 

beater’s skin. Dr. Hendley thus describes the industry 

41 Enormous quantities of brightly coloured pictures 

•of every grade of merit are produced throughout the 

State. Almost every noble has a painter in his retinae, 

and in the town of Jaipur there are several middlemen 

who deal solely in pictures. The best men naturally live 

in .the capital, and the pride of these are employed by 

the Prince, ■ receiving retaining fees in the shape of 

salaries or lands, with the privilege of working for private 

parties when not wanted in the palace. Many of these 

posts are hereditary where the son is capable. Jaipur fre¬ 

quently sends men to other states for special work.” 

That Indian art has undergone considerable deca¬ 

dence since the time when the fresco-paintings in the 

Ajanta cave-temples were executed, is shewn by the 
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pictures generally made by professional painters of the 

present day. They are usually coloured “daubs,” intend¬ 

ed to represent by figures and other accessories the 

exploits of some mythological hero. No attention is paid 

to symmetry, to perspective, or to an effective ad¬ 

justment of light and shade. But,the Government Schools 

of Art in the different presidency towns have already 

wrought a wonderful change in the ideas about painting 

hitherto entertained by Hindu artists. 

Delhi is the chief centre of the industry in ivory-paint¬ 

ings. Miniature ivory-painting is a development of 

the art of illuminating Persian manuscripts, so much 

admired and .so eagerly sought after in the days of 

Mahomedan supremacy. Portraits of Emperors, Em¬ 

presses and other beauties of the Mahomedan Court, 

and pictures of the chief buildings in Northern India’, 

like the T£j at Agra and the Juma Masjid at Delhi, are 

favourite subjects. The artists also copy in colours 

photographic portraits. Watercolour alone is used. 

These miniature paintings are often employed to decorate 

carved ebony caskets, and are also set in jewellery. 

Mica-paintings are made at Trichinopoly in South 

India. They are chiefly illustrative of castes and native 

industries. Paintings on mica are also executed in 

Benares, illustrating trades and industries, and the reli 

gious ceremonies and festivals of the Hindus. In sets 

of pictures representing trades, a curious device is 
adopted to make one face serve for a series of figures. 

Mica paintings are not in large demand, and the industry 

does not appear to be in a flourishing condition. Neither 
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has it any prospect of ever occupying an important 

place among the art industries of the country. 
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The clay figures made at Krishnagar have ac- 

Clay models. 
quired great celebrity, and they have 

repeatedly gained medals and certifi¬ 

cates in most of the International Exhibitions held since 

185,1. There Is considerable delicacy and fineness 

in their work; the figures are instinct with - life and 

expression; and their pose and action are excellent 

Clay figures, and models of fruits and vegetables 

are a*so made at Lucknow, Delhi, Ambala, Jaipur 

and Poona. The Lucknow modellers are specially 

good in models of fruits and vegetables; and, as a 

rule, they can turn out much cheaper articles than 

the Krishnagar artists. Small figures coloured in 

imitation of terra-cotta made at Lucknow are parti¬ 

cularly good. Lucknow scenes and figures, how¬ 

ever, generally want that unique’ expression which 

is a - characteristic feature or the Krishnagar models. 

Figures and models of various descriptions of fruit are 

made at Delhi and Ambala. The Ambala figures 

resemble those of Lucknow. The Delhi models are 

not so good. But excellent models of poisonous snakes 

in terra-cotta are made at Delhi. 

Decorations in the old tern pies, and the figures of 

V gods and goddesses scattered all over 

the country show that the Hindus of 

ancient times made great advance in the art of sculpture. 

The industry has Song since declined ; and, in Bengal, 

it has almost died out. Sculpturing In the European 

style is now taught in the Schools of Art at Lahore and 

Bombay. 
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Architectural designs, as an aid to builder’s work, are 

Architectural de- only made by native masons wl.en a 

signs and models. costly edifice is taken in hand. In 

large towns, however, where the land at the command 

of the builders is limited, a design is first made before 

the construction of a building is commenced. In 

Calcutta, this is done by men who have been more or 

less influenced by European education. The pre¬ 

ponderance of European influence and want of due 

appreciation of indigenous art have led to the dis¬ 

couragement of the Hindu architecture. The educated 

natives of India associate buildings in the Europear 

style with enlightenment and progress, and it is the 

conservative trading and money-lending classes only 

which still encourage indigenous architecture. Designs 

of ornamental details are made at Jaipur, notably of 

carved stcne-work as applied to buildings. 

Architectural models are made in many parts of the 

country, chiefly of buildings of historical celebrity. 

Among these may be mentioned the fatnons Tajinahal 

of Agra, models of which, both in marble and soap-stone, 

are made and sold to visitors. Models in sandstone 

are made of temples and buildings, both at Lucknow and 

Mirzapur. In Bengal, models are made of Sher Shah’s 

tomb at Sasseram. Similar models are also made in 

the Punjab. 
At Jaipur all the important architectural works to 

be made in stone are first executed in clay so that, the 

effect might be judged. The men employed work in 

this material with great facility and skill. Elaborate 
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models of public buildings are also made to scale in 

plaster of Paris. The stone-cutters of Jaipur make 

models of temples and other buildings and send them tc 

all parts of India. Models in brass are also made. 

The ancient Hindus made considerable advance in 

Manufacture of the alt °f music‘ Like other Hindu *rts: 
-musical instra- however, music experienced great de- 
meats. , . . 1 . ® 

cadence in later tunes; and many of the 

old books on the subject have been lost. The Maho- 

rriedan occupation was specially unfavourable to the 

cultivation of music. The Musalmans are only allowed to 

beat a drum called -Di/at marriages and other ceremonies, 

apparently for the purpose of giving publicity to the 

event. But the sweets of music were very soon found to 

be too tempting for Mahomedans of culture and re¬ 

finement; and as early as 1286, in the reign of Emperor 

KeiKobad, one Amir Khasru discovered the high stand¬ 

ard of Hindu music, as compared with the system known 

In Arabia Notwithstanding the religious prohibition, 

he carefully studied the subject, and zealously adopted 

the Hindu style; and since that'time Indian music has 

counted many ardent followers among the Mahomedans. 

Akbar the Great collected around him the most expert 

musicians of his time. Among them was Tdn Sen still 

a household word in all parts of India. So far as 

musical instruments are concerned, the Hindus do not 

possess anything like the highly developed instruments 

used in Europe. But in the manufacture of the instru¬ 

ments they have, considerable ‘ingenuity and skill are 
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often displayed; and they are often decorated with 

Ivory* silver, and other materials. ■ The Industry, how¬ 

ever, has considerably decayed in late years. 

Carved wood- work is largely employed for doors 

Decorative wood- anc^ window-frames. In Bengal, plain 
carving applied to wood Is now generally used, but carved 
architectmw 

doors are still found In old houses. 

In .Malda and Gya there are one or two remarkable 

pieces of wood-carving on the fronts ' of balconies, of 

houses.- Attempts are being made to resuscitate this, 
work. 

In many parts of the North Western Provinces, not¬ 

ably at Sahdranpur, carved doors of good, workmanship 

are still made. Carved facades of wood are also made 

at Sah&ranputf Farukhabad, Malnpurl, Lucknow; Cawn- 

pofe, Muttra, and Agra. The other places. In the North- 

Western Provinces where carved wood-work for archi¬ 

tectural purposes is made are Bareilly, Axamgarh. and 
Bulandsbahr. 

Carved wood-work is extensively produced In the 

Punjab. The places most noted foi it are Bherd in 

Shdhpur District; Batdld in Gurddspur District; 

Amritsar; Chiniot in Jhang District; Jheiam ; Rawal¬ 

pindi ; Hissar; Lahore; and Sidlkot. AH over the Pro¬ 

vince ordinary carpenters do the carving, and there is 

scaict }y any large town where tnis kind of work is not 

done. The Indian palace at the Colonial and Indian 

Exhibition was made by two wood carvers taken from 

Bherd. I he chief specialities of the Punjab architectural 
o <r) 
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wood-carving is the frame-work of doors and windows,, 

which is highly ornamented. Most of the wood-carvers 

in the Punjab are Mahomedans, and the ornaments 

carved are entirely Musalmao. 

Bombay wood-carving, as applied to architecture, is 

thus described by Mr. B. A. Gupte 

“As far, at least, as ^ ^tern India is concerned, me art of wood-carv¬ 

ing for architectural purposes most assuredly belongs to the Gujratis. 

It stands to reason to bel* ve that these Gujratis, who are Jains or 

Vaishnavas, and who originally belonged to the Buddhist religion, 

have acquired their ® of carving from the early sculptors of the ancient 

caves or rock fempuss of India. It also looks probable that the art of 

carving practised by the Buddhists on the harder material, stone, was 

transferred to a softer material, wood, during the time of the Muslim- 

rulers of Hindustan, who fostered Indian art by Introducing into it less 

costly and more effective. material than that which the natives of the 

soil were in the habit of using. * * The carved balcony selected for the 

Calcutta International Exhibition by Captain Temple from Dabhoi, 

as.the oldest work extant, had the cypress tree carved on'it,, which 3hows 

the Mahomedan influence upon architectural carvings. * * The wood- 

carvers of Dabhoi are very skilful, and it if admitted that the ancient 

artistic renown of the place is not lost. Fine specimens of wood-carving 

on doors, cornices, verandahs, balconies, pillars, and brackets ol houses 

are met everywhere in the towns of Dabhoi, Vasu, Sojiha, Pitiad, 

Pattan, Sidhpur, Vadnagar, and Baroda. The new palace at Baroda 

which is under construction contains fall illustration of the master 

art the Gujratis possess " 

The Central Provinces are deficient in art-manufac¬ 

tures, and wood-carving l#is perhaps the Only.one in which 

the Provinces can hold their: own against other parts 

of India. It is no uncommon thing to find, even in 

small villages, houses with carved teak fronts of consi¬ 

derable beauty and in several towns there are streets 
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with carved wooden frontages displaying very consi¬ 

derable taste and skill. Carved wood plays an important 

part in N-gpur architecture, and the Marhatta palaces 

in the vicinity of the city are distinguished by their 

high verandahs of black teak, often very elaborately 

carved.” In many of the towns of Rajputana and 

Central India, wood-carving is largely patronised by 

Jaina merchants for their temples. There exist a few 

wood-carvers of considerable skill at Indor. Kashmir 

is also noted for its architectural wood-carving. 

In Nepal architeaural wood-carving is the most 

important of all decorative arts found in the country. 

Pillars, doorways, arches, balconies, windows, and other 

parts of a building are decorated with highly artistic 

carvings. Figures of deities, demons, dragons, snakes, 

and animals of all sorts, also wreaths of flowers and 

intricate patterns, are worked in elaborate details, the 

proportions being always graceful and true. The 

work is expensive, and the industry is therefore last 

decaying. 
Upper India and Rajputana are the chief centres 

of Stone-carving for architectural pur- 
Decorative stone , , 

carving, applied to poses, specially Rajputana, where tim- 
Architecture. jjer js scarce and stone abundant 

The whole country is full of magnificent buildings, both 

ancient and modern, built and adorned with carved 

stone of exquisite workmanship. The ruins at Chittor, 

the temples at Ajmir and numerous other places in 

various parts of India, and the celebrated Kutab Minor 

of Delhi, all attest to the excellence of the Hindu 
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art of stone-carving. The Mahomedans when they 

came to this country “found themselves,” as Mr. Hop; 

nghtly observes, “among a people their equals in con- 
cephon, their superiors in. execution,and whose taste 

had been refined by centuries of cultivation." They 

forced on them, , however,, their own bold features 
of minaret and pointed arch, but borrowed their pillared 

ha ’ d»e, 'Cate traCer‘eSl and rich surface ornament. The 
early Mahomedan rulers of Upper India'em ployed Hindu 

artisans from Rajputana for the ereaion and orna¬ 

mentation of their capitals ; and these archies soon 

got influenced by the Saracenic style of building, which 

they gradually introduced into the construftion of 

P^ces and temples in theirown country. The famous 
J a a Agra, and the palaces, baths, cenotaphs, 

and mosques at Agra and Delhi all Shew the very high 

o^lence to which atone-carving attained in'Upper 

India. The quarnes of Makrdnd, itt the Jodhpur 

tern ory on the side of the Saif Lake of Samblfar 
supplied the white marble for the Tai • whit, rk 

furnished the red sandstone used! th ^ 
the nala.. „r a.u Used m the construftion of 
the palace of Akbat at F,tehp„ sikri. Ja,p„r a„J 

•STEEL** >“»M»r,he decoration 

•nd<Orist'o,BThfsS0“|i1the bl"? °“ ,he «•*. 
in the art of stone*carvind ^ ^vance 

and ruins in Orissa art.rt V ! ' 

the North.Wester„ P • “"'<l‘rabl' sti" i" it. In 
the two olac^ uPr<>,'“"S' and Mitrapur ate 

pbc" *h« decorative stone.catvings f„. 
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architectural purposes are largely made. Perforated 

■stone screens are largely made at Jaipur. The masons 

of this place have become so proficient in the work 

that they' can design and carry out, almost with their 

eyes -shut, an .endless variety of tracery either in stone 

•or plaster.- In the Bharat pur State large quantities' of 

•perforated lattice-work in red sandstone are made. The 

Bharatpur screen at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition 

consisted of a carved red sandstone " architrave and 

false arch supported, on carved pillars, and surmounted 

jby. .'a- perforated . sandstone, screen. The stone is a 

light brown or salmon-coloured sandstone. It is much 

used .. in Bharatpur . and the neighbouring States, is 

■easily, manipulated, and admits of very fine, work:- In 

'41war, stone-carving. is largely ’employed in architec¬ 

ture* ■ ’ Screens are made " consisting of panels, of white 

marble, perforated and carved in relief, fitted in a frame¬ 

work of black-marble and .teak wood,' and supported upon 

three beautifully carved white marble' pillars. The 

•designs are in pure Hindu style. : Ir- the Alwar State 

there are'quarries of ’white, pink, and black marble ; the 

quality of .the white marble: is said to be the finest 

'obtainable''in India' for statuary purposes. Carved 

doorways, balconies, archways," and cornices are made 

in the l^arauli State, as well as trellis work screens 

which'afe*" particularly handsome. Perforated screen 

work and'-tracery, pillars, &c., are made in the Dholpur 

State of- red and. white sandstone. 

' Carved panels are made at Gwalior, which are exe¬ 

cuted' with .great skill-and fineness. In connection with 
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the Gwalior stone-carving industry ntay be • mentioned 

the gateway which was made under the superintendence 

of Major J. B. Keith, and shewn first at the Calcutta 

International Exhibition,, of 1883, and then at the Colonial 

and Indian Exhibition, London, 1886. 

Indian women being as fond of jewellery as their 

sisters in other parts of the globe, the 
Ornaments, . , tJ , 

makers of go!d, silver* and brass orna¬ 

ments have been important members of the village com¬ 

munity from time immemorial. The dress of Hindu 

women, which leaves a larger part of the body bare than 

in colder climates, admits of an elaborate personal 

adornment by means of ornaments. Want of pecuniary 

means does not stand in the way of satisfying this 

vanity, for ornaments are made of all sorts of materials, 

from the cheapest bangles made of lac, glass, or brass, 

to the most valuable gold necklaces, thickly studded 

With' pearls and diamonds; and thus the wearer has 

before her a large assortment to choose from, accord¬ 

ing to the means at her command. Some of the cheap 

trinkets are so well made as to deserve to be classed 

within the domain of art. The Indian workman dis¬ 

plays his good taste, which seems to be .inherent in his 

nature, wherever .he has a: chance of doing so. He 

cannot cut or chase ornamental designs on hard bell- 

metal articles without raising the, price to a point 

beyond the means of the people for whom they are in¬ 

tended; but he is free to exercise his ingenuity on the 

softer lac; and, indeed, bangles made of this materia! in 
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many places display grea: taste in the combination of 
colours and tinsels. 

Indian gold and silver ornaments often lack that 

neatness of execution which is a characteristic feature in 

j EuroPean articles of a similar description. To lay by 

j some money as a provision for a bad day is often a 

more cogent reason for the possession of gold or silver 

ornaments than personal adornment. Hence massive 

solid articles of soft pure gold are preferred to flimsy 

ornaments made of hard alloyed gold but of superior 

workmanship. An Indian seldom purchases gold or 

silver ornaments, but he orders the goldsmith to make 

them for him, the wages of the maker being paid at the 

time-honoured fixed rate on the weight of the metal used. 

Such a system does not encourage superior workman¬ 

ship. Still Indian jewellery is not devoid of art or of 

delicacy of finish. Mr. Maskelyne in his Report on 

jewellery in the French Exhibition of 1866 remarked:— 

It is said that even that delicate and most sensitive instrument of 

tonch, the hand of the Hindu, is not sufficiently sensitive for fashioning 

the finest sorts of Indian filigree, and that children alone are employed 

in the manipulation of such a spider-web of wire. Of fabrics so delicate, 

nothing is to be seen among the jewellery at Paris,—indeed the best 

of the Indian filigree, and that by no means worthy pf its source, is to 

be fonod among the articles exhibited under the goldsmith’s '-'~T 

It is to be remarked of this elegant and primitive —perhaps very 

earliest—form of ornament in precious metal, that it had probably 

reached its limits for delicacy and design at a very archaic period, —d 

has made no real progress in recent times; that, in fact, the early 

Greek fifigrainer worked with as much facility and delicacy as the 

Hindu artisan of our day. who inherits the skill and the met bode he 

uses by the direct descent of an immemorial tradition. But there are 
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other forms of the goldsmith’s art scarcely less venerable than that of 

the filigrains, possessed of great native beauty, and which also have' 

survived in India, through the long roll of centuries, as the Zend and 

^ Sanskrit languages have survived there, the inheritance of families or 

clans. Those forms of art are perishing one by one; as the family in 

■ whom' It may have been.handed down becomes’ extinct or lets the thread 

Be broken, each of these hereditary industries of India moves on with 

time to its extinction.” 

We have in India the most primitive methods of 

personal adornment in the wild aboriginal races as well 

as Us highest development among the more civilised 

Hindus and Mahomedans. Bones of animals, tusks 

of wild boar, plumage of birds, shells and seeds of gaudy- 

colours still afford an endless supply of personal orna¬ 

ments to the savage tribes of the Indian forests; while 

on the other hand the skilful Murassia-kdr set with 

unrivalled ingenuity precious stones on massive golden 

jewellery for the use of the high and the rich. The 

Setting of pre- principal stones used are diamonds 
dons stones. ’ 

rubies, onyxes, carnehans, emeralds, 

turquoise, jade, agates, jaspers, &c. After the goldsmith 

has finished his work the article goes to the enamalier 

to be enamelled on the bark, and then it comes to the- 

setter of jewels. Delhi is the headquarters of this 

industry, and Mr. Kipling makes the following remarks 

on ths subject:— 

" Another speciality of Delhi ; is the [incrustation of jade with 

patterns of which the stem work is in gold and the leaves and flowers- 

m garnets, rubies, diamonds, &c. For examples of the best of older 

work we must now go to the great European collections, where are 

jects of a size and beauty seldom met with in India. The mouth¬ 

pieces of Hukkas, the hilts of swords and daggers, the heads of walk- 
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mg-caues, and the curious crutch-like handle of the Gosdins or Bairagi’s 

(religious ascetic) staff, also called a Bair^i, are, with lockets and 

brooches for English wear, the usual application of this costly and 

beautiful work. Each individual splinter of ruby or diamond may 

not be intrinsically worth very much, but the effect of such work as 

a whole is often very rich. The Murnssidkdr or jewel-setter was 

formerly often called upon to set stones, so that they could be sewn 

into jewelled cloths. For this purpose, as when the stone was to -be 

incrusted upon another, as with minute diamonds or pearls on large 

garnets—a common Delhi form-or on jade, he works with gold foil 

and a series of small chisel-like tools and fine agate burnishers.” 

Minakari or the art of enamelling has been known in 

Enamelled Jewe- India from very early times. The art 

Ilefy‘ now is not in a very flourishing state, 

except at Jaipur. It is, however, still practised on gold 

at Jaipur. Alwar, Delhi, and Benares; on silver at 

Multan, Bhdwalpur, Kashmir, Kangra, Kulu, Lahore, 

Haidrabad in Sind, Kardchi, Abbottabad, Nurpur, 

Lucknow, Kach, and Jaipur; and on copper in Kashmir, 

Jaipur, and many other places. But the work done on 

gold at Jaipur is the best in the world. "The colours 

employed rival the tints of the rainbow in purity and 

brilliancy, and they are laid on the gold by the Jaipur 

artists with such exquisite taste that there is never a 

want of harmony ; even when jewels are also used they 

serve but to enhance the beauty of the enamel.” The 

Jaipur enamel is of the champlevc variety, that is, the 

outlines are formed from the plate itself, and the colours 

are deposited in depressions of.it. 

Mr. Baden Powell in his work on “Punjab manu¬ 

factures" mentioned Benares as a place which stood next 

to Jaipur in the art of enamelling. But very little ena- 
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melling is now done at Benares. What is made is pre¬ 

pared by order. Enamelling is also executed to a 

limited extent at Lucknow and Rampur, but the artists 

confine their efforts to enamelling plate rather than 

jewellery. 

Some of the enamelled work of Delhi is almost 

equal to that made at Jaipur. It is chiefly employed, 

as at Jaipur, to decorate the back of jewelled ornaments 

of gold, a bright translucent red enamel being always 

preferred. The enamelling of Multan, Jhang, and 

Kangra is generally of a dark and light blue colour, the 

blue vitreous enamel being the most common. 

A very fine species of enamelling on gold is done 

at Jorhdt in Assam. The colours are blue, green, and 

white, and the effect is strikingly beautiful. The 

ornaments produced are lockets, ear-rings, bracelets, 

and necklaces. The sale is not extensive, and is only 

confined to the Assamese. The ornaments are often 

set with precious stones. 

Golden .cups are mentioned in the Rig-Veda. Later 

Gold *ad silver books also offer abundant evidence to 

shew that golden plate was in use in 

India from very early times. The custom followed in 

ancient India of making presents in large golden trays 

is thus referred to by Sir Edwin Arnold in his “Light of 

Asia” in describing the rejoicings that took place at 

Kapilavastu on the birth1 of prince SiddhSrtha :_ 

“Moreover, from afar came merchant men, 

Bringing, on tidings of his birth, rich gifts 

- In golden trays—goat shawls, 4 naxd and jade, '. " 
Tuikises "evening sky* tint, woven webs.'* 
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It is not known whether any old specimen of gold or 

silver work now exists in the country. The chief re¬ 

positories of such articles, palaces and temples have, 

in later times, passed through so many vicissitudes, that 

most of the plate and jewellery must have found their 

way to the melting pot. Even if any article has by 

chance escaped this wreck of time, its date cannot be 

easily ascertained. According to Sir George Birdwood, 

the oldest example of a really ancient work is a gold 

casket found within a Buddhist tc^e near Jellalabad. 

The casket contained some copper coins, which shewed 

that the monument was built about fifty years before 
Christ. 

Fhe manufacture -' of gold and silver plate must be 

an industry of a very limited extent. The abolition 

of native Indian courts has no doubt told heavily on 

the trade, and its revival cannot be hoped for until 

the heavy import duty levied in England upon such 

articles Is removed. 

Most of the ■ jewellers in Bengal can Imitate gold 

and silver plate of any form or pattern. But the de¬ 

mand for such work is small, and, except at Dacca and 

Cuttack, they are not made unless specially ordered. 

The filigrain work of Dacca and Cuttack is celebrated 

for its fineness and delicacy. It is made in the same 

way as filigrain jewellery. The articles made are gene¬ 

rally scent-holders, rose water sprinklers, card-cases, 

Hukkas (smoking bowls), &c. The cost of labour is 

high, and equals, or in the case of specially good work 

exceeds, the price of the silver. The silver plate made 
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at Bhowanipar; near Calcutta has of late attracted con¬ 

siderable notice, and the industry may be said to be 

a growing one. The frosted silver of Bhowaniptir is a 

work of great merit, but looks too much like European 

imitation. In the North-Western Provinces, Lucknow 

and Rdmpor are the two principal places where goid 

and silver plate is made. The articles turned out are 

generally of the same description as those manufactured 

at Dacca and Cuttack ; but, of late they have taken to 

making things for European use, like tea-sets, saucers, 

salt-cellars, sugar-basins and milk-pots. The style of 

work is different here, and there is a considerable variety 

in the designs. Some of the work is plain and some 

ornamental. In some the ornaments are engraved, while 

mothers they are beaten out [repousse). Silver gilt 

articles are also made at Lucknow. 

In the Punjdb, articles of a similar nature like those 

made in Bengal and the North-Western Fiovinces are 

made at Delhi, Kapurthala, Jallandhar, Amritsar, and 

Lahore. Carious specimens of silver work were sent to 

the Lahore exhibition from the Kapurthala State. They 

consisted of dates imitated in silver and a series of 

vessels of glass covered with silver work. Mr. Baden 

Powell stated, that only two men knew how to make this 

kind of work, one of whom resided at Kapurthala and 

the other at Amritsar. " The stems of the glass and 

the rim are covered with silver gilt and flowered (not 

filigree work), and the bowl with a covering of silver 

net, made of fine wire. Drinking cups and vases are 

made in this way.” Kashmir is famous for its parcel-gilt 
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silver . ware. The , patterns consist of small sprigs of 

leaves hammered out- in, relief all over the vessel 

Sometimes the ground is silver and the'sprigs are 

parcel-gilt. 

Chanda, in the Central Provinces, was formerly famous 

foj its gold and silver'work. Sir George Btrdwood, in 

his book on.“Industrial Arts of India (1880),” stated 

that the articles have lost much of their fame, “owing 

to the decreased demand for their wares under British 

rule. The District still however, possesses good gold¬ 

smiths and silversmiths, whose work is marked by the 

strongest local character.” ' The industry seems now to 

have entirely perished, for not only were no specimens 

sent .to the recent Exhibitions, but no mention of it has 

been made by the Provincial officer in his report to the 

Government of India on the art-manufactures of the 

Provinces. 

Rajputana, with its native courts, affords great en¬ 

couragement-to the manufacture of gold and silver plate. 

A very fine collection of such work was sent from Tonk 

to the Jaipur Exhibition, to which the Jury awarded the 

first prize, for, as they said, they “were good in design 

as well as in execution.” There has of late been intro¬ 

duced at Jaipur a new style of surface decoration, wk, 

engraving figures on the plate in such a way as to 

imitate in metal the clothing of human beings, natural 

fur of animals, and the feathers of birds. But in the 

opinion of Dr. Hendley, “such work though clever, is 

unsuitable to silver, though on gold perhaps it is more 

excusable, as the value of the latter metal would prevent 
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frequent use and therefore much cleaning.” Larger arti- 

cles, such as thrones and staves of canopies, are made at 

Jaipur in precious metals. At Bogru, a town in the Jaipur 

State, silver plate is made on a moderate scale, bv a local 

goldsmith. The Maharaja of Alwar has a number of 

silversmiths in his pay, who annually turn out various 

articles of good workmanship. The articles usually made 

are tumblers, cups, saucers, tea-pots, Hukkas, betel-hold¬ 

ers. &c. Processions with figures of men and animals, 

carnages, and other accessories are often beautifully 

engraved on the silver tumblers and cups, the designs of 

which are generally admired. Gold articles of a similar 

description are made for the State by goldsmiths in the 

pay of the Chief. Patan, a town in the little State of 

Jhallawar, has a reputation for its crane-shaped rose 

water sprinkler. Perfume boxes, betel-nut trays, 

tumblers, cups, and smoking bowls with covers and 

siVer chains hanging from them are also made at Patan. 

Nor is the little State of Bikanir any way behind in this 

art, for which Kach on one side and the sister States of 

Rajputana on the other have acquired a celebrity among 

the wealthy classes of India. The inaccessibility of this 

State attracted towards her a large number of peaceful 

merchants, who left their homes to escape the extortion 

of the later Mahomedan kings and the pillage of the 

Mariettas. The wealth they brought with them has 

contributed largely to the development of the art-manu¬ 

factures of Bikanir. Excellent examples of Bikanir 

silver work occupied a prominent place at the Jaipur 

Exhibition and in the later Exhibition in London. 
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Work almost similar to that made in Upper India 

and Rajputana is done at Gwalior, Rdmpurd in the 

Indor State, and at Dhar, Alipurd, and Chhatrapur in 

Central India. The articles made at Gwalior and 

Rdmpurd have a great reputation for their superior 

design and fineness of execution, those of the latter 

chiefly consisting of silver repousse work ornamented 

with gold. Dhar makes an ingenious rosewater sprink 

ler in the form of a bird. 

But no part oi I->dia is more celebrated for its work 

in precious metals than Kach in the Bombay Presi¬ 

dency. The interest lately created among Europeans 

in the art-manufactures of India has enhanced the 

demand for such articles, and the industry would have 

a great future “before it, if ever the Government of 

England could be induced to abolish the import duty on 

gold and silver plate. The increase in the demand has 

not produced in this case the usual degeneration in 

the design and execution of the articles turned out. 

Dholka, Viragram, Ahmadabad, Jundgad, and other 

places in Gujrat were formerly famous for their plate, 

but Kach has now taken them all under its wing ; and 

whether such articles are made at Bombay, Poona, or 

Ahmadnagar, they all go by t>-e name of “Kach silver 

ware.” 

In the Madras Presidency gold and silver wares are 

made at Dindigul, Palai in Madura District, Goddvari, 

Tanjore, Tirupati in .North Arcot District, Cochin, and 

Vizianagram. Articles in solid silver are also made 

in the Madras School of Art, from which a candlestick 
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designed after the manner of a native Hindu lamp a 

water-vessel in *plid silver, chased and ornamented 

and a spoon, with a bowl supported by parrots, the 

stem ending with a five-headed snake overshadowing 

the Ltngam, were sent to the Colonial and Indian Ex¬ 

hibition. A card-case, a scent-casket, and a bouquet- 

holder of fihgram work, a betelnut box with fluted and 

.embossec ornamentation, and a shallow silver bowl with 

utted sides and chased centre, were sent to the above 

hxh.bmon by the Mahardja of Cochin, while the Rdj* 

of V,z,anagram contributed elephant seats (howdahs) 

and trappings for elephants and horses used on cere¬ 

monial occasions Among the presents made to His 

Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, while he was in 
ndia was a shrine screen, of pierced and hammered 

sdver which in Sir George Birdwood's Opinion “is 

a wonderful example of manipulative dexterity.” 

There is some originality in the form of trays, scent- 

holders, betel-boxes, water-gogle^s, cups, and other 

articles made by the gold and silver-smiths of Mysore 

and they display a considerable amount of delicacy and 

ingenuity m chasing, ornamenting, and engraving the 

patterns. For superior workmanship i„ 'silver, the 

wages equal the value of the metal used, and in gold 

one half its value. Among the presents made to the- 

Innce of Wales was a beautiful golden tray, the rim 

and cover of which “are elaborately enriched with em- 

ossed flowers and leaves; while the bottom is left plain, 

excepting the well-proportioned border, and a centre 

panel of flowery geometrical design, which is enchased, 
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so as not to interfere with its necessary flatness, of 

surface.” Scent-bottles and caskets of filigrain work are 

made at Travancore, and silver wire is often employed 

for ■ the decoration of cocoanut shells. Zelgandal and 

Aurangabad are the only places In Haldrabad noted for 

their silver ware. ' The articles are made in; filigrain 

work." .. 

Enamelled ware. 

The art of enamelling as practised in India has 

already been described under the head 

of jewellery. Jaipur occupies ihe'irst' 

place in this branch of Indian art-manufactures. It 

is an old industry in this beautiful city of beautiful 

handicrafts. The oldest example of Jaipur enamel is 

the crutch staff on which MaMrijd Mdo Singh leaned 

when he stood before the throne of the Emperor Akbar 

at the close of *the sixteenth century. “It is fifty two 

inches in* length, and is composed of thirty-three 

cylinders of gold arranged on a central core of strong 

copper, the whole being surmounted by a crutch of light- 

green jade set with gems. Each of the thirty-two upper 

cylinders is painted in enamel with figures of animals; 

landscapes, and flowers. The figures are boldly .and 

carefully drawn by one who had evidently studied in the 

School of Nature; the colours are wonderfully pure and 

brilliant, and the work is executed with more skill and 

evenness than anything we see at the present day/1 Of 

modern articles of note may be mentioned the round 

plate presented to the Prince of Wales. It took four 

years to complete it, and, according to Sir George 

p (1) 
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» Ti’ .°f th' ln<lian 
“•. “ S,,d that lhe ««1 '•or*™ at Jaipur „e« 
«,g'„a»y brought from Lahore by M.Ursfjd Mia Singh 

The [W of the,r being Sikhs and their dependence at 
the present day on the Punjab for colouring materials 

confirm the tradition. Besides personal oJL*. ^ 

and plates of gold are enamelled, and although silver 
enamel of good quality is frequently made, tht artists 

do not I,ke to work in this metal, as "the difficulties of 

ena^lint * * »' 
, , S 0 lnaustry his achieved considerable 

deve opment in the course of the last few yeaxs knd 

Kashmir enamelled works in silver, copper, and ’brass 
are now sold by all dealer. In i„ a- Drass 

Calcutta, and other p,^ fc'Ht ^^ 
Hukka* anrf ^ii el-boxes, spice-boxes. 

The D L artic,es are celled at Delhi 

Enam 1 ° I* ^ much iai*™ to that of Jaipur* 

r*'at m“iL; 
remarkable for irs eacellenlo, ble 

i»8 of the K,„gra style is „so done in Kulu I-hT 
articles of iewellerv ^ XT chiefly on 
Benares hi l „g" *' N°f'?.<*«* Provinces, 

The indnsfry is on 1 dec,in” S'?*** " ^ 
>0 order. A little enam.llin1 ^ne 

and Rumour A sol" d a 8 “ “ d°“e « 

in the shape of ah ZJ Udt”™ «*■»•<. 

national Exhibition 'ZT* '° 
A s,miiar exa™ple of I.Ucknow 
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work was sent to the Jaipur Exhibition by the Rewa 

State. It was made of silver, the blue and enamelled 

grounds contrasting beautifully with the flowers of 

white spinel 

An imitation green enamel is made at Pratdbgarh. 

in Rajputana. The process of manufacture is no* 

known, as it is * a secret jealously kept by two or three 

families who practise the art. The industry is 

chiefly devoted to the manufacture of flat plaques of 

different shapes, which are sold to other artists, and 

utilised “either..as'separate "ornaments or as backings 

for enamelled brooches or bracelets, which can thus be 

worn with either side outmost.” Similar quasi-enamel 

is also done at Ratldm in Central India, the colour 

there being blue, while that of Pratdbgarh is green. 

Under this head may be classed the celebrated 

Tanjore metalwork, the art in which 
Encrusted ware- . A e , . 

consists of soldering, wedging, or 

screwing on silver patterns and figures of Hindu deities 

on copper vessels. The figures are made in the famous 

Madras or Swdmi• style, and the white figures in high 
relief on ‘ red copper ground produce an effect at once 

bold and striking. 

Sir George Birdwood describes “Damascening as 

Damascened art of encrusting one metal on 

Work. another, not in crusta?, which are 

soldered on or wedged; into the metal surface to which 

they are applied, but in the form of wire, which, by 

undercutting and hammering, is thoroughly incorporated 

into the metal which it is intended to ornament ” Prac- 
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tically, damascening is limited to encrusting gold wire, 

and sometimes silver .wire, on the surface of iron, 

steel or bronze. As its name implies, the industry 

originated at Damascus, where it underwent its highest 

development. It was however, brought to India directly 

from Kabul and Persia. Kofcli Lohiran near Sialkot 

and Gujrat, both in the Punjab, are the two chief seats 

of this industry, but the art is’ also practised at Lahore, 

Multan, Jaipur, Karauli, Alwar, Datid, &c. The use for 

which it was originally invented was the decoration of 

arms and armour, and the glory of the art has depart¬ 

ed with that of the warriors of old who fought with 

shields and swords, buckles arid breastplates, and maces 

and matchlocks. The art has therefore’ got antiquated, 

but happily the makers have turned it to the ornamenta¬ 

tion of articles for ordinary use, chiefly in a European 

household ; and in the manufacture of such things as 

well as of shields, arms, and armoury which Europeans 

purchase as curious, damascened work in India still 

maintains its precarious existence. 

Another style of damascened ware is what is known 

as the ' Bidri work-. This peculiar art 
Bidri-Ware. ... f .1 ' 

derives its name from the town of 

Bidar, its original home, which according to tradition, 

was founded by a Hindu king of the same name, four 

centuries before the Christian era. The place lies about 

75 miles to the north-west of Haidrabad within the domi¬ 

nions of the Nizam. Bidar was long the capital of a 

Hindu kingdom of the same name, and after its sub¬ 

version by the Mahoinedans it continued to be the 
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seat of Government under the Bahmaai Dynasty of 

the Uusafman sovereigns-of the Deccan. It Is said that 

one of the Hindu kings of Bldar invented the manu¬ 

facture of Ridri-ware, who used the articles to hold 

flowers and other offerings' which he daily presented to 

his household gods. Considerable improvements were 

introduced into the manufacture by his Hindu successors, 

but it attained' its present state of excellence under the 

Mahometans. Like many other handicrafts of. India, 

it declined with the downfall of the'Mahomedan Empire,, 

although it attracted the notice of men like Dr. Heyne, 

Dr. Buchanan Hamilton., Captain Newbald, Dr. Smith, 

.and others. Its decline as an industry was so complete 

that, in, the “Qudh Gazetteer/1 the most comprehensive 

work on that province yet published, no mention Is 

made of Btdri~\va.re among the manufactures of Luck¬ 

now, although for -more than a century It had flourished 

most in the capital of Oudh. The mode of manufac¬ 

ture is .very.nearly the same in all the places. The 

manufacture- of Bidri-ware is carried on under a 

system' of division of labour, the' different processes 

being ' generally performed by three classes of people 

viz. the moulder, the carver, and the inlayer. The 

moulder prepares the alloyed metal, casts the vessel and 

turns It to its proper shape by his lathe. The carver 

engraves the patterns on the surface of the vessel, 

and the inlayer designs the patterns, inlays the orna¬ 

ment of gold or-silver, and finally colours and polishes 
the article. The four notable seats of Bidri manu¬ 

facture are Bldar, Lucknow, Purnia, and MurshidaJbad. 
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In Haidrabad the industry is still an important one, as 

■it commands an extensive sale owing to the practice 

prevalent in the State of presenting a set of Bridi ware 

to the bridgroom at the time of marriage. « No dowry' 

is considered complete, among the better class of Maho- 

medans, unless a complete set of Bidriware, from bed- 

legs to a spittoon, is included. The high prices often 

render it necessary for the father of a family to begin his 

collection years before his daughter is marriageable.” 

Brass and copper vessels are usually used in India for 

copper domestic purposes instead of porcelain, 

• glass, and silver ware. Brass consists 

of copper and zinc, but a kind of bell-metal having 

copper and tin for its component parts called Pkui in 

Upper India and Kansa in Bengal, is also largely em¬ 

ployed m the manufacture of plates, cups,, and drinking 

vessels. Ordinary domestic utensils are not decorated" 

as m consonance with the Hindu idea of purity, these 

are required to be scrubbed with earth or sand before 

being washed each time they are used. Hindus gene¬ 

rally use brass vessels for ordinary purposes ; Mahome¬ 

tans prefer tmned copper. Brass, copper, or bellmetal 

manufactures may be classed as sacrificial utensils, 

cooking utensils, plates, cups, drinking vessels, and mis- 
cellaneous articles. 

Sacrificial vessel, differ in differe„, par!s oI the 

country, not only in shape, bllt in the ^ 

hey are made. On the Bengal side, they are generally 

o copper, while .n other parts ol India brass i 
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enough for suS ^ is not(C°DS,de«d pUf 

made of bra, P“rp0SeS‘ ^ages of de.Ues are a|s 

ingenuity is “? °ther meta'S’ and COnsid«ab} 
•r* - ^ea displaced.in their manufacture Tk 

sacrificial v^ej / „ Ah 
, ~ se*s are often decorated with floral desia^ 

and figures of divinities. gU 

ngal, vessels of brass and bell-metal are im,* 

tl,0“ °f KU«to< 

best. Th/ofh^T Darbl,4"*a bei“« “Mi*nd IhJ 
ner places noted . for. such- manufacture 

Kishan^tta ,tSeIf’ K*nchanna&ar iu Badwin, R^jshahi 
Kishang&nj m Purnia, i?Iamabad in Dacca, B^beri 

-.Hugh, and Cuttack. Patna makes a pecuiil kin 

, ^rass tea-urn which is in constant demand among tho 

c asses of Hindus and Mahomedans. Bras 

^ lC,eS fre f°r the most Part plain being simply moulded 

, i ef en lnt° t^se req^ired shape, and have no claim 

0 e^c assed as art-manufactures, although in some a 

fi°Ug at*eiiipt is made at decoration with lines, dots or 

^ gures of deities and animals. They are sold by weight 

6 Price varying from half a rupee to two rupees 

pound, according to the quality of the metal and the 

labour spent in the manufaflure. The KMnkra vessels 

are prized for their fine shape and the polish given to 
the articles. 

In the North-Western Provinces, household utensils 

are largely made at Sult£npur in Oudh, and Umlipa$:|;| 

in the Azamgarh District, besides the ornamented ware 

manufactured at Benares, Lucknow, Moradabad, Jhinsi 

taiitpur, and Gorakhpur. Besides what is known a® 
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the Benares ware.- this sacred city is noted for its sacri¬ 

ficial and domestic utensils, toys, and figures of deities 

The most important of the North-Western Prov¬ 

inces brass and copper manufactures are however, the 

Benares brass ware, the Moradabad brass ware, and the 

Lucknow copper vessels. All these manufafiures have 

advanced in rapid strides into European favour during 

the last few years, and at present no dealer in Indian 

art-manufaSures considers bis stock-in-trade complete 

without a good colleftion of these articles, specially 

of the first two. 

In the variety of the designs, in the excellence 

Benares ware. casL a°d the rich colouring 

which gives to the articles a gold-like 

lustre, Benares brass ware has not been surpassed by 

any other town in India. The ware is now largely sold 

not only in India but all over Europe. Plates, water- 

goglets, trays, cups, salvers, shields, betel-holders and 

various articles are made in this style of work. The 

brass is first moulded into the required shape, and then 

patlSScns are engraved. 

Moradabad brass ware is, like the Benares ware, 

Moradabad ware, universally admired. Its origin has 

no connection with religion, and it 

seems to be an art developed, if not originated, by the 

Mahomedans. The manufacture was not in a very 

flourishing state before the year 1876. In that year, the 

Agricultural Department of the North-Western Pro¬ 

vinces, then presided over by Sir Edward Buck, per¬ 

suaded a hotel-proprietor at Allahabad to open a stali 
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for.the sale of Indian manufactures to Europeans going 

to England who generally made a halt thete. The 

elegant shape of the vessels, with their rich floriated 

patterns standing out in their gold or silvery brightness 

on-a blank-ground, soon'attracted the attention of the 

European visitors, and their- sale went up by leaps and 

bounds. As in the Benares ware, the brass is first 

moulded into the required shape of the vessel, and then 
the patterns are chiselled out. 

In the Punjab, Amritsar, Peshawar, Delhi, Jagddhri, 

Riwiri, Hushiarpur, Dask4,. GujrdnwdM, and Find 

Dddan Kh<£n are the places most noted for their manu¬ 

factures- in ■ non-precious metals, Delhi is famous for 

its huge cooking pots, called -Degchas. Kashmir is 

famous for its engraved copper ware, a good collection 

of which was sent to the Glasgow International Exhi¬ 

bition. .These ■articles are now extensively sold to 

Europeans- and consist of trays, plates, claret-jugs, 

salvers, tobacco-jars, tea-services, &c.a 

In the Central Provinces, brass utensils were largely 

made in many places, specially at Bhandiri, Lodhi- 

Kheri in the Chhindwira District, Timorni in the 

Hoshangabad District, Mandld, and Sambalpur. They 

consisted of plain ordinary household utensils, like 

similar articles made in other-Provinces, without any 

pretension to artistic merit, but were much sought 

after on account of their neatness and durability. But 

the industry has much declined within the last fifteen 
years. 

Ordinary household utensils are largely- made at 

.- -Q . ' ' ' 
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Jaipur. They are plain, but highly polished. Of 

these, Jaipur smoking bowls, called Gargards or Gur- 

guris, are noted all over Upper India. Of late, Dr. 

Hendley has introduced the manufacture of brass 

trays and other articles with arabesque designs from 

old Indian patterns in repoussi. These are made by 

several exceptionally skilful workmen. In fact, the 

Jaipur men can imitate anything given to them. The 

patronage of a liberal court, which has always been 

noted for its encouragement of art, has led to many 

good workmen .from different parts of India settling 

there. Salvers and vases of Hindu shapes engraved 

with mythological figures, soap-boxes, betel-boxes, &c., 

pierced with floral and geometrical patterns, are made 

at the School of Art and in the Bazar. Plates and 

vessels are also made in the School of Art with designs 

of mythological or hunting scenes scratched upon them. 

A beautiful hunting scene was thus depicted on a large 

plate shewn at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition. 

An accoum of wood carving has already been 

Wood-carving'. under the head of “ Decorative 

„ wood ^ving as applied to architec 

ture. The art is also employed in making smaller 

articles of household furniture. 

In Bengal almost the only place.where carved fur- 

mtureof note is made is Monghyr. The wood used 

is the Indian ebony (Diospyros melanoxylon) found 

on the western hills, on which ivory and horn are 

sometimes inlaid. The industry is now stationary. 
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Cabinets, writing boxes, pen-trays, cribbage boards 

and other articles of household furniture are made 

Toys and personal ornaments suitable for European 

use are 'manufactured of ebony as well as of palm and 

areca-nut wood. 

The, most important wood-carving, in small work, 

carried on in the North-Western Provinces is that' 

done at Nagind in the Bijnor District. It is in Indian 

ebony, on which floral designs are delicately cut "out 

with the chisel. Boxes,- pen-cases, inkstands,, book- 

covers, and other articles are thus beautifully ornament¬ 

ed- The industry has greatly .. developed in late' years, 

and a large* number of people is now engaged lit the 

trade. In the more elaborate and expensive work, the. 

black is often relieved by silver and mother-o’-pearl 

mounts, but ft is a question how far this extraneous and 

new style of ora ..mentation preserves the integrity and 

the artistic merit of .the original work. 

In the Bombay Presidency, wood-carving is now 

principally carried on-in-Ahmedabad, Surat, and Camara. 

At Ahmedabad there are some 800 families of carpenters; 

yet the industry has-greatly declined compared to 

what it was in former times. Mr, B. A. Gupte says: 

"The art of wood-carving was almost extinct in Ahmeda¬ 

bad ; the only articles made being a few samples of' 

elaborate flower-stands, picture-frames, • card cases, 

&c.s in blackwood, for the European visitors to the 

city, but by the enterprise of Mr. Lockwood De 

Forest an American gentleman, a revival has taken 
place.” * 
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The principal places where sandalwood carving is 

carvfa^00" LTeda\Canara’ Burat> Ahmeda- 
, T ba<3’ and Bombay in the Bombay Presi\ 

dency; Travancore, Trichinopoly, Haladgi, Raidru' 

Tirupatur, Madura, Odiyaghir, Karnul, Coimbatorf 

Kistna, and Godavari in the Madras Presidency ■ a 
Sordb and Sagar in Mysore. The ca™^'m“ 

elaborate and minote, sometimes represenfing patterns 
of ...neat. fohage and flowers, b„, more o,^“ 

!0g,C.U«„«s ornamented with geometrical and flora! 

Wood is inlaid with ivory, horn, brass, and sii.e,. 

Inlaid woodwork. n Bea&ai> the art is very litie practised. 

. Only in Monghyr ivory and horn are 
ihometimes inlaid on furniture or small articles made of 

e ony wood The demand for ivory-inlaid ebony work 

ry small and is apparently diminishing. There are 

Zs:z rin profess,on o f„r„,t„re making and in|a in 

Nontw1', rlh' ^ »“^ar4 in the 
North-Western Provinces, decorate their . elabo 

rale and expensive work with silver and mother o’ n! i 
mounts as a set-off to the black nf m ™ 'P 

.he articles are made It ? °' which 
work in the North-Weston Pro °°"d "'ood 
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On the Bombay side work-boxes, glove-boxes, and 

other articles are minutely decorated by inlaying on 

the surlace small pieces of ivory, stag-horn, tin, glass, 

&c. This work is done at Surat, Baroda, Ahmedabad 
Kacn? and Bombay. * 

The art of colouring and working wood by putting 

Lacquered ware. layers °f lac upon it is practised all 

over *nciia> the Province of. Punjab 
being the most noted for manufactures of this kind. The 

art consists in coating an article of wood with lac of 

different odours, and often cutting out patterns on it 
with-a chisel. 

kc<3ueriBg is now done . In Bengal, Mur- 

shidabad and Patna being the only places where the 

in ustry is practised on a limited scale. It is said 

that good lacquered ware is made at a place near 
birdjganj. 

_In the North-Western Provinces,- lacquered wooden 

articles are made in many places, notably at Bareilly 

w?”’- Luck"ow- Fatehpur,. Shdhjahdnpur, Benares, and 

Mirzapur _ Chairs, tables, and similar articles are made 

xei y, axes, plates, and small articles at Agra- 

egs for bedsteads at Lucknow, -Fatehpur, and ShdhjaL- 

I , and toys at Benares and Mirzapur. Each District 

has a style of its own different from its neighbour. The 

art of lacquering is, in the North-Western Provinces 

more applied to the decoration of bedstead legs than to 

Mbz! " artlde‘ T°yS ma<3e St Benares> Fatehpur, and 
Mirzapur are more remarkable for their cheapness than 

eau y. acks of native cards are made at Fatehpur o£ 





fresco paintings in an unsuitable material f and ^ 

qu.te anjKfes.bIe that the men who devised such artistic 

ZTTZCOUId have ^the same - atids traced m variegated pietm dura the ex uJ ; - 

arabesques of the Taj, informed in every undulln 

rue and drooping bud, and bursting flower wj& the 
true principles of inlaid decoration." ’ * h 

Whatever the position of the industry might havp 

Ivoty-cwrrfBg; beeB ,n ancient times, ivory-carving is 

day, if the pr, °«ii:*Df0Uri“l”'",g " lbt 

eluded from the aecoZ r Z'"’*y '"”k " 
worked i„ T h»V are 

> - places, the most noted beingMiir- 
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shidabad and Travancore. Ivory in large quantities 

!S ‘’T** to ®7bay from AM*. A portion of it 

India Th ^ f reSt kept t0 meet the *mand in 
fad.a. fhere is also a local supply from the herds 

of elephents that roam in the jungles of Assam and 

Southern India. This supply has, however, become 

very small now, owing to the stringent regulations 

passed by Government for the proteftion of wild 

e.ephants. The articles generally carved out of ivory 

are figures of gods and goddesses, men, animals and 

other toys, combs, ornaments, Ckauris or fly-drivers 

mats, caskets, &c. The Murshidabad manufaftares are 

perhaps the best in India, fully displaying in them 

the finish, minuteness, and ingenuity characteristic 

° all true Indian art. They are remarkable also con¬ 

sidering the simple and rough nature of the few tools 

by which they are made. The industry is, however; 

declining, and it is said that the number of artisans 

engaged in the work is not now one-fourth of what it 
was twenty years ago. 

Sir George Bird wood has pointed out how in India 

Pottery precedence is always rightly given *0 

siupe of the vessel, and the deco¬ 

rations, if any, are always subordinated to the shape. 
He says:— 

“fn the best pottery, we always find the reverent subjection 

of colour and ornamentation to- form, and it is in attaining this retuit 

that,the Indian potter has shewn the true artistic feeling and skill of 

ail Indian workmans in his handiwork. The correlation of his forms 

Oii) 
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DrlmStTt vk OTTentati0n !S P€rfeCt’ and withont seeming 
jrttTT “ Wererathera creation of nature than o( 
art , and tins * recogntsed, even in the most homely objects, as the 
highest achievement-of axtttfce/’ J 

UngJazed earthem pottery has been made in India 

trom time immemorial. The practice of throwing away 

the pots m use, and obtaining fresh ones on prescribed 

occasions has given great impetus to the trade. Every 

large village in India has its potters, and baked pot¬ 

tery for. everyday use ,is made all over the country. 

The art of making glazed pottery seems to have 

come to India from China by way of Persia. The 

most notable places where artistic pottery is now 

made are Khulna, Dinajpur, Sewdn, and Rdnigani 

C"ga ; ,A^amgarh> Lucknovv> Sitdpur, Rampur, 
Aligarh, and Khurjd in the North-Western Provinces- 

elhi, Multan, and Peshawar in the Punjab; Jaipur' 

Burhanpur in the Central Provinces; Madras, Madura' 

Salem, and other places in the Madras Presidency • and 

Bombay, and Halid ,n Sind in-the Bombay Presidency. 

The manufacture of glass was known in ancient 

tST manBfec- Ind‘a- Dr- R^ndra Ldla Mitra sup- 

crystal But ^ * was of pounded 

lorthe'manuictur ^ ^ ^ 

was e arge tracts of country in Upper India 

Manufacture of glass India is.till, ^ 

primitive state, the indigenous production being usually a 
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coarse blue or green glass full of Haws and air bubbles. 

This is produced by melting the Reh soil over a strong 

fire Or, where Reh is not procurable, quartzose peb¬ 

bles ground and mixed with an equal quantity of an 

alkaline ash is the material commonly used. This seems 

to be the substance which, according to Pliny, the 

Greeks also employed for glass manufacture. The glass 

thus obtained is chiefly used in the manufacture of 

bangles, beads, and crackle- ware for perfumes. White 

glass is obtained by melting broken pieces of European 

ware, of which small vessels are sometimes made. But 

glass ware is now almost entirely imported from Europe. 

Glass vessels of Indian manufacture produced in a few 

places, as at Patna, have, however, recently attracted 

European attention, and some of them have been highly 

admired for their graceful shapes and beautiful colours. 

In the North-Western Provinces, crackle ware is largely 

made in the Bijnor District. It mostly consists of 

bottles or flagons, which are sold to pilgrims who come 

from a long distance to batlje in the holy water of the 

Ganges, and who always carry back to their homes a 

bottle-ful of the sacred water. Small flasks and glasses 

are made at Deoband, a town in the District of Sahdran- 

pur. These are in various colours and are very effect¬ 

ive. Walking sticks of glass are made at Lucknow. 

One of the earliest materials of which primitive 

Leather maim- man made his household utensils is 

factures. the skin of animals. In the Rig-veda 

leathern bags to hold water are alluded to. In the early 
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Vedic period, hides and skins do not seem to have been 

held impure, nor any articles made out of other animal 

substances. The feeling against taking life and using 

animal products either for food, or for the manufacture of 

dress, shoes, and other articles, originated in a later age, 

when the Aryans had fairly settled down in the hot 

plains of India and retained only a faint tradition of the 

cold, bleak regions beyond the high mountains from 

which their ancestors had come, and when, living 

in the midst of a profuse abundance of grains, vege¬ 

tables, and fruits, they could well aSord to extend to the 

brute creation the benefits of mercy and charity. 

Even in later times, however, exigencies of social 

life necessitated exceptions in favour of the use of 

leathern ..articles. Sa.nkha and Likhita declare that 

water raised from wells in leather buckets is pure and 

wholesome, and the sage Atri says that “ flowing 

water and that which is raised by machinery are not 

defiled.” Oleaginous substances were also allowed 

to be'kept in leather vessels, because they had to be 

transported from place to place and earthen jars 

would not be strong enough for the purpose. At the 

present day, besides shoes and saddlery, these bottles 

and buckets are the chief manufactures of leather in this 
country. 

In Bengal, country shoes have almost gone out of 

fashion, and English shoes, either imported or made in 

the country, have taken their place. Country-made slip¬ 

pers of brown leather, tanned according to indigenous , 

process, are, however, extensively worn by the people. 
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in Upper India, country shoes are still almost universally 

used. These are made of a reddish leather with a 

curled front, and low sides, and covering the feet only 

up to a httle above the toes. They are often lined with 

red or green velvet, and ornamented with tinsel and gold 

or silver embroidery. The slippers made for ladies are 

often very fine and artistic. Patna, Benares, Lucknow, 

Rdmpur, Agra, Delhi, Lahore, and Jaipur are the prin¬ 

cipal seats of manufacture. Delhi sends large quantities 

■Of such shoes to other parts of India, . 

Notwithstanding the extent of their present produc- 

Cotten fabrics. tion’ cotton manufactures ip the old 
style are in their last gasp. The few 

small pieces of wood and bamboo tied with shreds of 

twine and thread which the weaver calls his loom, and 

which he can as easily make himself as buy from the 

village carpenter, can no more compete with the power¬ 

ful machinery worked in Lancashire than a village cart 

of western Bengal can run a race with the “flying 

Scotchman.” Yet the wonder is, that cotton fabrics can 

still be manufactured with the old primitive loote all over 

.the country. Machinery, with all its modern improve¬ 

ments, seems to contend in vain with a moribund 

industry, that must linger on as long as the worker in it 

has nothing better to do than to produce from it 

sixpence a day as the joint earnings of himself; his 

wife, a boy, and a girl. Another reason why Indian 

looms can still compete with Lancashire goods is that 

the European process of manufacture ha® not vet been 
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able to give to the fabrics that strength for which' native 

manufactures hav. a reputation; Nor-has machinery -yet 

■been able to make those gossamer ' fabrics, for which 

wealthy Indians sometimes pay’ fabulous prices: Thus 

cotton is still woven all over the' country—plain cloths, 

from the thickest carpet, called Dari or Satranji, 

to the thinnest one-threaded Malmal or Eksuti ; 

striped cloths ,* and damask cloths with beautiful 
patterns'. 

By far-the most important; of the Indian cotton 

manufactures.' in an artistic point of view are the 

muslins. ■ The value of the Dacca muslins consists 

in their fineness, to attain which an incredible amount 

of patience, perseverance, and skill were formerly dis¬ 

played both by the spinners -and the weavers. One 

way of testing their fineness was to pass a whole 

piece of muslin, twenty yards long by one yard wide, 

through the small apertltre of an , ordinary-sized finger 

ring. Another test was the compass within which 

a piece . could be .. squeezed, Tavernier relates of 

a Persian ambassador - in Bengal having.on his return 

home presented to his monarch a piece of Dacca muslin 

turban, thirty yards long, placed within a highly 

•ornamented, cocoanut shell,' not larger than an ostrich 

egg. The. best test, however, was the _ weight' of the' 

cloth proportioned to its size and number of threads. 

It is said that two hundred years .ago,'a piece of runs-' 

lis, fifteen yards long by one -yard ■ wide, could be 

manufactured so fine as to weigh only 900 grains. Its 

price was £40. Dr. Taylor, writing in 1840, stated that 
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finest qualities having r,8oo, the second r,4oo, 

on, the threads being finer in proportion to their j 

number. Experiments Conducted by Dr. Forbes 

son established tfie superior fineness of the 

muslins to similar fabrics made in Europe. 

Muslins are also made at Jahdhdbdd, near 

In the North-Western Provinces-, muslins of 

quality are made at Sikandrabad in the E 

of Bulandshahr. These are usually fringed wit 

and are used for turbans. Handkerchiefs of fine 

hn cloth are also made here. Plain and striped 

bns are made at a place called Mau in the Azai 
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made at Rdichur. In Assam, spinning and weaving are 

done-at home, and almost every household has its own 

spinning wheel and its own loom. Both spinning and 

weaving are done by women. As in the other Provinces 

of India, in Assam too English yarn Is rapidly taking the j 

place of home-spun thread, except when coarse and ■ 

particularly durable cloths are required. The cotton 

grown In the Province Is, however, still largely used for | 

domestic purposes. | 

Silk, though it was originally ' discovered In China,. ■ ; 

. . . did not take long to make its wav to f 
Kafir fEOrtCS. „ J ■ . \ 

India. No mention of It is .made in 

the Vedas.- But it was common, at the time when , the * 

great epics, the Rim^yana and the -Mahdbhdrata, were 

composed. Fabrics are made' of the mulberry silk 

{Bombyx mart, &c., of Tasar silk {Antherwa mytitta), 

of jEWsilk produced by worms - fed upon castor- ! 

leaf (Pkilosomia ricini)y of Mugd silk {Anfheroeopsis | 

msatm), of Cricula silk {Cricuta trifenestra), and of ; 

Burma silk {Attacus atlas), Under the East India Com¬ 

pany large quantities of mulberry silk were produced,, 

chiefly in Bengal, and exported to Europe. ' The in¬ 

dustry gradually declined since the abolition of the ; 

Company's filatures, and only a few years ago it'was in ' j 

an extremely deplorable state, .owing, it is said, to the 

deterioration which Bengal silk has undergone in quality ?? 

of late years. The Government of India is now making ■ i! 

strenuous efforts to revive the trade. Mr. Wardle who 

In this country a few years ago, was surprised to* 
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find that India purchased large quantities of China silk 

for the more valuable fabrics made in India. He 
writes 

“One thought is somewhat saddening with regard to silk fc India 

At the Present time. I hare recently travelled over the greater part of 

India, and I have everywhere found, in all the silk centres, that for the 

fcore ornamental silk fabrics Indian silk is not used, but that the manu¬ 

facturers procure their supplies from China on the one hand and 

on the other. This ought not to be. Bengalis capable erf producing 

silk to a vastly extended degree, not only enough for all the reqnire- 

raents of India, which are really very great, bo<-’i for weaving embroidery, 

and minor purposes, but for a greatly increased export trade.” 

George Birdwood states that “there is 

an regions of North Bengal and Assam. The 

Benares and Agra. Benares embroidered silk cioths have 

a reputation all over India. Silk fabrics are made at 
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silk cloths are made at Bellary and many other towns 

Formerly large quantities of silk fabrics were manu¬ 

factured in Mysore, but the industry has declined owing 

to a silk worm disease. Tanna near Bombay has long 

been famous for its silk manufactures. 

fo India, artistic decorations have never been so pro- 

Woollen fabrics, fusely ,avished cn mannfaSures of 
sheep-wool as on cotton and silk 

fabrics. Pashmind, of which Kashmir shawls are made 

is not sheep-wool, but a soft down found on the goat 

in Tibet and Central Asia. Sheep-wool has never been 

in high estimation as a material for clothing. The 

climate of the plains is unfavourable for the production 

of sheep-wool of a superior quality, suitable for the 

manufacture of fine fabrics. Nor do woollen fabrics 

keep in good preservation in this climate. 

The chief centre of woollen manufactures in India 

is of course the Punjab. Of sheep-wool manufactures 

the most common is the blanket. Indian blankets are 

not like those made-in Europe ; and very little attention 

is paid to softening or felting them. They are coarse 

and rough. Blankets are not only made in the Punjab, 

but also in Rajputana, North-Western Provinces, and 

more or less in other parts of the country. Among finer 

stuffs, good olankets and shawls were formerly made of 

a soft sheep’s wool obtained from RSmpur or BasShir, a 

hill State in the Punjab. Considerable quantities of 

woollen stuffs are now made in the Himalayan States, 

where the cold demands a warmer clothing than in the 
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plains. Loi is a superior kind - of sheep-wool fabric 

largely used in the North-West as a winter wrapper, 

it is chiefly made at Lahore, Sirsa, Ludhi*n4, and 

Amritsar. Pattu is a woollen doth of the Punidb 

imdlayas used for trousers and coats by the hill 

peop e. Gloves, stockings, neckties, Namd&s or felts 

sa^ e-pads, &c., are made of sheep-wool at various 

places m the Punjab. Cloaks are manufactured of this 

material m Jaipur. Bikdnir serges are considered the 

best m Rajputana. Jodhpur makes wrappers and petti- 

^oats of sheep-wool. These are prepared by Jit and 

Vaishnava women in their leisure hours. Of late they 

have been largely purchased by Europeans. 

Until recently these were important industries in 

caiic5Sg.aDd many °f India- They h^e, how- 
. ever suffered greatly in competition 

with European goods. Plain dyeing is practised by a 

class of people called the rangrez, and printing by the 

ckhipi or chhipigar. The dyers and printers are mostly 
hi ahomedans. 3 

Very little dyeing and printing is done in Bengal. 

A few dyers and printers from Behar and the North- 

Western provinces have opened shops- in the prin¬ 

cipal towns of the province, especially in Calcutta. 

Besides Calcutta, the only places in Bengal where cloth- 

printing is carried on to some extent are the Districts of 

Patna, Darbhdngd, and Sdran. In Calcutta, the cloths, 

after being stamped, are boiled in a dye solution that 

imparts to them a reddish'tinge which is a fast colour. 
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Tinsel-printing-is largely- done in Calcutta. The art 

consists of stamping on the- cloth, by a hand-block, a 

preparation,of gum, and then .fixing, upon the patterns 

thus formed,in gum, false gold or silver leaf. Before 

stamping, the cloth is always dyed a plain colour. Gold 

foil is generally applied on a violet ground and silver on 

red. . The patterns are either floral-or geometrical, but 

always bold, striking, and tasteful. 

The printing and dying industries are still carried on 

to a. large extent in the North-Western Province^ 

Punjab and Rajputana. Farukhabed and Lucknow ex¬ 

ports large quantities of such stuffs to other parts of 

"India. 

Cold and silver wire is used in lace-making, and 

"Lace, borders ' Kdldbatun (gold or silver wire' twisted 

and edgings. with silk thread) in the weaving of 

brocades and cloths of gold and silver. Lace as 

understood in Europe, was not known .. India, Tts 

manufacture has only been lately introduced into the 

country, chiefly .among: the native Christians, of Madras. 

■ Specimens of white lace, black silk and gold lace and 

purely gold lace were sent from Madras to the Calcutta 

International Exhibition. They were made by. Indian 

girls in the Christian Mission Schools and the work was 

admirable. All were of European patterns. r In Upper 

India, lace for European use Is made at Delhi,. Agra,.-and 

Lucknow. The word has been transformed into Lais. 

It is made on a warp of yellow silk with gold or silver 

wire for woof. This lace Is used for military and civil 
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uniforms, but European lace is now largely employed for 

the, purpose. 

Silk fabrics with raised patterns are called brocades. 

_ . , Gold or silver cloths—i.e»f silk woven' 
Brocades aad 

cloths of gold .and with gold or silver thread—are known 

®aw# . in India by the name of Kinkkabs, 

Silk- brocades are made %vhetever silken stuffs are 

manufactured' on an extensive scale. Murshidabad 

Benares, Bhdwalpur, Multan, Ahmedabad, Surat, YoMy 

Poona, and Aurangabad are the places most noted for 

silk' brocades. Sdrisi made at Baluchar near Mur¬ 

shidabad, with flowers and figures, were a short time 

ago higly appreciated by Bengali ladies, but these have 

now very nearly been ousted from the market by cheap 

“pine-apple” cloths imported from abroad. 

Gold and silver wire and Kdldbaiun thread are often 

introduced in the manufacture of the more valuable 

fabrics. Sometimes a few bands of gold are put at the 

end of a cotton muslin or a silk fabric. Punjdb Lungis, 

even the common ones, bear a few bands of gold- just 

at a little distance from the ends. But the ends of the 

more costly ones are entirely woven in gold, and as 

these are chiefly used for turbans, one end with the gold 

is allowed to hang behind, with an effect at once pic¬ 

turesque and becoming. In Bombay, Central Provinces, 

and the whole of Southern India, gold is almost invariably 

introduced as a border in superior fabrics made of 

cotton or silk. In the Kinkhdbs, however, gold or silver 

is worked on a silk basis all through the piece, practi- 
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caily making it in all appearance into a clotn of gold * 
or silvei. 

Silver brocades are made with silver wire without 

any gold coating. False gold and silver Kinkhdbs are 

made of gilt copper wire. They are mostly imported. 

Kinkhdbs were in former days extensively used by rich 

rnerr. But English education is rapidly modifying 

the tastes of the people; and the demand for gold and 

silver cloths is now decreasing. Besides dresses for 

wealthy people, gold anc silver brocades were formerly 

used for elephant and horse trappings. In Bengal, gold 

and silver brocades are made at Murshidabad, but in 

Northern India Benares is the chief seat of this manu¬ 

facture. Its embroidered silks and brocades have long 

been famous all over the world. The varieties of bro¬ 

cades woven at Benares are numerous. Some are rose- 

coloured, some purple, some black, and some white. 

The patterns in some are spangled, while through others 

run scrolls of foliage and flower. There are also vari¬ 

ous other patterns. It is estimated that upwards of 2,750 

workmen find employment in the manufacture of silk 

fabrics and gold and silver brocades in Benares. Luck¬ 

now also makes some brocades, but the industry there 

is not so important as in Benares. As Benares is inj 

the north, Ahmedabad and Surat are in the south of 

India famous for their Kinkhdbs Sir George Birdwood 

mentions a piece belonging to the Prince of Wales “as 

one of the most sumptuous ever seen in Europe, ft is 

By gold is meant silver wire with a gold coating. 
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of Ahmedabad work, rich- with gold ami gay with 

colours, and was presented to the Prince by the young 

Gaikwar of Baroda*” 

Embroidery is either .worked in loom or wrought 

Embroidery, needle-work. On cotton'fabrics the 

patterns are madf of cotton, silk, or 

gold or silver wire twisted with silk thread called the 

K&ltimtutu Coloured wool imported from Europe is 

sometimes interworked with cotton. Silk and woollen 

fabrics kre embroidered with silk, wool, or Kdlibatun 

thread. Some of the best gold embroidery is done on a 

velvet .ground or on English broadcloth. Velvet is not 

made in India, but is imported. The heaviest kind of 

gold embroidery is done by fixing the fabric to oe 

embroidered on a frame worn. 

Besides plain and striped muslins, embroidered fa- 

brics of different patterns are turned out at Dacca, the' 

embroidery being either worked .by hand in the loom or 

done by needle; In Calcutta, large quantities of cotton 

embroidery, are sold among Europeans. Handkerchiefs, 

ladies* dresses, and clothing for children are so em¬ 

broidered by men residing in th,e neighbouring districts. 

Embroidery Is also done at Lucknow In the North-West¬ 

ern Provinces, It was Introduced into that town from 

Bengal, and now gives employment to upwards of 1,200 

persons, chiefly women and children of good families 

impoverished since the abolition of the Gudb Court. 

The most noted of all the Punjab embroidery are 

the celebrated Kashmir shawls, which, besides Kashmir 

* to 
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itself, are more or less worked at Amritsar, Ludhidn£r 

Nufpur, Gurd^spur, Siilkot, and other places in the" 

Punjab, where a large number of Kashmiri immigrants 

have settled. Mr. Kipling has made the following 

remarks regarding the present position of the shawl 
industry in the Punjab : 

“ The Kashmir shawls are of two kinds: the first is the loom woven, in 

vhieh the pattern is Vroduced in the loom itself by the aid of avast 

somber of small bobbins carrying the coloured Pashm, the shuttle and 

cross-threads being only used to secure the whole fabric; the second is 

the cheaper kind, in which the whole of the pattern is embroidered with 

the needle. The shawls are made in traditional forms, the Doshdta or 

long shawl in pairs, the Rumal or sqfttre shawl, and the Jdmiwir, or 

shawl always in broad stripes of alternate colour, green and white, red 

and bine, &c. The shawl trade is a very floating one. As a rule, it 

may be said that the fabric is too costly in proportion to the appearance 

& makes. The exports for Kashmir were in value—t88o, Rs.21,50,000; 

»88|. Ss.to,88,000; 1882, Rs. 11,31,002. The introduftion of the aniline 

dyra has done a great deal to injure the design and appearance of 

shawis, especially the coarse crimson known as magenta shawl. Weaving 

is carried on in Amritsar, where, however, the Chingthfin stout wool is 

Obtained, and not the first quality, which never leaves Kashmir. In 

GujrSt a little coarse shawl weaving is done, and at Ndrpur also, but 

here, and occasionally at Si&Ikot, shawl edging only is made. The edge 

of the shawl has to be stiffer and stronger than the shawl itself, and is 

woven on a silk ground. There is some likelihood that the Kinara or 

edging by itself may become an article of trade, as it might be used for 

dress trimmings and other purposes.'’ 

In Kashmir itself shawl manufafilure is now in a 

deplorable state; The value of the trade was in former 

days estimated at half a million pounds, but, now the 

industry is well nigh moribund. Unless means are- 

taken by Government to preserve it, the art of weaving 

the finest shawls will probably be extinct. 
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Another important embroidered fabric of the Punjab 

that has of late found great favour among Europeans 

is the Phulkari cloth. It is a silk embroidered coarse 

cotton cloth originally wrought by the peasant women in 

many distrifts of the Punjab and Rajputana. The Jit 

women use these embroidered cloths for bodices, petti¬ 

coats, &c.; they are now made into curtains in European 

houses. Phulkiri cloths are largely manufactured at 

Amritsar, Sialkot, Montgomery, Rawalpindi, Firozpur, 

Hazard, Bannu, Hissar, Lahore, Karndl, Kohdt, Derd 

Ismail Khan, and Rohtak. Those made in Hazard are 

probably the best. 

The original home of carpet manufacture was the 

Carpets wilds north of Persia—Kurdistan, 

Kirman, Khorassae, &c. The climate 

of India is unsuited for the production of that soft wool 

which could be made to glow with the richest tints- and 

with which the best carpets were made In former times 

In Central Asia. Nor is the moist atmosphere of many 

parts "of this country favourable-for the safe -keeping 

of this magnificent produft of art. An Eastern carpet 

should not be taken for a common floor-cover, but It 

must be looked upon as a rich tapestry on which the 

beautiful colours of nature are blended, as an oriental 

can only blend. The manufacture of such carpets is 

now a thing of the past. Art formerly belonged only 

to princes and their wealthy following. The princes 

of the East knew no hurry, but could wait and pay for 

a carpet like the one made at Warangul (in Haidrabad, 
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Deccan) in the sixteenth or early in the seventeenth cen¬ 

tury, containing 3,500,000 knots on its entire surface, or 

400 knots to the square inch, and the patterns on which 

were so complicated that a change of needle was requir¬ 

ed for every knot. This carpet belongs to Mr. Vincent 

Robinson, and is now shewn in the Indian section of the 

South Kensington Museum. The public is now the 

patron of art and the public can generally afford to have 

the name, not the reality. So things for the most part 

are now getting to be made and sold not always for any 

intrinsic merit in them-but in virtue ot their traditionary 

reputation. 

The manufacture of pile carpets was introduced 

into India by the Mahomedans, who, *0 whatever place 

they went not only encouraged the indigenous arts but 

brought to it the handicrafts, and occasionally the crafts¬ 

men themselves, of Bagdad, Shiraz and Samarcand. 

Persian carpets were, however, always, preferred to 

those made in India. A few specimens of these carpets 

still remain in India, and these are now and then 

reproduced with more or less accuracy. For instance, 

a copy of the Hirati carpet that has been in the Jaipur 

family for over a hundred and fifty years was, sometime 

ago, made in the Agra Central Prison. 

Carpets are now made in many of the jails of Mia 

by pnson labour. They are also made in the School of 

Art at Jaipur. The old Persian patterns are generally 

copied in the jails. New patterns, however, are some¬ 

times invented like the Tdj and the Parrot patterns of 

the Agra Jail. The manufacture of woollen pile carpets 
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private parties at Warangul and Hammdmkundd 

Haidrabad State, and at Adoni, Vadavedi, ar 

places in the Madras Presidency. It is said t 

competition of jail manufactures with those of 

firms has greatly injured and, in some places, de 

the trade of the latter. But at the same ti 

doubtful whether private parties would have the 

or the courage to make conies of old i 



CHAPTER III. 

MANUFACTURES ON MODERN METHODS. 

Of the manufactoring'.industries'.of :. India9 cotton 

Cotton mills: *s hy far the most important The 
a Hindu pioneer. first cotton mill in India is believed to 

be the Bowreah Mills near Calcutta which were started 

as far back as 1817. Bat, 'According to official state- 

ments, the industry dates, from- 1851 when the first 

mill was started at Broach” * A Hindu gentleman, 

Rao Bahadur Ranehortal Chotalal, was one of the pio¬ 

neers of the cotton mill industry of India. “In 1848-49, 

he published a prospectus in a local vernacular paper 

of a small spinning mill of 5000 spindles with rob looms 

attached ; but his townsmen [of Ahmedabad] found the 

project too daring, and too full of risk ; and the fact that 

Bombay had not yet made such a venture, was taken as 

conclusive ~of its rashness. Fortunately he found in Mr. 

Laudan, the owner of a ginning factory at Broach, a 

colleague who entered fully into his views, and the result 

The “Indian Textile Journal” Directory (1894) p. 8. 
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was the establishment, in 1854, of a cotton mill at Broach. 

S.oon after the. Oriental anu the Manockjee Petit mills 

were started in Bombay, and in 1859, Mr. Ranchortad 

Chotalalr with the aid of his local friends, was able to 

open' the Ahmedahbad Spinning and Weaving Com¬ 

pany^ Mill, which began work with 2,500 spindles. 

This mill has' been managed for the last tfalrtyfive years 

by himself, his son, and his grandson, and has now 

32,000 spindle's and 680 looms.1** 

The following table shows ten years* progress in* 

Recent progress &e cotton mill industry in India from 
in.cotton Industry. 1882-83 : 

1882-63. 1863-84. 1884-85. X895-8&. 188647. 

1. Number of Mills at 
81 work eack year 62 74 

* 
.90 

2. Capital employed (as • 1 
6,64^2,350 8,10,77,250 

| 
8,22,17,250* 

1 
j 84848,750 8,20,95,050 far .as known) Its, 

3. Persons employed No. 53,624 61,836 61,596! j ’71,577: 73,59© 

4. Looms ... .... No. ; 15,116 16*251 r£.^55 i6^4S 16,926 

5.,Spindles _ . .. No. 1,654.108 1,895,284 2,037,05$ j 2,198^45 2,J£S,te 

1887-88, 1888-89. 1889-90, 1 1890-91- 2893-92. 

i. Number of Mills at 1 j 
!. ■ ■ 

work each year ■ 1 97 108, 
1 

134. ; 225 127 

2. Capital employed (as 
far as known) Its. 

i 
8,99»$5>050 9,53,66,625 sVSrMse 

3. Persons employed %525! 92,126 j 59-224 j itl,998( 117,922 

4. Looms 18.840 -*s-5& \ 22,0-8 | asAsj 24,670 

5. Spindles 4375*739 a,67C.a25 j 2,904*637 1 3,197*740 
1 ■ § 

3**72*988 

♦ The "Indian Textile Journal” Directory P» s3* 
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Of the one hundred and twenty seven mills which 

Distribution of were at work in i891-92, no less than 

eighty seven were in the Bombay Presi¬ 

dency. Of the. remainder eight were in Bengal; ten 

in Madras; five in the North-West Provinces ; two in 

the Punjab; one in Central India; four in the Central 

Provinces; one in Rajputana; three in Hyderabad; 

one in Berar; two in Mysore; two in the French settle- 
ments;.and one in Travancore,. 

The ownership and management of nearly half the 

Hindu share in mi!Is are the hands of the Hindus. 

AmonS the aSents and owners, 26 are 
stated to be Europeans, 18 Parsees, 

64 Hindus, 7 MahOmedans, and 3 Jews. 

“The export trade has been with the China markets, 

cotton1* tradC “ fch°Ugh if: has of Iate fa!!en off to a con¬ 
siderable extent, owing in the first 

instance to oversupply, and in the second, to the dis¬ 

turbance in. the rate of exchange, consequent upon the 

closmgof the mints in June, 1893. The total shipment of 

yarns to China during the year 1893 was 311,055 bales of 

400 lbs. each while in 1892 it amounted to 407,260 bates 

of 4ooibs. each. The coarser counts of yarn and cloths 

also find a sale in almost every part of India, and in 
Aden, Singapore, Rangoon, and Zanzibar/’ * 

The following table showing the value of imported 

Expansion of cott:cm manufactures for each year from 

ESh?*** 1858 t0 i892- exhibits their gradual 
expansion down to 1886. Since 

* The “Indian Textile Journal” Directory (1%$, p. ^ 
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that date, however, farther expansion ha* suffered 

check 
Value of cotton twist 

^eai and yarn in tens 
of rupees, 

1857- 58 ... 943.920 
1858- 59 ... 1,714,216 
1859- 60 ... 2,047,115 
1860- 61 ... 1,748.183 
1861- 62 ... 1,472,484 
1862- 63 ... 1,270,301 
1863- 64 ... 1,529,001 
1864- 65 ... 2,191,440 
1865- 66 ... 1,961444 
1866- 67 ... 2,572,700 
1867- 68 ..... 2,698,350 
1868- 69 ... 2,779,934 
1869- 70 ... 2,715,370 
1870- 71 ... 3,357,393 
1871- 72 ... 2,424^22 
1872- 73 ... 2,628,296 
1873- 74 ... 2,628,959 
1874- 75 ... 3,157780 
1875- 76 2,794,769 
1876- 77 ' ... . 2,733,514 . ... 
1877- 78 ' ... 2,850,403 
1878- 79 . ... 2,779,772 
1879- 8° ... 2,745,306 
1880- 81 ... 3,699,177 
1881- 82 ... 3,222,065 
1882- 83 ... " 3,378,190 ... 
^3-84 .... 3,465.943 
1884- 85 ... 3,360,420 
1885- 86.. ' ... 3,172,083 . ... 

3,318,377 
1887- 88 ' ... 3,581.906 
1888- 89 ... 3,746,797 

; 1889-90 ... 3,482,529 
1890- 91 : ... 3,768,362 
1891- 92 ... 3,514,620 

Value c! cotton 
goods ir. tens 

cf rupee*. 

4 782.698 
bub? 927 
9,651,8.3 
9vlog,935 
8.772.916 
8,360,229 

10,4.5,662 
11.035,885 
11,849.214 
22,524.10' 
24999.917 
16,072,551 ' 
13*553,846 
15-687476 
15.058.811 
14,605,553 
15.155.666 
16,263,560 
16,450,212 
15,991,7^9 
17.322,313 
14,126,784 
16,915,511 
22,910,717 
20,772,099 
21431,872 
21,642,338 
21,197414 
22410,545 
25,146,508 
23,924,467 ' 
27*764,508 
26,391,399 
27,241.987 
23.174852 

Besides the cotton spinning and weaving mills, there 

Cotton ginning 316 "f3^ four hundred cotton ginn^g» 
&c. and Hosiery cleaning and pressing mills, the pro~ 
lactones. , . , , . r 
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There are al^ five Hosiery factories in Bombay, of 

which two appear to be under Hindu management. A 

Hosiery factory under Hindu management is about to 

be started in Bengal. 

The progress in the Jute industry since 1872 has 

been considerable. The first iute mill 
Jute-mills. . . J 

is believed to have been started about 

1857. -In 1.872, there were only five jute mills. The 

number rapidly rose to twenty by 1882. The following- 

table exhibits the progress of ' the industry since that 

.year : 

1882-83. 1883-84. - 1884-85. 1885-86. 1886^7. 

1. Number of Mills at i 
work ... 20 23 24 ‘ 24 ■ a*. 

2. Capital employed (as 
far as known) Us. 2,33,7o,cfoO 2,50,70,000 2,69,70,000 2,69,70,000 2,84,70,000 

3. Persons employed No. 42,797 47,868 51,902 47,640 49,015 

4. Looms ... ... No. 5,$33 6,139 , 6,926 6,683 ' "" 6,911'' 

5. Spindles ... ... No. 95,737 112,650 131,740 1^,964 -135*393-. 

1887*88. 2888-89. 1889-90. I89O-9I. 
1 

1891-92. 

1. Number of Mills at ;■ , 'i 
work ' ■ 25 . 26 ■' :.*26 . *26 " ' 27 

2. Capital employed ' (as 
far as known) R& : 3,04*45,000 3,01,95,000 3,02,15,000 . 3,13^20,000 3,23,20,000 

3. Persons employed 56,007 59,722 59,806 62,91s 66,333 

4. Looms . .. 7,389* 
1 

7,819 8,001 8,102 

g. Randles ... . .. ...... 246,3021 252,667 155,9^6 262,^5 2,74,156- 

* ^ figares in these two columns as given in the Statistical Tables, 
for 1893 are slightly different. 
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cd by Joint slock companies. They employ daily! in 

the average, 2582 hands and produce blankets, serges, 

flannels, broadcloth &c. 

The paper-industry on modem methods has sprung 

Ptepin- mfig* UP mlJ since 1862, when the Girgaum 
paper mill was started'-at Bombay. 

At the end of 1891, there were at work eight . paper 

mills—three in the Bombay Presidency, three in Ben¬ 

gal, one at Lucknow, and one at Gwalior. Of these 

two belonged to private parties, and the rest to joint 

stock companies with an aggregate nominal capital of 

about fortyfour lakhs and a half. The Bally mill, the 

largest' paper concern in India, produces printing and 

cartridge papers of sorts, cream-laid paper, and blotting 

and brown papers. The average daily number .of hands 

employed by the mills in 1*891 was 2,733. The outturn 

for that year is estimated at 26,834,692 16s. valued at 

Rs. 42,70,394. The raw material used by the mills 

consists of'gunny cuttings, rags, cotton, straw, grasses, 

waste-paper &e. 

The flour and oil industries which require a Corn- 

Flour and oil paratively small outlay are in great 

favour with the Hindus. There were, 

in 1891, fiftyone flour mills in India. Of these eighteen 

were in the province of Bombay, two in Sindh, one in 

Madras, twentytwo in Bengal, two in the North Western 

Provinces and Oudh, and six in the' Punjab. Of these- 

fourteen belonged to joint-stock companies with mostly 
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Hindu shareholders; the greater majority of the remain- 

der were private Hindu concerns. There were in 18919 

sixtythree oil mills in India, of which six belonged to 

joint stock companies, and by far the greatest majority 

of the remainder were owned and managed by Hindus, 

fit Calcutta and its vicinity no less than twenty three 

were under Hindu management. 

Although the value of imported glassware was 

Glass factoiy over seventy lakhs of rupees in 1891- 
92, India as yet possesses only one 

glass .fafiory conduced on European methods. It is 

situated near Calcutta and owned by a joint-stock com¬ 

pany called the Pioneer Glass Manufafturi ng Company, 

of which the Shareholders and Directors are mostly 

Hindus. The nominal capital of the company is stated 

to be thrr e l£khs. 
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in the world, and even now there are comparatively few 

where a similar mass of metal could be turned out. 

The exposed portion of this pillar is 22 feet. The 

depth under the surface is 20 inches, so that the total 

length of the pillar is 23 feet 8 inches. “Just below the 

-surface it expands into a bulbous form, 2 feet 4 inches 

>n diameter, and it rests on a gridiron of iron bars 

which are fastened with lead into the stone pavement. 

The diameter of the pillar itself is 16-4 inches at base 

and 12-05 inches just below the capital, which is 3^ feel 

high. The above dimensions indicate a weight exclu¬ 

sive of the capital and the base of 5-7 tons, so that the 

total weight must exceed 6 tons. 

Analyses of the iron have been made both by Dr. 

Percy, late of the School of Mines, and Dr. Murray 

Thompson, of Rurki College, who have found that it 

consists of pure malleable iron without any alloy. It has 

been suggested that this pillar must have been formed 

by gradually welding pieces together : if so, it has been 

done very skilfully, since no marks of such welding are 

to be seen.” * With regard to the age of the pillar 

Mr. Fergusson observes: + “There is an inscription 



» umm. li. oeiongs to one of tbe Chandra 

ajas of the Gupta dynasty, either consequently, to 

,.1}, 363 or A.D. 400. Taking 4®® 35 3 mean 

ate—and it certainly is not far from the truth—It opens 

ir eyes to an unsuspected state of affairs to find the 

Indus at that age capable of forging a bar of iron 

rger that any that have been forged even in Europe up 

s a very late date, and not frequently eves bow. As 

e find them, however, a few centuries afterwards using 

irs as long as this Jdii 10 roofing the porch of the 

mpie of Kanaruc we must now believe that they were 

ech more familiar with the use of this metal than 

ey afterwards became. It is almost equally startling 

.find that, after an exposure to wind and rain for 

urteen centuries, it is unrusted, and the capital and 

scription are as clear and as sharp now as when put 
) ..fourteen centuries ago,11 

At the present day, nearly all the larger foundries 

e owned and conducted by Europeans on modern 

ethods. The largest iron-foundry is that of Burn and 

3. at Howrah, near Calcutta, which, in 1891, employed 

1 average number* of 1650 persons daily, and turned 

it goods valued at Rs. 13,50,000. 

There' are only two potteries on a large scale, both 

Potteries. ' °f wtlic!l be!ong to B«rn and Co., one 
at RanlganJ (Bengal), and the other 

Jobbulpore (Central Provinces! InT8ai. Rani. 
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There are two soap-factories conducted on European 

Soap factories. methods* both of wbi<* are at Meerut 

in the North-Western Provinces. They 

are owned by joint stock companies with a large body 

of Hindu shareholders. The North-West Soap Company 

produced, in 1891, nine thousand eight hundred and 

eight maunds of soap valued at Rs, 1,23,507. 

There are overa hundred sugar factories and refineries 

Sugar factories. no|e.d .the “Statistical tables for 
British India”—some . ninety four ' in 

Bengal,, five in the Madras Presidency, one In the North- 

Western Provinces and one in- the . Punjab, '-‘Of these' 

the last seven and one or two.in Bengal are conducted' 

- on a large- scale- under .'European' supervision. It--is 

only the smaller factories that are in the hands of the 

Hindus. The imports of foreign sugar have - consider- ' 

ably increased, within the last decade; and'must, have 

told/.unfavourably, upon the expansion of the. sugar 

industry. In 1883-84, the ' quantity imported was 

J36,§09 cwts., whereas, In 1891-92, it was 2,213,825 cwts. 

The exports of sugar, however, have not declined .very 

seriously; the quantity exported in 1883-84 was 

i»T77*157 cwts*s and, in 1891-92, it was 1,137,186 cwts. 

There were, In 1891, forty three tanneries in India. 

Tanneries, tbese the !asrSest is Cooper Allen 
and Company’s-Army'Boot factory at 

Cawnpore which employs an average number of ,2,500 

; persons dally. The only large tannery which is under 

Hindu management is Stewart Tannery, and Leather 

factory at Agra* which employs an average number of 
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Exhibits. 

Plain and check silk fabrics 
Papier mache Toys 
Varnish ... 
Varnish . 
Lozenges . 
Lamp (new design) 
Wax Sower 
Toyship ... 
Harmoni-flute ... 
Harmoni-flute ... 
Harmoni-flute ... 
Photo pictures ... 
Ink ... ... ... 
Ink for polishing shoes 
Ink' ' ..... • ... ■ ... 
Whistles ... ■ ... 
Steel tranks and Lz 
Toys ... 
Scales 
Biscuits ..... . . ... 
Biscuits '... 

Medal. Certificate. 

.. Silver 2nd class. 
*** ii ... 1st 
... Bronze 2nd 
.. Silver ... 

■ a 

2st », 
“* i* ... 1st „ 

Silver ... 1st • (J 
.. Silver 2nd 
.. Bronze 2nd „ 
.. Silver ist „ 
*• Gold 2nd ' 

... Silver 
n 

2nd „ 
ii 1st „ 

Silver 1st 
" ** . >j 1st „ 
... . Gold 1st „ 

Silver 2nd 
s) ist „ 
■ • Bronze 2nd ■ „ 
.. • Gold " ist - „ 

.. Gold 
... ist .* ' 

2nd „ 
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and accoutrements of war.”* Megasthenes gives no 

Information as to the localities whence these metals 

were procured, except in the case of gold, mines of 

which are located by him in an elevated plateau Inhabited 

fey a people called the Derdalf who are Identified with 

the Dards, “ wild and predatory tribes dwelling among 

the mountains on the north-west frontier of Kashmir, 

and by the banks of the Indus.” From this description., It 

would seem, that the gold used in Northern India at the 

time of Megasthenes was chiefly procured from Thibet. 

,Household utensils, made of copper, Iron, tin, lead 

_ . ■ gold and silver, and ornaments made 

and metals in later of the precious metals are mentioned in 
Sansknttoemture. ^ jjanusamhit^, but it gives no parti¬ 

culars as to the localities they were obtained from. j 

" Coming to later Sanskrit- literature, we find , 

frequent mention of precious stones and metals. % 

As far as we are aware, however, it is only in the 

_ , , BrihatsamhlM of Var^ha Mihira, S that 
■ tMammmgs men® ■ ' ' ■. 3 

tioned in the Bri- detailed information is afforded about 

any of the gems. The most common 

* “Ancient India, as described by Megasthenes and Arrian:/1 transla¬ 

ted by J. W. McCrindle, p. 31. See also “ Ancient India as described 

by Ktesias,” translated by ]. W* McCrindle, p.p. 16, iy, 68, 69. 

f These are identified with the Dards. of Pliny and t he Daradas o 

Sanskrit literature. 

For descriptions of “ Gold-diggtag ants ” and rational explanations 

of than, see “Ancient India/1 translated by McCrindle, pp. 94 ei $eqt 

and “ The Indian Antiquary n Vol. IV, pp. 225-232. 
f In the Mrichhaiaii, skilful artists are mentioned as examining 

pearls, topazes, sapphires, emeralds, rabies, ffcc* 

f An astronomer who lived in the first half of the 6th century A, By ■ 
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gems* he says, are: “Diamond, sapphire emerald, agate, 

ruby, bloodstone, beryl, amethyst, vimalaka, quartz (?), 

crystal, xnoongem, sulphur-hued gem ( f \ opal, conch, 

azure stone, topaz, Brahma stone, Jyotirasa, chryssolite 

{?), pearl and coral. The diamond found on the bank of 

the Vend is quite pure ; that from Kosala country Is 

tinged like Sirisa-blossom ; the Surasfatrian diamond is 

somewhat copper-red ; that from Supara, sable. The 

diamond from the Himalaya is slightly copper coloured ; 

the sort derived from Matanga shows the hue of wheat 

blossomthat from Kalinga is yellowish, and from 
Pundra grey/1' * 

. The Vend, in this passage, is identical with the 

Weingang^, on a tributary of which stood the ancient 

mines well known under the name of Wair£garh, a 

town distant.. about 8b miles to the south-east of Nag¬ 

pur, f "Sur£stra is Surat; it was merely a port whence 

the gem' was exported, Matanga and Kalinga probably 

included the Kistna and the Godaveri or Golconda dia¬ 

mond localities. $ MaM Kosala identified with Berar 

and the Nagpur country probably included the ancient 

; diamond -mines of Sambalpur. Pundra comprised North- 

* “ The Brihat Samhitfi ” translated by Dr, H, Kera, Joamal of 
-the Royal Asiatic Society, New Series, VoL VII, pp. 125-126. 

t The diamond mines of Wairdgarh or Bfrdgarh are mentioned in 
the A'in~i~Akbari (Jarrett’s Translation, Vol. II p. 230), 

% Telingana which comprises many of these localities Is supposed by 

Cunningham to be “only a slightly contracted form of Tri-Kalinga, 

(“Ancient Geography of India” p. 519). 
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-era Bengal It extended to the foot of, the Himalayas* f 

and possibly gave its. name to precious stones other 

than diamonds obtained from those mountains.' 

From the passage in the BrihatsamhitA it appears! j 

that nearly all the important diamond mines of India 

were worked about the beginning of the sixth' century 

A. D. As far as we are aware, however, '' there ,’is no. j 
Information about the methods of mining in' the ancient; j 

Sanskrit literature, nor any which localises the precious. , .. 

and other metals, even in the : vague, manner of the ; 

Brihatsamhit£. The' fact is, ■ miningand-- smelting in j 

ancient, as. in - modern-India, were carried , on by lower j 
class Hindus and aborigines, * who were beneath the 

not ice *of the. BrAhman.' authors..- > | 

We have, 'however, abundant indirect evidence of - - ,; 

Ancient mines of the working of gold, silver, copper/ ... - ‘ 

gold, silver &c. ■ and iron- mines in: -ancient India on a , 

rather extensive scale. ’ The statemeut of M.egasthenes ■ i 

with regard to the mineral resources of the country has 

been quoted already. Ktesias refers to the silver mines 

of India, which, he says are deeper than those in 

Bactria. “Gold also'* he says “is a product of India. 

It is not found in rivers and washed from the sands” 

hat is found on mountains. Pliny (first century A. D.} 

* Iron-ore is mined and smelted bythe aborigines especially/of Drayi-- 
dian extraction. The mining arid smelting of copper in the Himalayas 

are conducted by Hinduised aborigines. The Panna mines are worked 

by Goads and Kols. The higher class Hindus act as middlemen. They 
supply capital, and enjoy the lion’s share of the profits; but, as regards, 
technical knowledge of mining and smelting, they possess none. . 
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referred to the country of the Narece, who are identi¬ 

fied with the Nairs of Malabar, as comprising numerous 

mines of gold and silver. 

More satisfactory evidence than all this is the dis¬ 

covery of extensive and numerous ancient mines of 

gold, copper, and silver. The ancient gold mines in 

the Wynaad region, “indicate different degrees of 

knowledge in the miner's art. They consisted of i, 

quarrying on the outcrops of veins ; 2, vertical shafts ; 

3, adits ; 4, vertical shafts with adits ; 5, shafts on under 

lie. Among these the most remarkable are the verti¬ 

cal shafts they are even when-in solid quartz some¬ 

times 70 feet deep, with smooth and quite plumb sides. 

What the tools were which enabled the miners tq pro¬ 

duce such work in hard dense ■ quartz no one appears 

to be able to suggest. The fragments of stones obtain¬ 

ed from these various mines were pounded with hand- 

muliers, the pounding places being still seen, and the 

pounded stone was then, it is' believed, washed in a 

wooden dish and treated with mercury.” f 

India is said to have supplied the whole world with 

Mining la recent dkmonds till A. D. 1728 when the 
times : Precious diamond mines of Brazil were opened. 

At the present day, the only diamond 

mines which are regularly worked are those of Fauna 

in Bundelkhand. In Akbar's time, the value of the annual 

• “Andeot India described by Ktesias.” translated by J. W. 
MeCiindle pp, 16-17. . * 

• t ** Economic Geology of India.” pp. 182-183, 
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outturn of these mines is-said to have? been eight lakhs of 

rupees. In the beginning of the eighteenth century, the' 

produce was estimated at one lakh and twenty thousand 

rupees of which the PannaRaja received one fourth, 

The outturn in recent years is stated to have been 

much less than formerly. An European Company have- 

recently been prospecting for diamonds in the territory 

of the Nizam, in which some of the ancient diamond 

, mines are situated; but, the result does not yet appear 

■ to be promising. 

The other precious stones which are still mined and 

<worked by Hindus on indigenous methods are garnet, 

-agate, onyx arid carnelian* In the Kishengarh state, 

in Rajputana, there- are rather extensive mines from 

which good, garnets are obtained. The Raja is said to 

derive-a large revenue from them. There are also garnet 

i mines in the Jaipur and Udepur states. With regard to 

agate, onyx and carnelian "though none of these ex¬ 

actly come under the denomination-of precious stones, 

still, when wrought into, ornamental objects, they have 

sometimes commanded very high prices. In the art - of 

cutting and polishing them the lapidaries of India have 

long been renowned,—-for so long indeed that some 

of the very earliest allusions to the country are connect¬ 

ed with this particular art It is'probable that the 

polished and cut pebbles of India have been spread over 

the world to an extent of which few people are con¬ 

scious. It is said that the pebbles which the tourist or 

visitor is induced to buy at any well-known seaside and 

other resorts \n Europe, as mementos of the places, have 



Gold-washing still affords a more or less supplemental 

Gold and silver. means of subsistence to a small class 

of lowcaste Hindus in different parts of 

* "Economic Geology of India.” p 504. 

T 
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India. But gold-.ndustry, worth the name, is at present 

earned on with European capital and under European' 

management m Mysore and the Wynaad. The out 

put of the Mysore mines for ,889 was 78,649 ounces 

valued at Rs. 43.93.15°, and that for 1892 was estimated 

at i63)[87 ounces valued at Rs. 89,6o,2Io. Except pro¬ 

bably at a place in the Kudapa District (Madras Presi¬ 

dency), silver ,s not now known to he mined for any 

where else; and there too it is extracted from galena in i 

very petty scale, and by a tedious and wastej process 

Though ^ere are numerous ancient copper-mines of 

Copper. an extensive character in various parts 

copDer on th • India) tile miningand smelting of 

in P.P" “ ““ are „„„ carried „„ 

* 7,1 y °n'lyi"g ‘raC*5 ">« heavy 
imported copper at l 

Various -ttempts have been made by Europeans 

Attempts to wo k trom tlme to time to work the Conner 

ie^etho&&m°* °fes of India especially in the Nellore 

district ^ -Ota the Singbhuro 

stork r 8 ‘ .Th est attemPt 'S that of a Joint 

•* 
The outturn „r the Baragu.da mines ““ Jo uteri' 

Th f n°5 -°nS Va,Ued at Rs- 2-34,ooo. 
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'Singhana,* Khetri, and Baba! In the Jaipur state ; 

Dhanpur, Dhobri and Pokhrl In Kumaun and Garhwal 

districts ; and at various places in Nepal and Sskkinr. 

An idea of the petty scale In. which these mines are 

generally worked' will be obtained from the .Ad* that 

the annual produce of the Darlbo mine fifteen years ago 

•was only .3 tons 8 cwts., and even that amount is 

■stated to have been diminishing owing to the minx 

of imported copper. 

Deep-mining is not practised owing chiefly to the 

want of .suitable apparatus'for draining the mines. At 

’ Pachikhani, the only place where copper-ores were 

found by the writer, in 1891, to be worked on a toler¬ 

able scale in Sikkim, the deepest mine went down to 

a depth of about 55 feet only ; and water had collected 

to such an extent" even at this depth, that the miners 

wer,e talking of abandoning it, though the ore there 

was very rich. 

The mines are long meandering passages averaging 

about a yard or so in height and width. The tools 

generally used are an iron hammer and a pointed chisel; 

small picks also are sometimes used. The ore (usu¬ 

ally copper-pyrites) is pounded, washed, and then 

made up into small balls with cowdung. After drying, 

these balls are roasted. The roasted balls are pow- 

* Large quantities of blue vitriol, alum, ami copperas are manu¬ 

factured from the decomposed slate and refuse of the Snghana mines. 

The slates and refuse are steeped in water, which is afterwards evapor¬ 

ated, when the blue vitriol ts first crystallised out, then the alum, and 

lastly the copperas. (“Economic Geology of India.” p. 261). 





goaf s skins obtained from Jabalpur at a costof Rs. 4 per pair: the uaaltiiig 

up'costs a rupee. A pair of bellows lasts one fall season (November t 

a pair 01 Clay pijeres, wnicn arc pmscww — 

is charcoal* The furnace is worked for 1 a hours, from- about 8 It the 

to 7 seers. Some 25 to 30 such basketsful (or 3# to 4I niaunds) Of ore 

are consumed by a furnace in one day.” * 

There are very rich and extensive iron ores in va« 

. riotis parts of India especially in the 
Attempts to work r , r «. 1 

iron-ores on mo- Madras Presidency and the Central 
deni methods: _ , t , • t 

TheBaiikarIron Provinces: and attempts have trom 

works- time to time been made by Govern¬ 

ment and private parties (Europeans) to work the ores 

on a large scale on modern methods. The attempts, 

however, have all ended in failure except in the case of 

the Barakar Iron Works. The working of the excellent 

iron ores of India on modern methods is placed under 

great disadvantage, as they are usually remote from 

coal of the desired quality. But at Bardkar, in Bengal, 

the close proximity of such coal to abundant iron ores 

of fair quality led to the establishment, in 1874, of an 

European Company under the name of the “Bengal Iron 

Company.” The Company„ however, failed in 1879, 

* “Records of the Geological Surrey ot 'Imfia." Vol. XXI (1888) 

f>p. 87-88* .. . 
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owing chiefly, it is supposed, to the initial error of 

starting with insufficient capital which amounted to 

£100,000 only. Three years later, the property was 

bought overby Government; and under the manage- 

ment of Ritter Von Schwartz, the concern proved 

successful. It has again passed recently into the hands 

of an European Company, who have made arrangements 

to carry on the works on an enlarged scale. * The 

success of the Company appears to be assured. In 

1891, the daily average of persons employed at the 

Barikar Iron works was 821 ; and the out-turn (pig-iron) 

was 11,822 tons valued at Rs. 6,19,508. 

In Southern India various attempts have from time 

Recent attempt to *° t,me been made to work the excel- 
sgrtiron works in lent iron ores which abound there on 

a somewhat large scale, with wood-fuel; 

but they have ended in failure. The last attempt of the 

kind of which we have any information is by a Madrasi 

gentleman Dr. Dhankoti Raju, a paper, which 

he read at the Industrial Conference held at Poona 

in August. 1891, he said, that he had visited England, 

France, Italy, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Norway, 

Sweden, and Russia, with a view to study the iron- 

industry as carried on in those countries; and that 

he had been granted important concessions by the 

Government of Mysore for the establishment of iron 

and steel works in that Province, “on a pretty large 

scale and on modern scientific principles” He further 

said, that he had imported machinery from Europe, and 

made preliminary arrangements for the establishment 



[excluding steel* machinery and 

cutlery) since 1858 : 

Yea?. Quantity in 
tons, f 

2857- 58 
2858- 59 
1859- 60 
1860- 61 
1861- 62 
1862- 63 
1863- 64 
1864- 65 
1865- 66 
1866- 67 
1867- 68 
1868- 65 
1869- 71 
1870- 7 
1871- 7; 
1872- 73 
1873- 74 
1874- 75 
-2875-76 
1876- 77 
1877- 78 
1878- 79 
1879- 80 
1880- 81 
1881- 82 
1882- 83 
1883- 84 
1884- 85 
1885- 86 
1886- 87 
1887- 88 
1888- 89 
18S9-90 
1890- 91 
1891- 92 

101,192 
”2,559 
121,886 
228,265 
*05,538 
233,280 
222,626 
157.597 
277,183 
280,114 
274658 
264,019 
216,079 
200,140 
180,420 
193,828 
184025 

mill work, hardware and 

Value in tens 
of rupees. 

494,094 
1,107.222 

572,839 
454*438 
603,22# 
678.312 
7-24,7^ 
586,712 
488,374 
764*888 

1,461,300 
2*425*655 
1,188,086 

799*%5 
' 841490 

752.576 
795*516 

1,247,348 
1,424-598 
1,528406 
1435,561 
1,446,015 
1,229.385 

■ 2.547*542 
1414 **84 
1,87049* 
2440491 
2Koi4,909 
i*934J06 
1,782,990 

2*447,395 
2,515,179 
2414,317 
2,562,307 
2,321,283 

Report of the first Industrial Conference, held at Poona, pp. 94-96. 

f It is not stated in the “Statistical Abstract” whether the ijuantitj 
includes manufactured articles ir not. 
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Coal-mining is quite a new industry in India. The 

„ , , importance of coal began to be felt 
Coal: the present , & 

coadlticnofthe in- with the spread of Western civilisation 
diistry. with its railways, mills,and workshops ; 

and coal-mining has been making rapid progress since 

1858. In 1857-58, the total output of coal in India was 

293»443 tons. In 1890, it was no less than, 2,168,521 

tons. The following tables show the progress made 

in the Indian coal-mining industry from 1881 to 1891 : 

1881. 1882. . 1883. 1884, 1885. 

Number of collieries worked.. 47 55 61 66 68 

Persons employed ... — 20,051 23,172 '■ 24,541 22,745 

,Juantity of coal produced in 

tons ... 3997,730 1,130,242 1,315,976 1,397,818 1,294,221 

1836. 1887 . 1888 1889 1890 1891 

Number of collieries 
worked ... 70 68 67 72 82 87 

Persons .employed... 24,794 28,438 29,301 29,953 32,971 34,902 

Quantity of coal pro¬ 
duced in tons 1,388,487 1,364,063 1,708,903 1 >945,354 2,168,521 2,328,5x7 

Of the Indian coal fields those of Bengal are the 

most important. In 1891, of the 87 Indian collieries 

employing 34902 labourers (men, women, and children) 

no less than 77 were located in Bengal, which employed 

24834 persons; more than two-thirds of the total 

produce of 1890 was contributed by Bengal. Of the 

remaining collieries, one was in the Punjab (Dandot) ; 

three in the Central Provinces (Mohpani and Warora); 
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three in Assam (Lakhimpur District); one in Rewa 

State ; ooe in Nizam’s territmy ; and one in Bftluchis- 

tfaan. 

Though a Hindu * was one of the chief promoters 

Hindus ia. the oldest and richest coal company 
coal industry. jn India, the Bengal Coat Company, 

there are, as far as we are aware* only three large coal 

properties at the present day which are owned by Hindus. 

The great majority of the more considerable mines are 

worked with European capital and under European 

supervision.+ Of the three large mines under Hindu 

management, that at Siarsol, opened in 1845, turned out, 

in 1891, 45,030 tons, and employed 823 men, women, 

and children-; and the Jemari colliery, started in 1854, 

yielded, in 189132,296 tons. There is also.' a large 

number of small collieries in Bengal owned and managed 

by Hindus. 

The following figures give the imports of coal 

since 1876 :— 

Year. Quantity in Value in tens of 
tons. rupees. 

1875-76 383427 665.535 
1.$76-77 519.749 931,710 
1877-78 601,257 1,008,155 
1878-79 475.9®° 889,477 

* Dwdraka Nath Tagore. His biographer, Kissory Chand Mitter, 

says that he established it with the assistance of Mr Deans Campbell, 

(^Life of. Dwarka Nath Tagore”—p. 108). 

f Nearly all the smaller mines in Bengal, however, are owned and 
managed by Hindus. They are generally worked on modern methods* 
but on a small scale. From information courteously supplied by Mr. R ®C 

■putt, Commissioner, Burdwan Division, we are able to state, that there 

were no less than thirty such mines in that Division, in 1893. 

' ' ■ ■ • T,(l) 
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1878-80 
1880- 81 

1881- 82 
1882- 83 
1883- 84 
i 884-85 
1885-86 
2886- 87 
2887- 88 
1888- 89 
1889- 90 
1890- 91 
189 s-92 

Quantity in 
Tons. 

587,928 
683,768 
637,124 

628,824 
708,358 
741429 

790,930 
765,668 
848,878 

833.478 
601.478 
784,664 

736,971 

Value in tens 
of Rupees. 

1,138,208 
*1*39,855 
1,020,044 
1,019,883 
*.*63,79° 
1,267,2,3 
*>308,415 
*,3*6,615 
*,663,911 
*.907,213 
*,308,589 
*,543,442 

*,250,493 

Comparing these figures with those given above 

^tb regard to the ptogress of the Indian coal-mining, 

*t wdlbe seen how the development of the latter has 
kept the imports down. The increased demand due to 

the eTtent-SI°n ’ndustnes on European methods and 
the extention of railways has been almost entirely met 

Jld e in '•Sen°uUi> COaI ; and strenuous efforts are being 

Salt ,s obtained by evaporation at various places 

Salt. on the Madras, the Bombay, and the 

- D Qnssa coast, and from some Salt Lakes 

0f. Wh“ ‘he best k“°™ « the Sambhar 

was a ,62 ” a ' Slmbh“r SaI* Uk'- ,8<„, was 2,162,130 maunds valued at Rs 2 7-? 86S cV 

is also obu,„ed by „mi„g the Paaja^hL eof 

tains enormous deposits of rock-salt. The largest and 
best known of the Puniab • gest and 

- , c runjao saltmines are the Mavn 
mines in the Salt-ram^ tk» • e Ma7° 

range. The mines were formerly 
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nmcli more numerous, but they “merely consisted of 

small openings at first, which were afterwards unsys¬ 

tematically enlarged, until they became dangerous. 

Since the annexation of the Punjab, it has been found- 

useful for facility in collecting the" revenue, to lessen 

their number greatly.” The Punjab mines yielded, in 

1891, 2,206,450 rnaunds, valued at Rs. 1503,427. In the 

Kohat -District, salt Is got by open quarrying not by 

mining as in the salt-range. The chief quarries are at 

Malgin which have been, worked from very ancient 

times; at Bhadur Khet opened in the seventh century ; 

and at Jatta opened-about the middle of the seventeenth 

century. The produce of the Kohat mines, in 1891, 

was 632,599 rnaunds valued at Rs. 2,48,078. The total 

quantity of salt produced in the Indian empire (includ¬ 

ing Burma) in."189it, was 26,684,375 rnaunds valued 

at Rs. 5i>7ij945* The imports have remained more 

or less stationary' during the last few years, seldom 

..much, exceeding ten. lakhs of rnaunds. The mining 

and manufacture- of salt are earned- on. chief!? bv 
'Government 

.Mica is sometimes used instead of glass for lanterns 

and doors of furnaces. It is also employ- 

. ed as a glazing material. In small 

pieces it is largely employed in radia for the ornamenta¬ 

tion of temples, banners &c.. Powdered mica is occasion¬ 

ally used- for ornamenting cloths and pottery. Mica 

has . recently been found in large plates measuring two 
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to three feet in diameter and thickness in the Nellore 

district, Madras Presidency. In the Bengal Presidency, 

it is at present obtained by mining chiefly in the district 

of Hazaribagh. The mica mines are on a small scale, 

and are owned and worked chiefly by Hindus. In 1891, 

the Hazaribagh mines employed nearly three thousand 

persons daily, and produced 2,520 maunds valued at 

Rs. 84,883. 

Steatite or soapstone is obtained by mining or 

Steatite. quarrying at various places for the 

manufacture . of plates, bowls, vases, 

small idols, figures of animals &c., n tably in the Salem 

district (Madras), in the Gya district (Behar), and 

in the Manbhum and Singbhum districts (Bengal). The 

beautiful bluish-gray soapstone which is so largely used 

at Agra for the manufacture of finely carved ornamental 

objects is obtained from a village in the Jaipur state. 

Limestone is largely quarried for the manufacture of 

Limestone. lime or for building and other purposes. 

Among the mpre extensively worked 

quarries, may be mentioned those of Katni (Jabalpur 

district, Central Provinces), and of the Khasi and 

Jaintia hills (Assam).* Lime made at these places is in 

great demand m Bengal. There are marble quarries 

m Rajputana, the best known being those situated near 

Jhirri in the Alwar state, at Makrana in the Jodhpur 

state, and near Raialo in the Jaipur state. White marble 

* The out-turn of the Khasi and Jaintia quarries for 1891 was esti- 
-nated at 14 15, 257 maunds valued at Rs. i, 39, 276. 



from the last named place is largely employed foi 

making screens known as jalee, which has been referred 

to in a previous chapter. The . marble of which the 

•haI is built was obtained from the Mak 

“From distant parts of India orders for temples 

are sent to Makrana, and the blocks of pure marble cut 

and read? to be put in place are forwarded to their des¬ 

tination.” The marble quarries near Jfiirri were at one 

time extensively worked, but are not rfiuch worked now. 

Besides limestone and marble, various other rocks 

Building stones. have from vei7 ancient times been 
quarried in India for building purposes 

granite, gneiss, basaltic rocks, laterite, slate, and sand¬ 

stone. At G}ra some of the Buddhistic rails and the 

floorings of temples are* made of granite. There are 

many quarries for the extraction of gneiss and granite 

in the Madras Presidency. Basaltic rocks are utilised 

for building and other purposes in parts of the Deccan, 

in 

Valley Slate Quarry Company In the Punjab raised, in 

1891, slates to the value of Rs. 40,636. But of all 

the building stones of India, sandstone is the most 

important. It was employed as long ago as the third 

centur)' B. C. by the Buddhist emperor, Asoka, for th^ 

construction of Idis or monoliths, some of which are 'of 

great size, and are partly polished. The most import¬ 

ant of the sandstone quarries are at Fatepur Sikri, 

E* 
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ana Rupas supplied stone for portion* of the Taj- 

mahalrfor Akbar’s palace at Fatepur Sikri, for the Jama 

Masjid at Delhi, and for several other structures of 

note. Chunar sandstone ■ has been largely used at 

Benares and many other places in the North-Western 

Provinces from very ancient times. The quarries of 

Mirzapur “with those of Partabpur and Seorajpur, have 

supplied Mirzapur and Allahabad with material for the 

construction of their buildings, both ancient and 
modern.” t 

f “Economic Geology of India” p. 545. 



APPENDIX. 

1 he following extracts from a resolution issued by the Gore**,xneDt 

o India last year indicate the steps recently taken by GovemrD«ot for 

the development of the scheme undertaken in l88o-8i for agricultural 
enquiry and improvement. 

2. -One of the chief recommendations made in the report the 

amine Commission in 1880 was the formation of Agricultural peP"1* 

ments, of which the ultimate aim was to be the improvement of 

agriculture. In 1881, the Imperial Department of Revenue and Agri¬ 

culture was created for the purpose of directing the policy to be 

in carding out the Famine Commission’s recommendations; in 

December of that year the Resolution was issued in which a compr«hcn- 

Sive scheme based on the suggestions of the Famine Commission was 

drawn up. The Resolution commenced by explaining that befor* 

attempt could be made to improve the agriculture of tbe country ** 

necessary to enquire into, and collect information regarding, the 
cultural conditions in each province. 

3- The first step to be taken in' this direction was to organic® the 

and record establishments, and during the twelve years which have sioc* 

elapsed, these establishments have in most provinces been broug*»£ ioto 

air working order, so that they can now he utilized for the coll*ction' 
of facts and statistics. 
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4. Another measure was to constitute a system of scientific enquiry 

by means of experts in those branches of investigation, which were beyond 

the scope of the ordinary establishments. With this object there have 

been successively established the office of Reporter on Economic pro¬ 

ducts and the Civil Veterinary and Bacteriological Departments. The 

Departments of Meteorology and Geology already existed, but the atten¬ 

tion of both has been called more distinctly than before to^the work of 

practical investigation. At the same time the trustees of the Indiar. 

Museum have consented to carry out through their staff enquiries 

connected with Economic Entomology and Zoology; while the Botanical 

Survey, previously restricted to three provinces, has been extended over 

the whole of India. 

5. None of these Departments or institutions, however, were con¬ 

nected with agriculture proper, and from 1882 to 1888 representations 

were made to the Secretary of State that the scheme of enquiry could 

not be completed without an agricultural expert, who should organize 

and develop a system o«. agricultural investigafion in those directions in 

which scientific control was wanted. In 1889 Dr. Voeicker was sent 

out to India by the Secretary of State—“to advise on the best course to 

be adopted in order to apply the teachings of Agricultural Chemistry 

and in order to effect improvements in Indian agriculture.’* Dr. Voelcker’s 

nreliminary recommendations led to the appointment, in October last, 

of an Agricultural Chemist, who with the aid of a laboratory assistant, 

appointed at the same time to teach in the forest School at Debra, will 

rake the position ot the expert asked for by the Government of India. 

His duties will be necessarily connected with a larger field than that 

implied by the term “Agricultural Chemistry,” and it is one of the 

objects of the present Resolution to indicate to some extent what the 

duties and functions of the Agricultural Chemist will be. 

6. In the detailed report now submitted, Dr. Voeicker makes 

numerous recommendations in the direction of agricultural improvement 

and reform, many of which covdr the same ground as those of the' 

Famine Commission. His suggestions come, indeed, mainly within 

the scope £f the programme set out in the Resolution of 1881, to the 

principles of which the Government of India still adhere as forming 

the basis of the scheme of agricultural enquiry and improvement; and 

although his suggestions point, as did the Resolution of 1881, to the 
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meats of Agriculture to carry out more effectively than has hitherto been 

done the Instructions for establishing the system which la the Resolu¬ 

tion of 1881 was briefly designated as “district analysis.' The subject 

was discussed at the Agricultural Conference held in 1890 at Simla, 

but has not as yet been fully understood. The object of the scheme, 

was to define with some precision, through the aid of the statistics coll¬ 

ected by the land-records agency, the tracts in each district which are 

subject to Famine, or to use the words of the Resolution, in which 

the “agricultural operations of the country are liable for any reason 

to fall below the standard of full efficiency,8' When’some progress 

has been made in a careful analysis of agricultural tracts, the expert 

will be usefully associated with the Agricultural Depart.meats in Invesll0 

ating the causes of failure, and in suggesting the remedies to be applied. 

As soon as this^.stage has been reached, the greater number of tfeosi 

oeal with positive measures of remedy and improvement, will have to 

be taken under serious consideration and although it may be the 

that in some directions inquiry has proceeded sufficiently far to justify 

immediate action, especially in tracts where agricultural depression is 

extreme, yet there is no doubt that’ In the main a considerable period 

must still be occupied In the preliminary work of investigation. 

8. Another branch of enquiry is concerned with the existing 

methods and practices of agriculture throughout India. This will be 

entrusted primarily to the Agricultural Chemist. It wilt involve the 

collation and collection of facts and statistics contained in gazetteers, 

settlement reports, and other such sources of information, and will 

require both personal Investigation in the field, and continual communi¬ 

cation with the officers of the Agricultural Departments. 

' . . If ■ 
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* 9- The necessity of ascertaining by continuous and scientifically- 

directed trial on experimental farms what are the possibilities of improv¬ 

ing existing methods, was indicated in the .Resolution of 1881, and 

measures have been taken in almost every province to establish farms for 

this purpose. The inspection of farms; the general direction of the 

system on which experiments are to be conducted; and the preservation 

of continuity in experiment will be further and important duties of the 

new officer. 

10. The scheme of agricultural enquiry will also entail a systematic 

analysis of soils, water, manure, &c., in the laboratory, and these will be 

conducted by the Agricultural Chemist and the Assistant. 

11. It will at the same time be essential that, with the co-operation 

of the Educational Department, measures should be taken which will 

render the agricultural population capable of assimilating new ideas, 

and of understanding any suggestions made to them, as time goes on 

for the improvement of their agricultural methods ; and which will quali¬ 

fy them to take that active part in the scheme of agricultural reform, 

without which no effective results can be expected. The necessity of 

adapting the educational system to the requirements of the agricultural 

population was not dealt with in the Resolution of 1881. The Govern¬ 

ment of India, however, in tlie 25th paragraph of the Resolution on 

Education, issued by the Home Department in June 1888, recommended 

that this subject, among others, should in each , province be brought 

under the consideration of a Committee. The question of agricultural 

education was also discussed in a valuable note submitted by Mr. F. A. 

Nicholson to the officers who reported in May, 1889, on the Agricultural 

Department of the Madras Presidency. Tn that note, Mr. Nicholson 

urged that in developing the efficiency of an Agi icultural Department, 

it would be necessary to consider *what means will render its operations 

more efficient by promoting the intelligence and receptivity of the ryot, 

by developing the agents rather than the mere methods of production, 

and by provoking them to take the initiative instead of waiting for an 

impluse ab extra' ” 
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